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ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes theoretical studies of liquid n-
alkanes by equilibr ium and nonequilibrium molecular dynamics. 
Chapter 1 gives a general introduction. 
Chapter 2 describes a new algorithm for MD simulation with 
holonomic constraints. Gauss's Principle of Least Constraint 
is the basis of the algorithm; it allows a concise formulation 
of bond and bond angle constraints for n-alkanes, cycloalkanes 
and bead-rod model polymers. Constraint forces are obtained 
via coupled linear equations. Penalty function minimization 
corrects constraints for decay caused by numerical error. 
Chapter 3 describes equilibrium MD simulations of butane 
and decane that were performed with the Gaussian constraint 
algorithm. These simulations give a complete characterization 
of bulk thermodynamic and structural properties and single 
molecule dynamic properties in liquid alkanes. The 
equilibrium trans population in neat butane is found to be 
<XT> = 0.606±0.015. The trans population in the ideal gas is 
<XT> = 0.67. A nonpolar solvent does influence the trans-
gauche equilibrium. Transition state theory does not 
correctly describe the trans-gauche conformational dynamics. 
MD simulations and isomeric state calculations give insight 
into how intramolecular and intermolecular forces influence 
bulk properties and molecular conformation in liquid alkanes. 
Chapter 4 describes shear NEMD simulations of liquid 
butane and decane. These simulations give a complete picture 
of the rheological behavior of liquid alkanes in steady state 
shear. Butane and decane are non-Newtonian; their viscosit ie s 
are strongly dependent upon shear rate. Both fluids exhibit 
shear dilatancy, shear birefringence, normal stress effects 
and structural deformation. Simulations give a quantitati ve 
description of how alkane molecules rotate, align and deform 
in response to shear. At large shear rates molecules rotate 
with an angular velocity less than half the shear rate, 
indicating that the linear constitutive relation for 
antisymmetric stress is invalid far from equilibrium. 
Chapter 5 presents a derivation of a nonlinear 
constitutive relation for antisymmetric stress. This 
nonlinear constitutive relation is tested via NEMD simulations 
of liquid chlorine. This constitutive relation has two 
transport coefficients, as opposed to the single coefficient, 
the vortex viscosity, in the linear constitutive relation. 
Chapter 6 presents a new NEMD algorithm for the 
calculation of reaction rate constants in liquids. This 
algorithm is based upon macroscopic relaxation kinetics, and 
allows a simultaneous determination of the exact rate constant 
and the transition state theory rate constant. The relaxation 
algorithm was used to calculate the rate constant for the 
trans-gauche equilibrium in liquid butane; simulations give a 
kinetic rate constant k = kp+kR = 4 .8 ± 0 . 02 x 10 10 sec- 1 , and 
a transmission coefficient K = 0.17 ± 0.02 . Transition state 
theory is not valid for butane isomerization in the neat 
liquid because the solvent is strongly coupled to the reaction 
coordinate. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTI ON 
1 . 1 Mo l ecular Dynamic s 
Molecular dynamic s ( MD ) simulations have played an 
important role in the study of dense fluids. A molecular 
dynamics simulation is a brute force numerical solution of the 
classical equations of motion for a many body ( 2~N ~100, 000) 
system. Any system property that is a function of coordina t e s 
or momenta can be calculated and time averaged, including 
properties that cannot be obtained by experime n t. Equilibr ium 
MD simulations give a wealth of thermodynam i c, structural and 
dynamic data for model systems [53). Nonequilibrium MD 
simulations give information about transport processes and 
transport coefficients such as viscosity and t hermal 
conductivity, and allow one to investigate nonli near fluid 
behavior. Evans and Morriss (30 ) , Hoover [6 2,63 ) , and Wood 
and Erpenbeck (126) gi ve general reviews of equ i libr i um and 
nonequilibrium MD. 
Simple fluids such as liquid argon have been exhaustively 
studied by MD simulation. Interaction potentials for the 
simple fluids are accurately known (60,79 ) . Equilibrium 
simulation algorithms for these fluids are now well 
established; simulations have provided a full description of 
their equilibrium properties in conjunction with analytic 
theory [ 7,53,83). Much current research on the simple fluids 
is directed towards understanding their nonequilibrium 
properties via NEMD simulations [30,32,33,35,51,52,62,63) . 
Molecular fluids are more difficult to study by MD for 
several reasons . First, simulation algorithms must be 
developed for the particular fluid of i nterest. An algori t hm 
that works well for diatomic molecu l es cannot ne c essar ily be 
used to simulate a polyatomic flu i d. Second, i nterac ti on 
po tentials for polyatomic molecules are much more difficult t o 
calculate than potentials for atom-atom interactions . Last, 
molecular fluid simulations are invariably sl ower and require 
greater computing resources than simple flu i d simulations. 
Levesque, Weis and Hansen (77) give a useful summary of 
published Monte Carlo and MD simulations of molecular fluids 
to 1984. 
1.2 
1 . 2 Al kanes 
Alkanes are important compounds in the chemical industry 
and in the househo l d. One motivation for the study of alkanes 
is a desire to unders tand and, if possible, predict their 
equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties. Simulations can be 
used to calculate thermodynamic properties from first 
principles, i.e. a potential function. They can also be used 
to optimize a particular potential function [79]. 
In physical chemistry, alkanes are of interest because 
they have a simple chemical structure and possess internal 
degrees of freedom . The butane trans-gauche equilibrium in 
dilute solution or in the neat liquid has received much 
attention as a model chemical equilibrium in a condensed 
phase . Experimental (16,18,26,98,105] and theoretical 
(19,20,94] work shows that the conformational properties of 
alkanes are influenced by the environment; the equilibrium 
constant for butane: 
K = <N(gauche ) > / <N(trans)> (1 .2.1 ) 
is larger in a nonpolar solvent than in the ideal gas. Others 
claim that alkane conformational equilibria are not influenced 
by a nonpolar solvent (1,65,67]. MD simulations can resolve 
this issue. The dynamics of butane isomerization have been 
studied by analytic methods (54,71] and by simulations 
[12,78,84,90,95,97,116]. 
n-Alkanes are simple models for polymers. A polyethylene 
molecule, an enormous n-alkane chain, is the simplest 
macromolecule. Polymer conformation and dynamics in dilute 
solution or in a polymer melt ( reptation and entanglement ) can 
be studied via equilibrium MD simulations of n-alkanes. 
Polymer rheology can be studied by nonequilibrium MD. 
Polymer solutions and melts exhibit a wide variety of unusual 
rheological properties. NEMD simulations of n-alkanes can 
show how microscopic structure and dynamics influence the bulk 
behavior of a polymer melt. Simulations of this type have 
important applications in the chemical industry. 
Ryckaert and Bellemans performed the first simulations of 
liquid alkanes in the mid-1970's [99,100]. Ryckaert and co-
workers developed several algorithms for MD simulation of 
1. 3 
alkanes (22,23,101-104]. Their SHAKE algorithm (4 ,23 ] , an 
iterative procedure for constraining bond lengths and bond 
angles, has been widely used for MD simulations of molecular 
fluids. Refson (96] and Ullo and Yip [114] describe two 
recent simulations of n-butane. 
This thesis describes: 
(1) The development of a general holonomic constraint 
formalism, and general and computationally efficient 
alkane ( polymer ) MD algor ithm. 
( 2) Investigations of the equilibr ium and nonequilibrium 
properties of liquid n-butane (mp=-138. 4°C, bp=-0.50°C, 
p=0.601 g/ ml) and n-decane ( mp=-29.7°C, bp=l74.1°C, 
p=0.730 g/ ml) by equilibrium and nonequi librium molecula r 
dynamics. 
1.3 Model Alkanes 
The model alkanes used throughout this work are exact ly 
the same as those used by Ryckaert and Bellemans (100]. 
Single sites are used to represent the CH 2 and CH 3 groups of a 
real alkane. Each site is connected to its nearest neighbors 
by rigid bonds of length 1.530 A. Each site is also connected 
to its next-nearest neighbors by a rigid bond that fixes the 
bond angle at 109.45 degrees (s ee Appendix A) . Each site has 
a mass m = 2.4lxlo- 23 gram, the mean of the masses of a CH 2 
and a CH 3 group. 
Bond lengths and bond angles are fixed by holonomic 
constraints. These constraints must be incorporated into the 
mechanical description of the system, and more importantly, 
into the MD algorithm. Chapter 2 presents a general method 
for implementing these constraints for MD s imulation s using 
cartesian coordinates. 
A site-site Lennard-Jones potential governs the 
interaction of site a in molecule i and site Sin molecule j : 
( 1. 2 .1 ) 
For all alkanes larger than butane, sites a and Sin molecule 
i also interact v ia the LJ potential ( 1.2.1 ) if they are 
separated four or more nearest neighbor bonds. For some 
simulations a soft sphere potential is used for site-site 
1. 4 
interactions: 
u(r . · al= 4e: ( a/ r, ·a ) 12 lCLJ'"' lCLJ'"' ( 1. 2. 2 ) 
For all simulations desribed in this thesis, a= 3.923 A and 
e: / kB = 72 K [100]. Jorgensen (66] describes different, but 
equally useful, potential functions for liquid hydrocarbons. 
Dimensionless reduced variables are used for all 
simulations. These reduced units are defined in terms of the 
LJ or soft sphere potential parameters a and e:. Conversion 
factors for reduced units are listed in Table 1.1. The 
reduced site number density Ps*, and the reduced molecular 
number density Pm* are related by the equation: 
TABLE 1.1 Reduced Units 
Length r* = r / a 
Energy E* = E/ ( Ne: ) 
Temperature T* = Tk 8/ e: 
Pressure p* = p [ a3 / e:] 
Density p* = ( N/ V) a3 
Time t* = t [ ( e: / m)½ / a] 
Shear rate y* = Y [ a ( m/ e: ) ½ ] 
Viscosity n* n[a 2 ( me: ) - ½) 
The Ryckaert and Bellemans ( RB ) dihedral potential 
function for alkanes is: 
( 1. 2. 3 ) 
U(<P) = E ak (cos<P)k (1.2. 4) 
Six terms are used, 0~k~S. The potential parameters ak, which 
are listed in Table 1.2 in reduced units, were determined from 
thermodynamic data (100). 
TABLE 1.2 RB Dihedral Potential Parameters 
0 
1116 
1 
1462 
2 
-1578 
3 
-368 
4 
3156 
5 
-3788 
1.5 
The RB dihedral potential is shown in Figure 1.1 . Different 
dihedral potential functions for butane have been obtained 
from spectroscopic data (25) . 
The dihedral potentials T and Gin Figure 1.1 are: 
( 1. 2. 5 ) 
( 1. 2. 6 ) 
where y = - (cos~-co s~* ) = - ( cos~-cos ( n/ 3 )) and URB ( ~ ) is 
defined by equation (1.2.4 ) . The T and G potentials are used 
to trap all molecules in either the trans or gauche potential 
well. For potential T: a=7.0, b=0.04 in reduced units. For 
potential G: a=50.0, b=0.3 in reduced units. 
These potentials produce an artificially high trans-gauche 
barrier and fix the conformational population as all trans or 
all gauche, while leaving trans and gauche well regions and 
the gauche-gauche barrier of the RB potential unchanged. 
These potentials are only useful for trans and gauche well 
containment when the system temperature is low in relation to 
the gauche-gauche RB barrier height. 
The constraints of constant bond length and bond angle are 
useful because they can improve MD simulation efficiency. 
Fast intramolecular vibrations have periods of t he orde r of c 
= 2n/ w - 10-15 to 10-13 second. Numerical integration for 
vibrational motion requires a timestep of the order of c/ 100, 
or 10-17 to 10-15 second. Constraints allow the use of a 
timestep of order c, and increase the computational efficiency 
by one to two orders of magnitude. 
For studies of chemical and transport processes by MD, the 
gain in efficiency with constraints is crucial because the 
significant timescales for these processes can be vastly 
longer than any molecular vibrational timescale. Simulations 
80 
60 
U*( ¢) 
40 
20 
0 
Figure 1.1 
0 
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DIHEDRAL POTENTIALS 
T 
RB 
Dihedral potentials for butane simulations. The 
RB potential is a standard model for dihedral 
interactions in alkanes. Potentials T and Gare 
defined by equations (1 .2.5 ) and ( 1.2.6 ) . 
Energy is in reduced units, U* = U/ £. 
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with vibrational potentials can consume huge amounts of 
computer time and still not furnish accurate information about 
transport properties. Quantum mechanics, not classical 
mechanics, should be used to properly treat fast 
intramolecular vibrations (48]. General discussions of 
constraints can be found in Refer~nces (45,48,55,92,118]. 
MD algorithms that incorporate holonomic constraints are 
much more complicated than standard MD algorithms. Harmonic 
or Morse type intramolecular potentials are easy to code and 
implement in a MD program, but their usefulness for certain 
problems is limited by computer power. Constraints are a 
challenging alternative to Lagrange's equations and 
generalized coordinates that allow the study of long timescale 
phenomena by MD. 
1.4 Outline 
The algorithm for MD with constraints is presented in 
Chapter 2, with a discussion of its implementation for 
alkanes. Chapter 3 presents results from equilibrium MD 
simulations of butane and decane and discusses structure and 
conformation in the dense fluid. The remainder of the thesis 
describes nonequilibrium MD studies of alkanes. Chapter 4 
reports a NEMD study of alkane rheology. Chapter 5 reports a 
NEMD study of 'spin lag,' a nonlinear effect first observed in 
the alkane shear simulations. Chapter 6 reports a study of 
trans-gauche isomerization kinetics by a new NEMD technique. 
CHAPTER 2 CONSTRAINT ALGOR I THM 
2 . 1 Constraints 
A constraint is rigorously defined as a function of time 
and particle positions and velocities: 
g (E,i,t l =O. ( 2 .1. 1 ) 
Holonomic constraints are functions of particle positions 
only . Nonholonomic constraints are functions of particle 
velocities . Constraint forces act on the system to ensure 
that the constraint function g(E,i,t l is satisfied at all 
times . These constraint forces are known in terms of how they 
affect the motion of the system; they are not usually 
calculated explicitly (49,89]. 
With holonomic constraints, the relations ( 2.1.1) can be 
used to reformulate the mechanical description of the system 
such that the forces of constraint do not appear explicitly. 
A set of generalized coordinates, qj = f(E 1 ,E2 , ... ,EN ) ' is 
used in s tead of the 3N cartesian coordinates. For an alkane 
molecule, generalized coordinates are typically the molecular 
center of mass posit i on vector, orien t ation vari ables such as 
Euler angles or quaternions, and the dihedral angles, which 
describe the molecular conformation. Generalized coordinates 
cannot be used to treat systems with nonholonomic constraints. 
A holonomically constrained system evolves in time 
according to Lagrange's equations (49,89,124): 
d 
dt [ 
aL 
aq . 
J l _ 3L aq . J = 0 ( 2 .1. 2 ) 
For even small alkanes or model polymers the Lagrange 
equations are complicated because the molecules ha ve coupled 
internal degrees of freedom (dihedral angles ) . Cartesian 
coordinates are much easier to use in simulations, but they 
require the explicit evaluation of constraint forces. 
2. 2 
2.2 Gau ss's Pr i nc i p l e o f Leas t Constraint 
Gauss developed a general formalism for treating classical 
mechanical systems with either holonomic or nonholonomic 
constraints [42 , 89 , 12 4] . The first step in Gauss's treatment 
is to express the constraint function g (~,i,t) in differential 
form: 
~(~ , i,t)·i = s (~,i,t ) . ( 2. 2. 1 ) 
This equation defines a hyperplane in acceleration space; the 
vector n is normal to the hyperplane . Constrained 
acceleration vectors must terminate on the hyperplane defined 
by equation (2.2.1) . The obvious role of the constraint force 
is to project the Newtonian acceleration onto the constraint 
hyperplane in acceleration space. 
Gauss's Principle states that the trajectory of the 
constrained system deviates as little as possible from the 
unconstrained trajectory, or equivalently that the magnitude 
of the constraint force should be minimized . There are an 
infinite number of ways to project an arbitrary acceleration 
vector back onto the constraint acceleration hyperplane 
(2.2.1); the normal projection minimizes the magnitude of the 
constraint force. The minimum constraint force is a multiple 
of the normal vector, -\~,where\ is an undetermined scalar 
multiplier. To calculate\, first write the general 
constrained equation of motion: 
.. 
r = = !:/ m - \ n . ( 2. 2 . 2) 
Fis the Newtonian force . This equation of motion is 
substituted into equation ( 2.2.1 ) to give a general equation 
for\: 
\ = ( 2. 2. 3 ) 
The multiplier\ is a function of particle positions and 
velocities and Newtonian forces. The general discussion above 
is applicable to both holonomic and nonholonomic constraints. 
2. 3 
GAUSS'S PRINCIPLE OF LEAST CONSTRAINT 
n 
.. 
n· r - s 
Figure 2.1 
FCONSTRAINED 
Illustration of Gauss's Principle of Least 
Constraint. The minimum constraint force is the 
normal projection onto the acceleration 
hyperplane defined by equation (2 .2.1 ) . In 
general, this hyperplane is not orthogonal to 
the coordinate axes. 
The prescription for applying Gauss's Principle to a 
specific constraint problem is (42]: 
(1) Differentiate the constraint function g (£,i,t )=0 with 
respect to time and identify the normal vector E (£,i,t ) 
for each particle. Any scalar factors such as particle 
mass can be absorbed into the constraint multipli er A. 
( 2) Include the constraint forces, - A~, in the equations of 
motion. 
(3) Use the constrained equations of motion and the 
differential constraint relation to obtain a linear 
equation for the multiplier A. 
A system of N particles subject to a constraint of 
constant temperature, or equivalently, constant kinetic energy 
is an illustrative example for Gaussian constraints. The 
nonholonomic temperature constraint is: 
2. 4 
0. ( 2. 2. 4 ) 
A single time differen t iation gi ves the constraint hyperplane 
equation: 
( 2. 2. 5 ) 
The constraint force vector for each atom i is -AEi· The 
first-order isothermal equations of motion for each atom are: 
( 2. 2. 6 ) 
The isothermal multiplier A is obtained by substituting the 
second equation of ( 2.2.6) into the differential constraint 
equation ( 2.2.5) to give: 
( 2. 2. 7 ) 
Calculating A in this manner makes the temperature ( or the 
kinetic energy, K = E Ei 2; 2m ) a constant of the motion. The 
Gaussian isothermal algorithm fixes the value of the 
derivative, T = K = 0, instead of the value of the temperature 
itself. 
The following sections describe the Gaussian constraint 
formalism for small molecules with holonomic bond constraints. 
Diatomic and triatomic molecules and bead-rod chains are 
discussed first. A full description of the formalism for n-
alkanes follows. The remainder of the chapter discusses th e 
implementation of the Gaussian constraint algorithm for MD 
simulations. 
2.5 
2 . 3 Ri g i d Di a t omic Mo l ecule 
A rigid diatomic molecule has the single holonomic bond 
constraint: 
0 ( 2. 3 .1 ) 
where Ei 2 = E2 - Ei is the bond vector and dis the desired 
bond length. Gauss's Principle prescribes that this equation 
be differentiated twice with respect to time to obtain: 
( 2. 3. 2 ) 
.. 
This equation defines bond constraint hyperplanes i~ Ei and E2 
space. The normal vector n for site 1 is -E12 . The normal 
vector for site 2 is ! 12 . According to Gauss's Principle, the 
constraint force for site 1 is -AE12 , and the constraint force 
for site 2 is +AE12 . The constraint forces for the two sites 
have equal magnitude and opposite directions. 
The first-order equations of motion for each site are: 
E1 = £1/ m 
£1 = !1 - AE12 
( 2. 3. 3 ) 
E2 = £2/ m 
£2 = !2 + AE12 · 
The multiplier A is obtained by substituting the Ei equations 
above into the differential constraint equation ( 2.3.2 ) : 
A = 
A is a simple function of Newtonian forces and atomic 
positions and velocities. With the equations of motion 
( 2. 3. 4) 
( 2. 3. 3), the diatomic bond length I IE12 11 will be a constant 
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of the motion for all time after the constraint force is 
switched on. The Gaussian constraint algorithm fixes the time 
derivative: 
(d/ dt) I l.£1211 = 0 ( 2. 3. 5 ) 
rather than the actual value of I i.£12 1 I itself, s o any 
simulation of a rigid diatomic must start from a configuration 
(.£1 ,.£2) with the correct bond length. 
2.4 Diatomic with Molecular Thermostat 
Next, consider a rigid diatomic molecule that has its 
center of mas& translational momentum coupled to a constant 
temperature bath. Two constraints are necessary: 
( 1 ) g 8 = ( R2 - d 2 ) = 0 
( 2. 4 .1 ) 
where the bond vector is~= _£ 12 = _£ 2-_£1 , and the molecular 
center of mass momentum is~= £1+£ 2 . TM is the center of 
mass translational temperature. The differential bond 
constraint relation is identical to equation ( 2.3.2 ) : 
0. ( 2. 4 . 2 ) 
The bond constraint forces are identical to those without a 
thermostat - Section 2.3. The differential i sothermal 
constraint relation is : 
0 . ( 2 . 4 . 3 ) 
This equation indicates that the molecular thermostat couples 
each site acceleration to the molecular momentum~- Each si te 
will have an additional thermostat constraint force -(M~· 
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The complete equations of motion are: 
. 
.£1 = £1 / m 
£1 = !1 - AR - C,M~ 
( 2. 4. 4 ) 
.£2 = £2 / m 
£2 = !2 + AR - C,M~ 
-
Using these equations of motion, the bond constraint 
acceleration, mi= £12 
The thermostat forces cancel, and the bond constraint 
multiplier is obtained via equation ( 2.3.4 ) . 
( 2. 4. 5 ) 
Summing £2 and El gives the molecular acceleration P: 
( 2. 4. 6 ) 
Here the bond constraint forces cancel. This equation is 
substituted into the differential temperature constraint 
( 2.4.3 ) to give a closed expression for the thermostat 
multiplier C,M: 
( 2. 4. 7 ) 
A molecular thermostat allows decoupling of constraint 
forces for bonds and for the thermostat, regardless of the 
number of constraints in each molecule. Th e t hermos t a t 
multiplier C,M for a system of molecules with hol onomic 
constraints is always of the form: 
E F . ·£ · 
-1 l 
2 
n E £· s l 
( 2. 4. 8 ) 
where _F
1
, = E, F, and n. = E , n. are the sums of force and 
1cx -lex -'=l lex -'=lex 
momentum over all ns sites (atoms ) ex in each molecule i. 
2.5 Diatomic with Atomic Thermostat 
Consider a rigid diatomic that has its atomic momenta 
coupled to a consta n t temperature bath. The constant 
temperature constrain t is: 
2.8 
( 2. 5 .1 ) 
In differential form this constraint is: 
( 2. 5. 2) 
The atomic thermostat couples each site acceleration to its 
own momentum. The thermostat constraint force for site 1 is 
-~AEl· The thermostat constraint force for site 2 is -~AE2 · 
The bond constraint force for site 1 is- \ ~, the constraint 
force for site 2 is\~; R is the bond vector ~ 12 . The 
equations of motion for each atom are: 
( 2. 5. 3 ) 
The velocity equations for each site are !j = Ej / m. 
Substituting these equations of motion into the differential 
temperature constraint equation ( 2 .5. 2 ) gives: 
0. ( 2. 5. 4) 
Substituting the equations of motion into the differential 
bond constraint equation ( 2.4.2 ) gi ves: 
0 . ( 2. 5. 5 ) 
The bond constraint forces and the thermostat constraint 
forces couple, so the linear matrix equation: 
( 2. 5. 6 ) 
must be solved to simultaneously determine A and CA. 
This equation has unique solutions for a l l reasonable 
conditions in a dia tomic MD simulation. The determinant of 
the matrix in equation ( 2.5.6 ) is: 
2.9 
Det ( 2. 5. 7) 
The first term vanishes if the bond constra i n t is exactly 
satisfied. The second term is zero only if the bond length i s 
zero or if both atomic momenta are equal to zero. This is 
clearly a nonsense case that is never encountered in MD 
simulations. 
For a system of N diatomic molecules, all individual bond 
constraint forces couple to the atomic thermostat. A large 
matrix equation must be solved to simultaneously determine al l 
of the bond constraint multipliers Ai for the N molecules and 
the thermostat multiplier CA. 
2.6 Flexible Triatomic Molecule 
Consider the flexible triatomic molecule in Figure 2.2. 
The bond vectors ~l = ! 12 and ~ 2 = ! 23 are constrained to a 
bond length r. The bond angle S, defined via ~ 1 -~2 = r
2
cosS, 
can vary between O and n. 
The constrained equations of motion for each site are: 
!1 -1 0 
!2 + 1 -1 ( 2. 6 .1 ) 
!3 0 1 
Again, the velocity equations for each site are !j Ej / m. 
The equations of motion ( 2.6.1 ) can be written in an 
abbreviated form: 
( 2. 6. 2) 
The matrix~, which is shown in equation ( 2.6.1 ) , selects the 
proper constraint forces for each site from the column vector 
(A~) 1 , (A~) 2 ] and assigns the correct sign to each . 
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Figure 2.2 Flexible triatomic molecule. 
Taking the differences Pj-Pi gi ves the accelerations f o r 
the bond vectors ~ 1=!12 and ~ 2=!23 : 
( 2 . 6 . 3 ) 
The primed forces represent the differences Fn' = F --F , . 
- -J -l 
Equation (2.6.3) can be obtained from the shorthand form 
( 2. 6. 2 ) : 
( 2. 6. 4 ) 
The matrix Lmn' which is written in full in equation ( 2.6.3 ) , 
is obtained by taking differences of rows i and J 1n matrix~-
Substitution of equation (2.6.3 ) or ( 2.6.4 ) into the 
differential constraint equation 
•. . 2 
~n-~n + ~n = 0 
gives a set of linear equations for the constraint 
multipliers: 
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( 2. 6. 5 ) 
( 2. 6. 6 ) 
The multipliers Ak are obtained by solving this linear 
matrix equation,~-~= B. The formal solution is A= ~- 1 .a. 
A full inversion of the matrix~ is not necessary if an 
alternative scheme for solving coupled linear equations is 
available. 
Solutions of the equation ( 2.6.6 ) exist for all possible 
molecular conformations. In the molecular coordinate system 
the bond vectors are: 
~1 = !12 = (0, 0, r) 
~2 = !23 = ( rsinScoso:, rsinSsino:, rcosS ) . 
If bond constraints are exactly satisfied, ~ 1
2 
= ~ 2
2 
= r 2 and 
~ 1 -~2 = r
2cosS. The determinant of the matrix~ in the 
equation for the multipliers is: 
Det(~) = r 4 (4-cos 2S ) . ( 2. 6. 7) 
Det (~) is positive for all values of the bond angles. 
A molecular thermostat requires a constraint force, -CM~= 
-(M (£ 1+£2+£ 3 ) for each site. The thermostat multiplier CM is 
given by equation ( 2.4.8 ) . 
2.7 Rigid Triatomic Molecule 
Consider a completely rigid triatomic molecule. This 
molecule is identical to the previous example, with an 
additional constraint fixing the separation of atoms 1 and 3, 
or equivalently, fixing the angle between bonds ! 12 and !23· 
Three constraints are required to fix the lengths of the 
vectors: 
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( 2. 7 .1 ) 
The bond vectors ~j are defined differently for the flexible 
triatomic example. 
3 
Figure 2.3 Rigid triatomic molecule. 
The equations of motion for each site are: 
+ 
or in shorthand form: 
-1 
1 
0 
-1 
0 
1 
0 
-1 
1 
( 2 . 7 . 2 ) 
( 2. 7. 3) 
The equations of motion are substituted into the differential 
bond constraint equations to obtain the matrix equation for 
constraint multipliers: 
!:k {R , •L , kRk ) :\k = - ( R . •F . '+R , 2] 
-J J - -J -J -J 
or~-~= B. For this case the matrix~ is: 
L = 
2 
1 
-1 
1 
2 
1 
-1 
1 
2 
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( 2. 7. 4 ) 
( 2 . 7 . 5 ) 
An analysis of the bond vectors and their dot products from 
Figure (2.2) shows that: 
Det (~ ) = -6r 6 ( cosa+l )( cosa-l )( cosa+2 ) . ( 2. 7 . 6 ) 
Det (~ ) =O only when cosa = ±1, or a= 0,n. When cosa = 1, the 
molecule is a linear triatomic; site two is at the center 
of mass. When cosa = -1, si t es one and three completely 
over l ap. In both cases the bond angle constraint is redundant 
because al l three sites are collinear. 
2.8 Bead-Rod Chains 
Consider the more complicated example of a four site chain 
that has each site connected to its nearest neighbors by rigid 
bonds. Bond vectors are defined: ~l = ~ 12 , ~ 2 = ~23 and ~3 = 
~ 34 . The site equations of motion are: 
-1 0 0 
1 - 1 0 
Ei = F . + -l 0 1 - 1 
( 2 . 8. 1 ) 
0 0 1 
or 
( 2 . 8. 2 ) 
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Figure 2.4 Four site bead-rod chain. 
The bond vector index n is defined via ~n = Enk' where k=n+l. 
Constrained bond accelerations !i = Ejk = Ek-Ej are: 
2 -1 0 
P . = F'. + -1 2 -1 ( 2. 8. 3 ) 
-1 -1 
0 -1 2 
or in shorthand form: 
( 2. 8. 4 ) 
The matrices~ and~ are shown explicitly in ( 2.8.1 ) and 
(2 . 8.3) above . Equation ( 2.8.4) is substituted into the 
differential constraint relation ( 2.6.5 ) to give the 
constraint multiplier P.guation: 
( 2. 8. 5 ) 
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or A· >- = B . 
The matrix~ becomes singular for certain conformations of 
the molecule, hence no unique solutions exist for the 
constraint multipliers when the molecule adopts these 
conformations. The bond vectors in the body coordinate frame: 
and 
~1 
~2 = 
~3 = 
their 
2 
~1 = 
~1·~2 
~2 ·~3 
~l · ~3 
.£12 = ( -rsin9, 0' -rcos8 ) 
.£23 = ( 0' 0' r) 
.£34 = ( rsinl3coscx, rsinl3sincx, 
dot products 
~j -~k: 
~2 2 = ~/ = r2 
= -r 2cos9 
= r 2cosl3 
-r 2cosy(sin9sinl3-cosl3 ) , 
rcos/3 ) , 
can be used together with the matrix~' to show that: 
Det(~) = 2r 6 [2- ( cos 2e+cos 2 13 )) . ( 2. 8 . 6 ) 
Det(~)=O when 8 and 13 equal O or n. The combination 8=n, 13=0 
makes the molecule linear with no site overlap. This 
conformation could occur in a simulation and cause the matrix 
~ to become singular; no solution would exist for the 
constraint multipliers. A similar situation can occur when 
Euler angles are used for orientation variables in MD 
simulations (38). All other combinations of e and 13 that 
cause Det (~) to vanish correspond to physically unrealistic 
conformations where two or more sites overlap. Any realistic 
intramolecular potential will prevent their occurrence in a 
simulation. 
A general Gaussian constraint algorithm for bead-rod 
polymers incorporates the basic ideas in the algorithms for 
diatomics and triatomics. A bead-rod polymer is just a longer 
version of the four site chain, with each bead connected to 
its nearest neighbors by rigid bonds. The matrix equation for 
constraint multipliers grows with the size of the molecules. 
For a bead-rod chain with ns beads, there are ( ns-1) 
constraints. ~ is a nsx(ns-1) band matrix . The constraint 
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force column vector for a bead rod chain is: 
( >..~) 1 ' ( >..~) 2 ' · · · ' ( "~ ) n s-1 ] · ( 2. 8. 7) 
An appropriate intramolecular potential should be used to 
prevent singular conformations with site overlap or exactly 
linear conformations. 
A head-to-tail bond constraint for ! ins will form a bead-
rod ring polymer. For a bead-rod ring there are ns 
constraints. The constraint selector matrix~, ans x ns 
matrix, is obtained by adding the column: 
( -1 0 0 . . . 1 ] ( 2. 8. 8 ) 
to the matrix~ for the bead-rod chain of the same length. 
The constraint column vector for the ring is: 
( >..~ ) 1 ' ( >..~ ) 2 ' · · · ' ( >..~ ) n s -1 ' ( "~ ) n s ] · ( 2. 8. 9 ) 
The last entry in the constraint column vector must be the 
ring closure constraint if the column ( 2.8.8 ) i s used in~-
If the ring closure constraint is defined differently, say 
!nsl i nstead of !ins' ( 2.8.8 ) and (2 .8.9 ) will be different. 
The two relations (2 .8.8 ) and ( 2.8.9 ) must be consistent with 
the differential relat i on: 
= 0 ( 2 . 8. 10) 
for the ring closure constraint. 
The matrices I1 for five bead chain and ring polymers with 
constraint force vectors of the form ( 2 . 8. 7) and ( 2 . 8 . 9 ) are: 
CHAIN RING 
[ 
-1 0 0 0 
[ 
-1 0 0 0 -1 
1 -1 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 
M = 0 1 -1 0 M = 0 1 -1 0 0 
= = 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 1 -1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
t 
ring closure 
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Extensions to larger chains and rings are straightforward. 
Once the matrix~ is known for the chain length of interest, 
one can apply the f ormalism outlined above to obtain a 
holonomic constraint algorithm. 
2.9 n-Alkanes 
A Gaussian constraint algorithm for model n-alkanes is 
similar to all of the algorithms discussed above. In the RB 
model alkanes bonds between nearest neighbors have a fixed 
length, r = 1.530 A. Angles between these bonds are fixed at 
9 = 109.47 degrees, or equivalently, the distance between next 
nearest neighbors is fixed at 2.498 A (100]. 
A general model n-alkane will be composed of ns sites, 
each representing a CH 2 or CH 3 group. The molecule will have 
ns-3 dihedral angles. Each molecule will have ns-1 nearest 
neighbor bond constraints and ns-2 next-nearest neighbor bond 
angle constraints . The total number of constraints per 
molecule is nc = 2ns-3. The total number of degrees of 
freedom per molecule is: 
( 2. 9. 1 ) 
Bond vectors are conveniently designated as: 
( 2. 9. 2) 
where the index n is given by n=a+S-2. Odd values of n 
indicate nearest neighbor bond vectors, and even values of n 
denote next-nearest neighbor vectors. Upper case vectors ~n 
are defined only for these two types of vectors . A lowercase 
vector ~aS with explicit indices will always be u sed to denote 
a vector between sites more than two apart on the same 
molecule. Sites are always numbered sequentia lly from 1 to 
ns, starting from one end of the alkane molecule. 
Consider a system of n-decane molecules. The constrained 
equations of motion for each site a in molecule i with no 
thermostat are: 
r . 
-lcr. 
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( 2. 9. 3 ) 
The matrix Mcr.n selects the correct constraints for site er. from 
the constraint force column vector (A~ )n for each molecule. 
Each molecule has a set of constraint for ces: 
( ( AE_ l 12, ( AE_ l 13, ( AE_ ) 23' ( AE_ l 2 4 ' (AE_ ) 3 4 , .. . ( AE_ ) ( n s -1 ) n s l 
or 
( ( A~ ) 1' ( A~) 2' ( A~ ) 3' ( A~ ) 4' ( A~ ) 5 ... ( A~ ) nc l. ( 2. 9 . 4) 
The indices refer only to bonds withi n each molecule. 
For n-decane there are 17 holonomic constraints. i:1 is 
10x17 matrix: 
-1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 - 1 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
The matrix~ for butane is the first 4x5 submatrix of th i s 
matrix. ~ has a simple structure. The block: 
the 
( 1 1 0 -1 - 1 ] ( 2 . 9 . 5 ) 
repeats in each row, and i s sh i fted two col umns t o t he r i ght 
as rows are scanned in descending order. The b l ock (2 .9.5 ) is 
truncated for the first t wo and l ast t wo r ow s. 
Consider site number t wo i n t he decane molecule. Three 
constraint forces act on this site: t wo forces from nearest 
neighbor sites one and three, and a next nearest neighbor 
constraint force from site four. Omitting the molecule index 
i, the equation of motion for site number t wo i s: 
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( 2. 9. 6 ) 
Using the notation (\~ ) n for the constraint forces converts 
this equation to: 
( 2. 9. 7 ) 
Recall that the index a=2 on E and! denotes the site number, 
while the index n=l ,3,4 denotes the constraint forces. 
The constraint accelerations, Eas = Es-Ea' can be written 
in the form: 
The general relation for constraint accelerations is: 
where the new index m=a+S-2 replaces the double index aS in 
equation (2 .9.8 ). The force term denotes the difference !m' = 
!as = !s-!a. 
The matrix equation for constraint multipliers is obta ined 
by substituting equations (2 .9.9 ) into the differential 
constraint relations: 
. 2 
~m-~m + ~m = 0. ( 2. 9. 10 ) 
The constraint multipliers are solutions of the linear matrix 
equation: 
. 2 
Ek ( R, • L, kRk ) \k = - [ R , • F, '+R · ] . 
-J J - -J -J -J 
( 2. 9. 6 ) 
The matrix~ for decane is obtained by taking the differences 
of elements in rows a and S of~' 
( 2. 9. 7) 
The new row index mis defined as m=a+S-2, just as with bond 
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constraint vectors ~n· When S=cx+l, the new index mis odd; 
row min matrix g gives coefficients for a nearest neighbor 
bond constraint. When S=cx+2, mis even; row m gives 
coefficients for a next nearest neighbor constraint. The 
coefficient matrix g for decane is the 17xl7 matrix: 
2 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 
-1 1 2 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 1 2 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 -1 1 2 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 -1 0 1 2 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 -1 1 2 1 -1 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 -1 0 1 2 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 2 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 1 2 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 2 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 1 2 1 0 -1 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 2 1 -1 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 1 2 1 0 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 2 1 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 1 2 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 2 
Again, g for butane is the first 5x5 submatrix of this matrix. 
1 has a well defined structure. Twos occupy the diagonal 
and ones lie to either side of the diagonal. Blocks of minus 
one elements complete the structure. Only about 1/ 3 of the 
matrix elements are nonzero fo decane. For alkanes larger 
than 20 carbons less than ten percent of the elements of~ are 
nonzero. 
A molecular thermostat requires the addition of a 
constraint force -~MEi = -~M (Ecx Eicx ) to the equations of 
motion. The constraint forces for bonds and the thermostat 
decouple; when one calculates the differences Eij=Ej-Ei the 
thermostat terms cancel. Similarly, the bond constraint 
forces for each molecule sum to zero . The molecular 
thermostat multiplier ~Mis: 
( 2 . 9 . 8 ) 
F , = E F , is the total force on molecule 
-1 ex -1 ex 
the total momentum of molecule i . 
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A constraint force algorithm for cycloalkanes can be 
formulated via a simple modification of the constraint 
selector matri~ ~ and the constraint force column vector for 
n-alkanes. The cons tr aint force column vector for a general 
cycloalkane is: 
Three new constraint vectors Eal' !Al' EA2 are required to 
close the chain into a ring with the proper nearest and next 
nearest neighbor constraints. The index A denotes site 
number ns, and B denotes site ns-1. 
3 
Figure 2.5 
CYCLOALKANE 
A B 
Ring closure constraints for a cycloalkane 
molecule. 
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Consider a single cyclohexane molecule. The constraint 
matrix ~ for cyclohexane is: 
-1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 - 1 -1 
The 6x9 block on the left is the matrix ~ for n-hexane. The 
6x3 block on the right applies the ring closure constraints. 
The last two rows of this matrix contain full blocks: 
( 1 1 0 -1 -1 ] . 
Block elements that are discarded for n-hexane are retained 
for cyclohexane. The first two rows in the ring closure block 
contain the 'missing' block elements from the upper left hand 
corner of then-hexane matrix. 
2.10 Numerical Error - Penalty Function Minimization 
In a constrained MD simulation a numerical solution of the 
equations of motion tracks the motion of the system along the 
constraint hypersurface in phase space. As the system evolves 
in · time, round off errors on the computer and integration 
algorithm error, or local error, will cause the trajectory to 
leave the constraint hypersurface. Physically this means that 
numerical error will cause constrained bond lengths and angles 
to deviate from their set values. Molecules will fall apart 
as a simulation progresses. This section presents an 
algorithm for correcting the effects of accumulating numerica l 
error . 
First, consider a rigid diatomic molecule with bond ve cto r 
R = E12 . The function: 
( 2 .1 0 . 1 ) 
is zero when the bond constraint is exactly satisfied and is 
positive if the bond length is either shorter and longer than 
the set valued . The value of~ indicates how well the 
constraint is satisfied. The bond constraint also implies 
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that the bond velocity~ should always be orthogonal to th e 
bond vector R. Another function: 
( 2 .10. 2 ) 
monitors this velocity orthogonali ty condition. The values of 
the two functions~ and~ tell exact ly how well the 
coordinates and momenta are consistent with the intended 
constraint. Note that~ and~ are essentia lly the squared 
values of the constraint relation g (E1 ,E2 ) for the rigid 
diatomic and its time deri vative g(i 1 ,i2 ) : 
g = R2-d2 = 0 
( 2 .10. 3) 
g = 2R•R = 0. 
The functions~ and t should rigorously be zero at all times. 
In a simulation, numerical error causes both functions to grow 
with time. This growth must be eliminated or at least 
minimized to ensure that MD simulations are realistic. 
The two penalty functions~ and ~ can be kept within as 
small as possible by a minimi zing each function during a 
simulation whenever its value exceeds a tol erance, and 
replacing the site positions and/ or momenta by their 
respective values after minimization. Minimiz a tion of~ 
corrects site positions and resatisfies the constraint 
relation ( 2 . 3 . 1). Minimization of~ corrects site momenta, 
such that they are orthogonal to the constraint ( bond ) vector. 
The minimi zation procedure repairs a molecule wh ene ver its 
bond length deviates sufficiently from the specified value, or 
when it has an appreciable component of momentum along a 
constrained bond. 
Penalty functions for n-alkane molecules are defined as 
the sum of penalty functions for the individual con stra ints : 
~ = ¼E ~n 
2 
= !,rE ( R 2_d 2)2 
-n n ( 2. 10. 4) 
½E 2 ½E . 2 'f = tn = (~n-~n ) 
where 
~n = 
r .. = r . -r . 
-l J -J -l and the index n 
is equal to (i +j-2 ). 
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Note tha t ~n and ~n are defined differently here than for the 
diatomic example. The scalar factors¼ and½ simplify the 
calculation of gradients for~ and Y. Similar penalty 
functions can be designed for bead-rod chains or other model 
polymers . 
Numerical minimization of the penalty functions~ and Y is 
a complicated problem in 3ns variables. The minimization is 
not too difficult because the potential surface is well 
behaved; the penalty functions are sums of quadratic terms in 
the coordinates or velocities. The function value should 
always be close to zero in a simulation, so the minimum should 
always be reached quickly. 
-
A library minimization routine, FUNMIN (ANU Computer 
Center Program Library - ANULIB ) , was used to minimize penalty 
functions in the alkane MD simulations. FUNMIN requires 
explicit coding of penalty function gradients, but requires 
little computer time for minimizations of~ and~ over 7 
orders of magnitude. 
Gradients of each function with respect to each site 
position ~i' and velocity !i are needed in the minimization 
procedure : 
a 
½ E ~ 
n 
( 2 .10. 5 ) 
Recall that the single index n=i+j-2 replaces the double index 
ij. The derivative of the partial penalty function for 
constraint n, ~n' with respect to the position of site k is: 
a~ . . lJ a [r.~-d.~] -1 J l] 2cr .. -lJ ( 2. 10. 6 ) 
where the constant c equals -1 if k=i, +l if k=j, or zero 
otherwise. Substitution of this result into ( 2 . 10.5 ) gives 
the complete derivative a~; a~k· Similarly, the derivatives of 
Y with respect to Ek are: 
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a'!' 
E clj., . . r . . . 1 J-1 J ( 2 .10. 7) 
In the last form of this equation the single index n is 
replaced by the double index ij. The constant c is -1 if k=i, 
+l if k=j, or zero otherwise, just as in the earlier example. 
The equations for penalty function gradients are similar 
to the constrained equations of motion ( 2.9.3 ) in that only a 
few of the terms ( a~n/ a!k ) making up at/ a!k are nonzero for 
each value of k. The penalty function gradients are easily 
formulated using a matrix to select the correct terms from a 
complete set of bond vectors . The selector matrix turns out 
to be exactly the matrix~ in the constrained equations of 
motion. The penalty function gradients can be expressed as: 
at [ ]n = E Mkn ~R 
a!k 
n 
( 2. 10. 8 ) 
a'!' [ ] n. = I: Mkn 1P~ 
a ik 
n 
These equations enable simple coding of gradient calculations 
for · each penalty function. 
FUNMIN was made to assemble planar, all trans alkane 
molecules of different sizes from an 
configuration. The initial value of 
minimization exit value oft was set 
initial zigzag site 
t was -10- 3 . The 
to 10-lO. For butane, 
the minimization required 0.5 CPU second s on a VAX 11/ 750. 
For decane, the minimi zation required 3.05 CPU seconds. A 30 
carbon n-alkane required 116 . 7 CPU seconds. Te st minimization 
times are shown in Figure 2.6 as a function of chain length . 
FUNMIN is well suited to use in butane and decane simulat ions . 
These minimization times are much longer than those typical in 
a simulation because of the relatively large distance from the 
penalty function minimum. In a simulation, the minimization 
would cover at most seven orders of magnitude in~-
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Figure 2.6 Test minim i zat i on times. 
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2.11 Algorithm Implementation and Tests 
The Gaussian constraint algorithm for n-alkanes combines 
the new features of constraint force calculation, molecular 
thermostat and penalty function minimization with standard 
molecular dynamics techniques. 
performed in the order: 
( 1) Newtonian and dihedral 
(2) Constraint 
(3) Molecular thermostat. 
Force calculations must be 
The Newtonian and dihedral forces are required as input for 
the constraint force calculation. 
If an atomic thermostat is used, the constraint and 
thermostat multipliers are calculated simultaneously. An 
atomic thermostat was not used for the alkanes because it 
requires much more computer time than a molecular thermostat. 
The molecular thermostat is relatively simple to implement. 
Once the Newtonian and dihedral forces are known, they are 
used in conjunction with particle positions and momenta to set 
up equation (2 .9.6 ) for each molecule. This matrix equation 
is so ved numerically by a fast back substitution routine 
(FAC) ; the equation is not solved by matrix inversion. 
Next, the thermostat multiplier is calculated via equation 
(2 .9.8 ) and the thermostat forces are added to the Newtonian 
and dihedral forces for each site. Once the net force on each 
site is known, the equations of motion are integrated via an 
appropriate numerical algorithm. 
After each integration step, the penalty functions~ and ~ 
are calculated for each molecule and then minimized if they 
exceed their tolerance values. A new subroutine, POSMIN, 
minimizes the position penalty function~ with FUNMIN . 
Another subroutine, VELMIN, minimi zes Y. 
A cubic simulation cell with periodic boundaries was used 
in all simulations. In early versions of the simulation 
program, all sites were kept within the cubic cell . Molecules 
extending across a cell face were cut into two sections; the 
section that protrudes from the cell is made to enter the cell 
from the opposite face. This method requires that a molecule 
be reconstructed by a bootstrapping procedure for force 
calculations involving image sites or any calculation 
involving an intramolecular site-site vector. These site 
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periodic boundary conditions were used only in initial stages 
of the work. Molecular periodic boundary conditions, which 
kept each of the molecular center of mass within the cubic 
cell, were used in most simulations. These boundary 
conditions were much easier to implement in the simulation 
code because no bootstrapping is required . 
The LJ potential was truncated at 2.5a to speed the force 
calculations. In small systems, where 2.5a is larger than 
half the cell dimension L, the potential is truncated at L/ 2 
to prohibit interactions between a site and i ts periodic 
images. In most cases the LJ potential is also shifted by 
adding U(~c), to ensure that the potential goes to zero at the 
cutoff length re. If the potential is truncated but not 
shifted, small corrections are required to the pressure and 
energies of the system. These corrections are discussed in 
more detail in Section 3.1. 
A second-order Runge-Kutta method integrated the equations 
of motion for n-alkanes . A Gear fifth-order predictor-
corrector method (30] was used in early stages of the work, 
but was later abandoned in favor of the simpler Runge-Kutta 
method. Numerical stability problems were encountered with 
the Gear method. Penalty function minimizations change 
velocities and higher order derivati ves in t he Taylor's series 
representation of coordinates g and E· Also, the Gear 
algorithm is not self-starting. The advantages of the second-
order Runge-Kutta method are its small computer memory 
requirement relative to Gear, and its simplicity, numerical 
stability and self-starting capability . A disadvantage of all 
Runge-Kutta methods for MD simulation is that they require at 
least two force evaluations per timestep. 
A reduced timestep 6t *=0.00 1 was used for al l production 
simulations. Energy conservation with this t i mestep was 
excellent in adiabatic test simulations of both butane and 
decane, typically of the order of one percent in l 0K 
timesteps. Energy conservation in atomic fluid simulations i s 
typically 0.1 percent in l0K timesteps with a fifth-order Gear 
algorithm. The poorer performance of the Runge-Kutta 
algorithm can be attributed to its lower order . A smaller 
timestep of 0 . 0005 was occasionally used for starting 
simulations from hot pseu docrystal configurations. 
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The maximum useful reduced timestep for the Runge-Kutta 
alkane algorithm is approximately 0.0015. At 6t*=0.002 the 
energy conservation is significantly poorer than at 6t*=0.001. 
The frequency of POSMI N and VELMIN calls increases also, 
indicating that significant numerical error propagation or 
constraint decay occurs at this timestep. Short simulations 
with 6t*=0.002 still give reasonably accurate thermodynamic 
data. The optimum timestep minimizes the frequency of 
minimization calls, while still allowing sufficient evolution 
of the system. Trial and error established the optimum 
timestep as 0.001 . 
TABLE 2.1 
6t* 
0.0005 
0.001 
0.002 
0.003 
Butane Energy Conservation ( VAX ll / 750,N=27 ) 
Second-Order Runge-Kutta 
6E/ E per 1000 timesteps POSMIN/ VELMIN calls 
0.02 8/ 8 
0.07 10/ 10 
0.56 30 / 60 
2.94 50 / 90 
Test simulations of butane and decane confirm that a 
reduced timestep 6t*=0.001 is useful for production 
simulations. POSMIN and VELMIN calls occur at intervals of 
80-90 timesteps. Each molecule is repaired every 2000 
timesteps. The minimization affects the molecular and system 
properties very slightly. 6U ( ~) and l6cos~ i were calculated 
as averages over all seven dihedral angles in decane. 
Minimization changes the molecular structure and the s yste m 
structure only slightly with the tolerances listed abo ve. The 
molecular centers of mass remain fixed throughout both 
minimization procedures . 
Minimization call tolerances were typically 10- 5 to 10-8 
in reduced units r / a on all machines. 10-7 was the value used 
in production simulations. This penalty function tolerance 
allows the c-c bond length of ethane to float within a range 
±0.0032 A of the set value 1.53 A, a variation of ±0.2 
percent . 
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TABLE 2.2 POSMIN and VELMIN Statistics at RB State Points 
tit* = 0. 001. ( UNIVAC 1100/ 82 ) 
Mean time between POSMIN/ VELMIN 
calls (timesteps ) : 
(1) each molecule 
(2) any molecule 
Mean changes in system properties 
before / after a POSMIN call: 
6U system 
6U(~), molecule minimized 
lticos~I molecule minimized 
Minimization call tolerances 
Minimization exit tolerances: 
Butane 
2300±400 
86±10 
0.004 % 
0.005 % 
0.0003 
o·ecane 
1800±200 
81±10 
0.002 % 
0.001% 
0.0002 
Minimization exit tolerances ranged from 10-lO to 10-13 . 
The latter worked well on the UNIVAC 1100/ 82 ( 36 bit 
precision), but produced pathological results on FACOM, VAX 
and CYBER machines (32 bit precision). Exit tolerances 
between 10-lO and 10-12 were used in all production 
simulations . Figures 2 . 7 and 2.8 illustrate the time 
dependence of the single molecule penalty functions~ and Y, 
and the system penalty functions ~SYS= Ei~i and Ysys = Ei Yi 
from a butane ( N=64 ) simulation. 
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Time behavior of the system penalty functions 
tsys c ri ti and Ysys s ri Yi ( Butane, N-64 ) . 
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OUTLINE OF GAUSSIAN CONSTRAINT ALGORITHM FOR n-ALKANES 
(1) STARTUP: INITIAL POSITIONS+ MOMENTA~ VELMIN 
(2) TIMESTEP LOOP: RUNGE-KUTTA LOOPS: 
(A) CALCULATE FORCES: 
(A .l ) NEWTON 
(A .2 ) CONSTRAINT - SOLVE EQUATION 
( 2.9.6 ) FOR EACH MOLECULE 
VIA BACK SUBSTITUTION 
( A . 3 ) THERMOSTAT 
(B) INCREMENT TIME AND MOVE PARTICLES 
PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
MOLECULAR CENTERS OF MASS REMAIN IN 
THE SIMULATION CELL 
CHECK PENALTY FUNCTIONS ~,Y 
IF ~>TOLERANCE CALL POSMIN+VELMIN 
IF Y>TOLERANCE CALL VELMIN 
( 3) EVERY X TIMESTEPS: SAVE CONFIGURATION f TO DISK FILE 
SCALE MOMENTA FOR THERMOSTAT 
CALCULATE DESIRED THERMODYNAMIC, 
STRUCTURAL OR DYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
ACCUMULATE DATA FOR AVERAGES 
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2.12 Compar i son with Existing Constraint Algorithms 
The Gaussian constraint algorithm is very different from 
the constraint algorithms of Ryckaert, Ciccotti and Serendsen 
(RCB) [4,22,23,101-10 4 ]. In the Gaussian algorithm constraint 
forces govern the time evolution of the system; they are 
calculated exactly from coupled linear equations before 
integrating the equations of motion. The RCB constraint 
algorithms calculate constraint displacements, i.e. the 
displacements due to the constraint forces, from coupled 
quadratic equations. The constraint displacements are 
proportional to constraint forces, so their methods can be 
used to calculate constraint forces and consequently achieve 
the same result as the Gaussian algorithm. The RCS algorithms 
essentially correct Newtonian trajectories for the influence 
of constraints at each timestep. 
The differences between the Gaussian algorithm and the RCS 
algorithms are most easily seen in the example of a rigid 
diatomic molecule . At each timestep, the site positions of 
each atom in a a rigid diatomic must satisfy the constraint 
equation: 
0. ( 2 .12 .1 ) 
The vectors Ei' represent site positions after an 
unconstrained timestep, i.e. a timestep that is governed by 
Newtonian forces only. The vectors OEi represent 
displacements that correct the Newtonian trajectory such that 
the constraint is satisfied. In the RCB formalism, the 
constraint displacements are scalar multiples of the 
constraint forces for each site: &E1 = -AEl2 -AR and OE2 = 
+AE12 = +A~ . Equation ( 2 . 12.1 ) becomes: 
( R' +2AR) 2 - d 2 = 0 ( 2 . 12.2 ) 
- -
The vector~ is the bond vector E12 before the timestep, and 
the vector R' is the bond vector after an unconstrained 
timestep . Equation (2.12.2) is a simple quadratic equation 
for the multiplier A. If coupled constraints are present one 
obtains a set of coupled quadratic equations for the 
constraint multipliers. 
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RCB have developed several methods for solving systems of 
equations (2.12.2 ) (23,103]. In their matrix method they drop 
the quadratic terms in the equations and solve the linearized 
equation by matrix inversion. The linear matrix solution is 
then iterated until all constraints are satisfied. The SHAKE 
algorithm solves the equations _iteratively, treating each 
constraint in succession. SHAKE essentially minimizes the 
penalty functions~ and Y for each molecule at every timestep . 
The Gaussian constraint algorithm has two important 
advantages over the RCB algorithms. First, it produces a set 
of linear equations for constraint multipliers. These are 
much easier to solve than the coupled quadratic equations of 
RCB. Second, the Gaussian algorithm uses the constraint 
forces to govern the time evolution of the system; the 
constraint forces are calculated and summed for each site 
before integrating the equations of motion. Both RCB 
algorithms integrate unconstrained equations of motion and 
then correct site positions to be consistent with the 
constraints after each timestep. SHAKE and the matrix method 
are designed to calculate constraint displacements &!ii 
constraint forces do not govern dynamics in either of the RCB 
algorithms, although they may be calculated after the fact 
once the constraint displacements are known. 
SHAKE is well suited to the Verlet algorithm for MD 
because velocities are not used when the equations of motion 
are integrated [23,103]. SHAKE can be applied to correct 
positions after each unconstrained timestep. van Gunsteren 
and Berendsen discuss the use of SHAKE in conjunction with the 
Gear algorithm (115] . 
The Gaussian constraint algorithm is completely general, 
and is straightforward to implement for MD s i mulations wi th or 
without a Gaussian thermostat. Coupled linear equations are 
solved to give the constraint multipliers . The algorithm can 
be used in conjunction with any numerical integration 
procedure; trials must be performed to ensure that the 
integration and constraint algorithms are implemented 
correctly. 
CHAPTER 3 EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES OF n-ALKANES 
3.1 Introduction - Simulation Strategy 
Equilibrium MD si mulations of liquid alkanes should: 
(1) Verify that the Gaussian constraint algorithm is correct. 
Results should agree with RB for butane and decane at 
their state points. 
(2 ) Produce accurate thermodynamic and structural data for 
neat butane and decane. 
( 3) Produce accurate trans-gauche equilibrium constants for 
neat butane. Equilibrium MD will also give a qualitative 
description of isomerization dynamics in the liquid. 
The general MD simulation strategy is to collect data for time 
averages in long isothermal simulations. Equilibration at the 
state point of interest precedes a production simulation. 
Initially, a pse v, docrystal configuration is melted via 
isothermal MD to form a fluid phase. This simulation is 
continued until thermodynamic properties have relaxed, until 
they show no large, systematic variation with time. The 
second stage of equilibration is an ordinary isothermal MD 
simulation of lOK to SOK timesteps. The simulation is 
continued until thermodynamic properties roughly agree with 
previous results or benchmark calculations . For alkanes, the 
equilibration is continued until the trans-gauche populations 
are near their equilibrium values . In most cases, a final 
configuration from a previous simulation was equilibrated 
before a new production simulation. Ps ~v docrystal 
configurations were only used for entirely new systems or when 
a simulation project was started on a new computer. 
Temperature annealing is also used to facilitate 
equilibration between trans and gauche conformers. Annea ling 
cycles consisted of simulations of up to SK timesteps at a 
high temperature, T*-10-20, followed by an instantaneous 
quench to the desired simulation temperature and -1-SK 
timesteps of isothermal MD . One to three annealing cycles 
were sufficient to approach conformational equilibrium. 
Annealing was always followed by at least SK timesteps of 
isothermal or adiabatic MD . Annealing was used mostly in 
exploratory simulations. 
Bulk and single molecule properties are calculated from 
the coordinates r- and momenta n . from the appropriate 
-1~ ~l~ 
3.2 
microscopic definitions. Molecular variables are defined: 
M = E m Ct. Ct. 
r . = E m r, I E m 
-1 Ct. Ct.-lCt. Ct. Ct. 
( 3 .1. 1) 
Ei = E Ei et Ct. 
F, = E F, = - E ( au/ a.£iCt. l . 
-1 Ct. -lCt. Ct. 
met is the site mass and Mis the molecular mass. r,, n. and 
-1 .::1 
!i are the molecular center of mass position, momentum and 
total force for molecule i. 
Temperatures are defined in terms of the kinetic energy. 
A Gaussian molecular thermostat fixes the molecular 
temperature: 
2 
EE · l 
M(3N-4 ) k8 
( 3 .1. 2 ) 
as a constant of the motion. Four molecular degrees of 
freedom out of the total number 3N are frozen: three are 
frozen because the total 
Ei Ei = Ei (Eet Eiet) = O. 
fixed for both adiabatic 
momentum of the system is conserved, 
These three degrees of freedom are 
and isothermal simulations. An 
additional degree of freedom is frozen because a Gaussian 
thermostat fixes Ei Ei 2 as a constant of the motion. Proper 
counting of the degrees of freedom is important in alkane 
simulations. Replacing 3N- 4 by 3N i n Equat io n ( 3.1. 2) 
introduces a 5 percent error in the temperature of a 27 
molecule alkane system. 
The atomic temperature of an al kane liquid, which inc l udes 
contributions from rotational and dihedral motion, is defined 
as: 
( 3 .1. 3 ) 
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ns+3 is the number of unconstrained degrees of freedom for a 
constrained alkane with ns carbon sites. TA can be fixed wit h 
a Gaussian thermostat; the thermostat force for each site 
becomes -~AEia· A la r ge matrix equation must be solved to 
simultaneously determine the atomic thermostatting multiplier 
~A and all constraint multipliers for the system, see Section 
2.5. This procedure requires much more computer time than t he 
molecular thermostat scheme. 
With a molecular Gaussian thermostat TA fluctuates about 
the fixed temperature TM. At equilibrium the average <TA> 
should equal TM. In equilibration simulations, where crystal 
configurations are melted or subjected to temperature 
annealing, the two temperatures can be significantly 
different. 
The intermolecular energy is the sum of site-site pair 
interaction energies Uiaje' the potential energy between site 
a in molecule i and site e in molecule j, summed over all 
pairs of molecules ij: 
U (INTER) = E U, , a la] t-.J ( for all a,e and i<j ) . ( 3 .1. 4 ) 
Uiaje is the Lennard-Jones ( LJ) potential defined in equation 
(1.2 .1 ). The LJ potential is truncated at 2.5a ( or L/ 2 for 
small systems) and shifted. If the truncated potential is not 
shifted, a correction to the energy per molecule: 
Uc= f J; 4nr 2 U(r) g(r) dr - -
C 
( 3 .1. 5 ) 
is required for the average intermolecular energy. g ( r ) is 
assumed to be -1 beyond the cutoff distance r e. 
The intramolecular energy is the sum of site-site 
interaction energies, the potential energy of site a and e in 
molecule i, within each molecule, summed over all molecules i: 
U(INTRA) =EU , · a (for all a<e only if ie-a i>4 ) . ( 3.1.6 ) 
lal t-.J 
Only sites that are separated by four or more bonds interact 
via the LJ potential. The intramolecular energy will also 
require a cutoff correction of the form ( 3.1.5 ) with an 
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unshifted potential if the molecule is longer than re. The 
intramolecular correction should use an appropriate 
intramolecular distance distribution in place of g ( r ) in 
equation (3.1.5 ) . Si mulations are generally performed with 
truncated and shifted potentials, so corrections to U( INTER ) 
and U(INTRA) are not usually required. 
The pressure tensor is calculated in the microscopic 
molecular representation [74,87,88): 
( 3 .1. 7) 
The second term in this equation is usually calculated in a 
simulation as Ei<j !ij!ij· A more detailed discussion of 
microscopic atomic and molecular pressure tensors is given in 
Section 4.2. The scalar pressure is one-third the trace of 
the molecular pressure tensor: 
( 3 .1. 8 ) 
At equilibrium, off-diagonal elements of fM vanish on average, 
and <fM> = pJ. With a truncated and unshifted potential, a 
correction: 
p = C Ia, 3 r r g ( r ) C 
d 16n. 2 
[d~] dr - - ~ PS 
C 
[:3] 
should be added to the scalar pressure. Again, g ( r ) is 
assumed to be -1 beyond the cutoff distance re. 
( 3 .1. 9 ) 
Dihedral angles are defined as functions of the three bond 
vectors in each dihedral unit. Fo r butane: 
cos 4> = 
(!12X!z3 ) • (!z3X!3 4) 
l!1 2X!23 I l!23X!3 4 I 
( 3.1.10 ) 
where the molecule index i is omitted. This definition of 
cosq, is not restricted to molecules with constraints. Note 
that the dihedral angle is undefined if the bond angle 9=n.. 
with bond length and bond angle constraints this equation 
simplifies to: 
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cos cj, = ( 3.1.11 ) 
where 9 is the bond angle and r is the c-c bond length. The 
cosine of each dihedral angle and its derivatives with respect 
to site positions, acoscj,/ ar , are used to calculate the 
-CL 
dihedral energy and forces. The dihedral angles and dihedra l 
forces are calculated in exactly the same manner for each 
dihedral unit in decane . 
The sign of each dihedral angle cj, is defined via the 
function: 
( 3.1.12 ) 
In the trans conformation µ ( 0 )=0. At equilibrium the 
concentrations of G+ and G- conformers should be equal; the 
average <Eµi> will indicate any asymmetry in the dihedral 
angle distribution. For a symmetric distribution about cj,=0, 
<Eµi>=0. 
Dihedral angle distributions are obtained by sampling 
values of cj, at intervals of 5 to 25 timesteps and entering 
these values in histogram bins. s ( cj, ) is collected over the 
interval (0,n]; the bin size is n/ 100. Distributions of end-
to-end distances, rand r 2 , are obtained in this same manner. 
The trans population is obtained by counting molecules 
with lct>I < 14>*1 = n/ 3, or with coscj, > coscj,*. The latter 
definition is used in simulations 
are almost never calculated. The 
obtained via the sign function µi 
because the actual values cj, , l 
G+ and G- populations can be 
defined above. Populations 
are expressed in either percent trans or mole fraction trans, 
XT=NT/ N. Conformational transitions ( barrier crossings at 
cj,*=n/ 3) are counted by checking coscp at each timestep. 
The site-site radial distribution function is defined: 
< n(r+dr) > 1 
g ( r ) = 2 4nr dr ps 
X ( 3.1.13 ) 
<n(r+do> is an average number of counts of a site at a 
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separation in the interval [r,r+dr] from a given site. The 
histogram calculation chooses a site i~, calculates 
separations ri~jS for all other sites, including those in the 
same molecule i, and then sorts them into bins of width 0.0la 
to collect <n(r+dr)>. Only distances less than or equal to 
the potential cutoff distance contribute to the count n ( r+dr ) . 
The self diffusion coefficient is calculated from mean-
squared displacements of the molecular centers of mass: 
D = lim 
t~a> 
< [r.(t )-r. ( 0)] 2 > 
-1 -1 
6t 
( 3.1.14 ) 
The self diffusion coefficient can also be defined in terms of 
site displacements ~i~(t). The atomic and molecular mean 
squared displacements differ at short times, but have 
identical slopes at long times. The two diffusion 
coefficients are identical in the limit t~a> [123]. 
An order tensor for the alkanes is defined as: 
( 3.1.15 ) 
where ~i is the end-to-end vector of each molecule i. This 
order tensor is not an exact representation of orientation 
because the end-to-end vectors are not identical with the 
principal axes of the polarizability or inertia tensors of the 
molecules. A more precise set of order tensors could be 
defined in terms of intramolecular vectors which describe 
subunits of the n-alkane molecules [28]. The mean squared 
end-to-end distance can be calculated from the averaged order 
tensor; Tr[<§>] = <r 2>. A normalized order tensor ~O is 
defined as: 
( 3.1.16 ) 
Note that Tr[§O] = 1. In an isotropic system the time 
averaged off diagonal elements of§ and §Oare z~ro, so<§>= 
(<r 2 >/ 3)J and <§O> = ( 1/ 3)£. The mean squared radius of 
gyration (46] is calculated via : 
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s, 2 = E l (X 
( 3.1.17 ) 
Unless otherwise indicated, all simulation results are 
reported in reduced (dimensionless ) units. Table 1.1 lists 
the conversion factors for reduced units in terms of the LJ 
potential parameters cr ands, and particle mass m. 
3.2 Butane and Decane 
Butane simulations were performed at three thermodynamic 
states: 
State A: 
State B: 
State C: 
T*=2.78, Pm*=0.419, N=64 
T*=4.05, Pm*=0.365, N=64 
T*=6.00, Pm*=0.365, N=64. 
States A and Bare identical to the states 'B2' and 'Bl' of 
Ryckaert and Bellemans ( RB ) (100]. Butane simulations were 
run on several computers at the ANU Computer Center for 
systems of 27 and 64 molecules. 
TABLE 3.2 
Machine 
VAX 11/ 750 
UNIVAC 1100/ 82 
FACOM Ml60 
VAX 11/ 785 
UNIVAC 1100/ 82 
FACOM M360 
Run Times for Butane MD 
N Time steps 
27 
27 
64 
64 
64 
64 
per CPU minute 
23.6 
82. 7 
5. 4 
13. 0 
16.7 
18.0 
Decane simulations were performed at the RB (100] decane 
state, T*=6.68 and Pm*=0.1537. Decane run times for N=2 7 
molecules are 11.0 timesteps per CPU minute on the UNIVAC, and 
12.3 timesteps per CPU minute on the VAX 11/ 785. Alkane 
simulations are w.uch slower than simple fluid MD simulations, 
where the run times are -60 timesteps/ min on a VAX 11/ 750, and 
-140 timesteps/ min on a UNIVAC 1100/ 82 for a system of 108 LJ 
particles. 
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TlMESTEPS 
Illustration of the timescales for thermodynamic 
and conformational fluctuations in liquid butane 
(N=64 at state B) . This short s imulation gi ves 
an average trans population in agreement with 
the ideal gas prediction. 
Averages: <TA> = 3.98, <p> = 3.21, <U ( ~) > = 3.91 
<U(INTER ) > = -27.09, <E> = -9.36, 
<NTRANS> = 42.55, or <XT>=0.665. 
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Before discussing results in detail it is worthwile to 
note that the trans-gauche populations in butane fluctuate on 
a much slower timescale than thermodynamic properties. The 
short simulation dep icted in Figure 3.1 gives accurate values 
for bulk thermodynamic properties such as the scalar pressure 
and internal energy because these properties fluctuate on the 
same timescale as the atomic temperature. Trans population 
fluctuations occur on a much slower timescale. Si mulati on s to 
determine the trans-gauche equilibrium constant must be one to 
two orders of magnitude longer than traditional MD simulat ion s 
of -SK timesteps . Exploratory simulations of butane (N~2 7) at 
state B gave trans populations <XT> ranging from 0 .5 to 0.7, 
in runs of up to 75K timesteps. 
The ideal gas population and configurational properties 
such as the dihedral energy for butane can be calculated via 
the relation: 
0 s ( cj> ) dcj>. 
sO (cj>) is the normalized ideal gas dihedral distribution 
function: 
!..: g 2 ( cj> ) e X p ( - /3U ( cj>) ] 
( 3. 2 .1 ) 
( 3. 2. 2) 
g (cj>) is the determinant of the metric tensor for constrained 
model butane (45] and U( cj>) is the dihedral potential . van 
Gunsteren gives an analytic expression for the metric tensor 
determinant for butane (118] . Equations ( 3 . 2.1 ) and ( 3. 2 . 2 ) 
can be used in conjunction with any dihedral potential . 
Simpson's rule integration was used to calculate the 
average trans population for butane in the ide a l gas wi t h the 
RB potential. Results are listed :n Table 3.3 . The subs cript 
'g' denotes values obtained with the metric tensor. 
unsubscripted values are obtained by assuming that g ( cj> )=l . 
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TABLE 3 . 3 Butane Trans Populations in the Ideal Gas-
RB Dihedral Potential 
T* <XT> <XT>g 
2.78 0.773 0.784 
4. 0 5 0.660 0.673 
6 . 00 0.566 0.580 
The metric tensor changes the values of the average mole 
fraction trans by about two percent. 
Table 3 . 4 lists butane MD results at states A, Band C. 
All simulations were performed with a truncated and unshifted 
LJ potential; energies and pressures are listed without cutoff 
corrections . Each simulation required between two and three 
months real time to complete. 
TABLE 3. 4 Butane Equilibrium MD ( N=64 ) 
State point A B C 
Time (psec) 418.5 332.9 580 . 9 
Pm * 0.419 0.365 0.365 
TM 2.778 4.047 5.991 
<TA> 2.817 4.122 6.065 
<p> 4. 0 5 2.64 8.24 
<U(q,)> 3.05 4.61 6.43 
<U(INTER)> -35.80 -29.39 -27.48 
<E> -22.89 -10.35 0.18 
<XT> 0.713 0.606 0 .51 6 
<XT> ideal gas 0.78 0.67 0.58 
Transitions: T-+G 133 952 6284 
G-+T 141 955 6275 
Transition rate 0.005 0.045 0.169 
l0 9 xD (m2/ sec) 1. 86 6.14 9.66 
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Thermodynamic properties for butane at states A and B 
agree with the RB results (100] . The dihedral energies U( ~ ) 
differ slightly be tween this work and the RB simulations; this 
difference can be attr i buted to trans population differences. 
Each simulation gives an average trans population <XT> 
that is -0.07 mole fraction trans smaller than the ideal gas 
prediction. This shift in the trans-gauche equilibrium in t he 
condensed phase is discussed in detail in Section 3.3. 
Table 3.5 lists the decane results from this work and RB. 
Energies and the scalar pressure are listed without LJ 
potential cutoff corrections. 
TABLE 3.5 
Time (psec) 
TM 
<TA> 
<p> 
<U( _! ) > 
<U(INTRA)> 
Decane Equilibrium MD ( N=27 ) 
T = 481 K, p = 0.630 g/ ml 
This work 
55.1 
6.680 
6.74 
0.30 
45.93 
-8.05 
<U( _! )>+<U(INTRA ) > 37.88 
<U( INTER ) > -65. 7 4 
<E> 15.44 
<r> 2.235 
<r2> 5.077 
<r2>-<r>2 0.082 
<s2> 0.625 
l0 9 xD (m 2/ sec) 5.15 
RB (100] 
19.0 
6 . 68 
- 0.50 
36.03 
-68.19 
13. 26 
2 . 246 
5.117 
0.070 
0.625 
7 .5 
The two simulations give properties in good general 
agreement. The total energy is slightly higher than the RB 
average. This could be attributed to the different simulation 
lengths, and possibly the different equilibration histories. 
The average molecular dimensions, <r 2> and <s 2>, are roughly 
identical between the two simulations. The self diffusion 
coefficients are the only results that disagree. The 
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difference in simulation lengths is the most likely 
explanation for the difference in D values. 
The st~te B results for butane are particularly important 
because two groups have published butane MD results for this 
state with identical model alkanes. Ryckaert and Bellemans 
( RB) used generalized coordinates and Lagrange equations and 
isoenergetic MD for their early butane simulations (100]. 
Wielopolski and Smith have recently used SHAKE and 
isoenergetic MD for butane at state B (125]. Table 3.6 
compares the RB and WS butane simulations with this work . 
TABLE 3.6 Butane Equilibrium MD - State B 
T = 292 K, p = 0.583 g/ ml 
This work RB ( 100] ws ( 125 l 
N 27 64 64 64 
Time ( psec ) 240.6 332.9 14.0 249.0 
TM 4.047 4.047 4 . 05 3.962 
<TA> 4.178 4 .122 
<p> 5.470 2.637 1. 86 0.90 
<U(<p)> 4 .803 4 .613 5.14 4 . 49 
<U(INTER)> -27.619 - 29 .39 4 -3 0.37 -31.4 2 
<E> -8.19 4 -10.3 45 -11. 06 -13. 06 
l0 9 xD (m2/ sec ) 5.05 6.14 6 .1 
<XT> 0.581 0.606 0 .5 40 0 .585 
Transitions: T~G 333 952 43 
G~T 329 955 45 
Transition rate 0.051 0 .045 0 . 049 
Three completely different simulation algorithms: the 
Gaussian constraint algorithm, SHAKE, and the Lagrange 
equations in generali zed coordinates give complementary 
thermodynamic and conformational data for liquid butane. All 
of the results are in good general agreement, al though the 
N=27 results for the internal energies and che diffusion 
coefficient differ slightly from the N=64 results. For the 27 
molecule system, the LJ potential is truncated at rc=2.087a; 
the correction, u (r =2.5 )-U (r =2.09 ) - -0.56, is required C C C C 
3.13 
for the energies. This correction is approximate because g (r) 
appears in the integrand in equation ( 3.1.5). A similar 
correction, -1.64, i s required for the pressure of the N=27 
system. The first two columns in Table 3.6 illustrate the 
number dependence of MD properties for butane. 
The uncertainties in the average dihedral energies and 
trans populations are larger than for other quantities. This 
is a consequence of the two timescales depicted in Figure 3.1. 
The trans-gauche equilibrium is discussed in detail in Section 
3. 3. 
Site-site radial distribution functions for butane and 
decane contain much structural information. g ( r ) for butane, 
Figure 3 . 2, has two distinct peaks for r*<l that describe the 
intramolecular structure. The first peak at r*-0.75 is caused 
by the gauche (G) conformation. This peak is approximately a 
Gaussian because of dihedral fluctuations about the G minimum. 
The second, sharp peak at r*-1 is caused by the trans 
conformation. This peak has a characteristic cusp at the 
maximum end-to-end distance r 14 = 0.9815 ( ~=0 ) . The cusp 
occurs because the length of the vector !i 4 is a function of 
the dihedral angle ( see Appendix A) : 
r 14 = a cos~+ b, or ~ = cos- 1 ((r-b) / a]. ( 3. 2. 4 ) 
The distributions of rand~ are connected by the relation: 
f ( r) dr f ( ~) ld~/ drl dr 
( 3. 2 . 5 ) 
When ~=0,n (r-b) / a =cos~= 1. Equation ( 3.2.5 ) shows that 
the distribution becomes singular at these two~ values. 
Bond length and bond angle constraints create two delta 
function spikes in g ( r ) at r*=0.39 and 0.63. These peaks are 
not rigorous delta functions because they have finite 
amplitudes . The ratio of their amplitudes is the ratio of the 
number of nearest and next nearest neighbor constraints in 
each molecule. These spikes are omitted from Figure 3.2 . 
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g(r) for butane at distances r*>l has a well defined 
intermolecular component that describes the local molecular 
environment. The broad peak at r*-1.4 indicates a shell of 
first neighbor molecules. This peak is more rounded than the 
first neighbor peak in atomic fluids (7,53). No fine 
structure is evident in the intermolecular component of g ( r ) 
( 61). 
g(r) for decane has a series of sharp and rounded peaks 
superimposed on a broad intermolecular curve. The sharp peaks 
are caused by sequences of trans dihedral angles. From left 
to right these sequences are: Tat r*=0.98, TT at r*=l.27, TTT 
at r*=l.61 and TTT at r*=l.91. The amplitudes of these peaks 
decrease with r* because of the relative numbers of possible 
angle sequences; six TT sequences can contribute to the TT 
peak, five TTT sequences can contribute to the TTT peak, and 
so forth. All of these trans peaks have a cusp shape for the 
reasons discussed above (equation ( 3.2.5 )) . The rounded peaks 
are caused by sequences with one or more G states. These have 
a Gaussian shape due to fluctuations about the G potential 
minima. The rounded peaks cannot be exclusively assigned to 
sequences with only one G conformation because they contain 
contributions from many intramolecular distances. 
Di~tributions of all intramolecular distances riai~ are 
required for a complete conformational analysis. 
Figure 3.3 shows the normalized distributions of end-to-
end distance for decane. The fine structure in f ( r ) and f ( r 2 ) 
is produced by preferred conformations in the liquid, but this 
fine structure cannot be exclusively assigned to specific 
conformations. The distribution f ( r ) from this work is 
smoother than the RB distribution because of better sampling. 
RB did not calculate f ( r 2 ) . 
Figure 3.4 shows the normalized dihedral angle 
distribution for butane, s(~ ) , at state B. The distributions 
at states A and care similar; the heights of the T and G 
peaks, and the barrier region population vary. Integrating 
the state B histogram curves ( ~ ) from~= 0 to n/ 3 (with the 
correct normalization) gives exactly the same average <XT> as 
a direct average of XT for the simulation. <Eµi> = 0 at all 
three simulation states, indicating that the dihedral 
distributions are symmetric about ~=0 ( G+-G- equilibration). 
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Ryckaert and Bellemans [100) obtain an asymmetric dihedral 
distributions(~) at state B; their average <Eµi> does not 
equal zero. Their simulation is long enough to give accurate 
thermodynamic propert ie s, but it is too short to allow full 
equilibration between G+ and G- conformers. 
For butane at the high temperature state C, the dihedral 
distributions(~ ) covers the entire dihedral angle space 
[0,n). At least one direct G+~G- transition occurred in this 
simulation; no precise count of these transitions was 
calculated. G+~G- transitions are much less frequent than T~G 
transitions, even at T*=6. The probability of a molecule 
being at the top of the G-G barrier is roughly exp[-UGG/ k8 T) -
exp[-74.8 / T*). The ratio of the TG and GG barrier populations 
is: 
exp[-S(UTG-UGG )) - exp[54 / T*] - 8000 at T*=6. ( 3. 2. 6 ) 
One G~G transition should occur for every 8000 T~G 
transitions, assuming an ideal gas type population on the 
dihedral potential surface. 
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The state C results imply that one G~G transition occurs for 
every -1000 T~G transitions. Mu ch longer simulations, beyond 
the capabilities of the fastest available supercomputer, would 
be required to obtain accurate G~G transition data at T*=6. 
Dihedral transition rates at state 8, which are defined as 
the number of passages through the transition state~* per 
molecule per unit time, are identical to the RB result despite 
the large difference in the total simulation time. The 
simulations at states A, 8 and C (Table 3.4 ) give nearly 
identical numbers of forward ( T~G) and reverse (G~T ) passages 
through~*. These results verify the principle of detailed 
balance (5,47,75,91] for butane isomerization. 
The butane simulations show that classical transition 
state theory does not adequately describe the dynamics of 
isomerization in liquid alkanes . Trajectories along the 
reaction coordinate~ recross~* two or three times before 
settling in either the Tor G potential wells. Transition 
state theory (75,91] assumes that each passage through the 
transition state~* is a reactive event, and that no 
recrossings occur . A count of dihedral transitions does 
provide an estimate of the transition state theory 
isomerization rate. This count must overestimate the true 
rate because it ignores oscillatory motion ( recrossings ) in 
the transition state region (21]. Chapter 6 reports a NEMD 
study of isomerization dynamics in liquid butane. 
Dihedral distributions in decane are similar to the butane 
distributions, except that the heights of the T and G peaks 
vary for the different angles. The equilibrium trans 
populations vary with the location of the dihedral angle in 
the chain . The decane simulation temperature is higher than 
any of the butane simulations, so the transition state 
populations, sj (~*) , are larger than for butane. 
TABLE 3.7 Trans Populations in n-Decane 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 . 567 0.662 0.595 0.665 0.607 0.661 0.568 
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The different trans populations for the various angles 
reflect the delicate balance of intermolecular forces, 
dihedral forces and intramolecular forces in the liquid. If 
the conformation of ea ch angle was gov erned by its dihedral 
potential alone, all seven average trans populations would be 
identical. In a real alkane molecule dihedral conformations 
are not independent. Intramolecular interactions couple each 
dihedral angle to all others in the chain, and thus influence 
the conformation . 
Trans populations for angles ~land ~7 are smaller than 
the populations of all other angles. Trans populations for ~2 
and ~6 are the highest. These conformational preferences 
reflect the effect of LJ attraction and r~pulsion within the 
molecule. Excluded volume or intramolecular LJ repulsion may 
cause these conformational preferences. The trans populations 
are symmetric about the central angle ~4 . This conformationa l 
symmetry is a criterion for complete equilibrium. 
3. 3 Trans-Gauche Equilibrium in Liquid Butane 
Butane simulations at states A, Band C indicate that the 
trans-gauche equilibrium is shifted slightly towards the 
gauche in the liquid phase. Figure 3.5 shows the trans 
population as a function of time for all three states. The 
timescale for population fluctuations varies widely with 
temperature. At all three states, the a verage <XT> is less 
than the ideal gas value by -0.06 . Consequently, the 
equilibrium constants: 
( 3. 3 .1 ) 
in liquid butane obtained via MD are -3 0 percent larger than 
the equilibrium constants in the ideal gas. 
Ryckaert and Bellemans ( RB ) report the average trans 
population <XT> = 0 . 54 from a simulation of 14 picoseconds 
without an error estimate. The uncertainty in any time 
k 
average from a MD simulation varies as -t- 2 , where tis the 
simulation length. The uncertainty in the RB result <XT> 
result should be larger then the uncertainty in the state B 
½ 
result from this work by a factor ( 333 / 14 ) - 5. The RB 
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uncertainty should be - 5x0.015 = 0.075 mole fraction trans. 
Their run length is depicted in Figure 3.5 by the length of 
the RB arrow. Ryckaert and Bellemans ran their alkane 
simulations long enoug h to obtain thermodynamic and structura l 
data, but they did not run the simulations long enough to give 
accurate equilibrium constants. Their results vividly 
illustrate the two different timescales for conformational and 
thermodynamic fluctuations. 
Wielopolski and Smith (125] obtain <XT> = 0.585±0.01 at 
state Busing the SHAKE algorithm and isoenergetic ( NVE ) MD. 
Their average trans population agrees with the results of this 
work and RB. Three different constraint algorithms, in 
simulations of different MD ensembles, produce identical 
equilibrium trans populations. 
Weber obtains an average population <XT> = 0.601 at T = 
315 Kin an isoenergetic MD simulation of neat butane (123]. 
Weber's model butane molecules had no holonomic constraints; 
he uses vibrational potentials for C-C bonds and C-C-C bond 
angles. Weber simulated butane at seven state points, and 
consistently obtained average trans populations lower than the 
ideal gas predictions. His results cannot be directly 
compared with this work because of the differences in the 
model alkane and interaction potentials, but they do support a 
shift in the trans-gauche equilibrium in the neat liquid. 
Monte Carlo simulations of liquid butane give conflicting 
results for the trans-gauche equilibrium constant. Jorgensen 
and co-workers (65-67] consistently obtain agreement with the 
ideal gas prediction <XT>=0 . 67 at the butane freezing 
temperature 272.7 Kin NVT and NPT Monte Carlo simulations. 
The 20K temperature difference between their MC simulations 
and the MD simulations of this work, ws (125], and RB (100] is 
probably not large enough to account for the disagreement of 
<XT> values. Sanon, Adan and Santamaria ( BAS ) (6] obtain 
<XT>= 0.614 for neat butane from NVT Monte Carlo simulations 
at T = 298 K, with LJ parameters s/ k8 = 69 K, cr = 3.92 A. 
This result is in general agreement with this work, although 
the LJ parameters is slightly smaller than the s/ k8 = 72 K 
used for this work. 
BAS performed a series of simulations with a range of LJ 
potential parameters: 69 K < s / k8 < 88 Kand cr = 3.92 A and 
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4.15 A. Their average trans populations vary between 0.59 and 
0.68. Such small variations in the LJ potential parameters 
should not greatly affect the equilibrium constant. The 
scatter of their resu lt s can be attributed to the length of 
their MC simulations, which are too short to give error bars 
of less than ±0.05 for <XT>. Their MC runs consist of - 10 4 
accepted moves per molecule, which is roughly equivalent to a 
MD simulation of 10 4 timesteps. Thi s is sufficient to obtain 
accurate thermodynamic data, but not sufficient to determine 
an accurate equilibrium constant. The uncertainty on their 
average populations <XT> should be -0.1. 
simulations [65-67] also consist of -10 4 
Jorgensen's MC 
accepted moves per 
molecule; the uncertainty in his results should be -0.1. 
Theoretical predictions via the RISM formalism support a 
shift in the trans-gauche equilibrium towards gauche in the 
condensed phase. Chandler and co-workers [19,20,94] predict 
an average population <XT>=0.60 in neat butane at 274 K via 
two particle RISM calculations. At 292 K, this should be 
slightly less than 0.60, possibly lying within our uncertainty 
limits. Zichi and Rossky [128] use extended RISM to obtain 
<XT>=0.46 in neat butane at 272 K. This average population is 
much smaller than any of the MD or Monte Carlo simulation 
results. 
TABLE 3.8 Summary of Conformational Population Results 
for Neat Liquid Butane: T - 270-315 K 
This work 
Wielopolski, Smith 
Ryckaert, Bellemans 
Weber 
Banon, Adan, Santamaria 
Jorgensen 
Chandler 
Zichi, Rossky 
Ideal gas 
* - reported error bar 
< XT > 
0.606±0.015 
0.585±0 . 010 
0 .5 4 ±0.0 7 
0.60 
0.61 4±0.007* 
0.671±0 . 008* 
0.60 
0.46 
0.67 
Method 
Gauss / NVT MD 
SHAKE/ NV E MD 
Lagrange/ NVE MD 
Vibr / NVE MD 
NVT MC 
NVT/ NPT MC 
Two cavity RISM 
Extended RISM 
Equation ( 3. 2 . 1) 
3.4 Artificial Alkanes 
Simulations of alkanes with some novel dihedral and 
intramolecular pote nti als give insight into how these 
potentials affect mo lecul ar structure in the dense fluid. 
These models are artificial in the sense that they are not 
intended to model real alkanes. 
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All trans (T) and all gauche ( G) butane can never be 
obtained in the laboratory, but they can be easily simulated 
by MD. The T and G potentials described in Section 1.2 were 
used in conjunction with the butane MD algorithm to simulate T 
and G butane at state B. Cubic lattice configurations were 
equilibrated for 30K timesteps prior to production simulations 
for each potential. 
Floppy ( F ) butane, with free dihedral rotation, was also 
simulated at state B. F butane is a four site Kirkwood-
Riseman model polymer (13,70] . A starting configuration for 
this model was obtained by equilibrating a butane 
configuration for 15K timesteps after setting U(t )=0. 
MD results for T, G and F butane at state point Bare 
listed in Table 3.9 . All simulations were performed with a 
Gaussian thermostat and truncated (2 .5a ) and shifted LJ 
potential. 
TABLE 3.9 Butane - T, G, F and RB Dihedral Potentials 
State point: T*=4 . 05, Pm*=0 . 365 
Potential T G F RB 
Time (psec) 57.0 54.1 62.0 203.3 
<U(INTER)> -27.21 - 26 . 70 -27.00 - 27 . 06 
<U( t) > 2.21 7 . 49 0 4 . 56 
<p> 3.32 2.61 2.62 2 . 98 
<r2> 0.9578 0 . 5543 0 . 6815 0 . 8056 
Xrate ( psec- 1 ) 0 . 69 0 .0 42 
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Bulk properties, such as the pressure and intermolecular 
energy are sensitive to the molecular volume. The G molecules 
have the smallest volume; the G system has the smallest 
pressure and configurational energy. T molecules have the 
largest volume; the T system has the largest pressure and 
configurational energy. The F system has a pressure almost 
identical to the G pressure, and a configurational energy 
closest to the RB value. 
Dihedral distributions for the T and G potentials have 
large peaks at the T and G well locations. The peak widths 
indicate the magnitude of conformational fluctuations about 
the T and G potential minima, along with the average dihedral 
energies. Figure 3.6 shows the dihedral distributions for T, 
G and F butane. 
The dihedral distribution for F butane in Figure 3.6 
appears to be uniform. On an enlarged scale, as in Figure 
3.7, this distribution reveals a packing effect in the dense 
liquid. F butane molecules prefer conformations with ~-0.6n. 
The magnitude of the conformational shift is small, but larger 
than the uncertainties in the s(~) histogram. The large 
dihedral transition rate for F butane reflects the free 
dihedral motion in this model. 
Three model decane systems: normal decane ( D+LJ ) , floppy 
decane (F ) and soft-sphere decane ( D+SS ) were simulated at the 
RB state . Again, F decane is a ten site Kirkwood-Riseman 
model polymer. All simulations used a truncated ( rc=2.Sa ) and 
shifted LJ or ss potential. Results are listed in Table 3.10. 
Similar MD studies of artificial n-alkanes have been published 
by Clarke and Brown [24], who simulated normal and flexible n-
hexane, and Szczepanski and Maitland [111], who simulated n-
octane with several dihedral and intramolecular potent:a l s. 
Bulk properties are again sensiti ve to the intramolecular 
interactions. F decane has a smaller scalar pressure, and a 
slightly larger configurational energy than normal decane. 
These shifts are observed for the model butanes discussed 
earlier. The F decane molecules are smaller than the D+LJ 
molecules; this decrease in molecular volume correlates with 
the changes in bulk properties. Clarke and Brown (24] observe 
similar trends in normal and flexible hexane. 
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TABLE 3 . 10 
Model 
Time (psec) 
< ex> 
<TA> 
<U( INTRA)> 
<U( INTER)> 
<U(f) > 
<E> 
<p> 
<r2> 
<s2> 
<NTRANS> 
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Equilibrium Properties of Artificial n-Decane 
T* = 6.68 (TM Gauss ) , Pm*= 0.1537, N = 27 
D+LJ F D+SS 
57 . 9 110 . 1 65.9 
-3.lxlo- 5 -9.5xl0- 4 l.3xlo- 3 
6 . 846 6 . 761 6.649 
- 7.769 -6.782 8.748 
- 57.888 -57 . 344 47.767 
46.672 0 45.553 
25.005 -20 . 679 144.79 
0.592 0.401 0.430 
5.128 4.563 5.097 
0 . 629 0.584 0.627 
4.311 3.562 4.284 
The mean squared end-to-end distances are sensitive to 
both dihedral and intramolecular potentials. The average <r 2 > 
for model Fis 13 percent smaller than the value for D+LJ. 
Free dihedral rotation allows the molecule to assume a more 
compact conformation . This result is consistent with the MD 
results of Szczepanski and Maitland (111), who obtain a 9 
percent shrinkage in <r 2> for flexible octane, and Clarke and 
Brown (24), who obtain a 7 percent shrinkage for flexible 
hexane . 
Soft sphere decane has a large, repulsive intramolecular 
energy, yet its average end-to- end distance is slightly 
smaller than <r 2 > for D+LJ ( RB ) decane. The repulsive 
intramolecular forces must be balanced by the intermolecula r 
forces to maintain molecular dimensions similar to those in 
D+LJ decane . This result is consistent with the idea that 
repulsive forces are dominant in dense fluids (7,20,53,83). 
The distribution r 2 values for F decane does not differ 
greatly from the distribution for normal ( D+LJ) decane. The F 
distribution is skewed to~ards smaller values of r 2 . The 
absence of trans and gauche dihedral potential minima in F 
decane erases the fine structure in f ( r 2 ) . The F and D+LJ 
distributions f(r 2 ) are shown in Figure 3.8. 
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The radial distribution function for F decane is shown in 
Figure 3.9. This function has the characteristic cusp peaks 
of the normal alkane g ( r) plots. Cusps appear for 
conformations with ~j - 0 or n. No cusps appear for trans 
sequences longer than TT. Intramolecular correlation must 
have a shorter range, or shorter persistence length, in F 
decane than in D+LJ decane. The intermolecular peak ( r / a-1. 4) 
indicates that the intermolecular structure in F decane is 
similar to that in normal decane. 
Trans populations describe the conformational preferences 
for each model decane. Terminal angles ~land ~7 for all 
three models have the smallest percent trans ( ~<n/ 3 ) . Angles 
~2 and ~6 have the largest percent trans for models F and 
D+SS. These conformational preferences may occur because of 
intramolecular interactions, i.e. excluded volume. 
TABLE 3.11 
Angle 
D+LJ 
F 
D+SS 
Trans Populations in Model Decane (% trans ) 
T* = 6.68 (TM Gauss ) , Pm*= 0.1537, N = 27 
1, 7 2,6 3, 5 4 
56 . 8 66.2 60.1 66.5 
43.1 58.4 53.0 53.6 
54.4 66 . 8 62.6 62.1 
Dihedral angle distributions in F decane have maxima at 
~-0.3n, not at ~=0. Slightly bent dihedral conformations are 
preferred over fully extended ( ~=0 ) conformations. The 
intramolecular and intermolecular LJ forces must combine to 
produce a potential of mean force for the dihedral angles. 
These distributions for flexible decane differ from the 
results of Szczepanski and Maitland (111], who obtain 
distributions s(~.) with maxima at ~=0, for flexible octane. 
J . . 
The dihedral distributions for F decane are shown 1n Figure 
3 .10. 
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3.5 Isomeric State Models 
Isomeric state models are simplified representations of 
alkane molecules in which the dihedral continuum is replaced 
by a set of discrete states (46]. Molecular properties for 
these simplified model alkanes can be calculated with a 
minimum of computational effort, however the calculations are 
valid only for isolated molecules . The effect of a liquid 
environment is very difficult to incorporate into the 
calculations . Isomeric state calculations cannot match the 
realism of MD simulations, but they produce results which show 
how intramolecular interactions affect molecular properties. 
Appendix B gives a full discussion of isomeric state models 
and the algorithm for calculation of their conformational 
properties. 
Butane properties in the Rotational Isomeric State 
Approximation (RISA) are calculated as a sum over three 
states: T, G+ and G-. Table 3.12 lists trans populations 
obtained from a full integration of the RB dihedral potential 
and RIS r e sults (Appendix B). 
TABLE 3 . 12 Ideal Gas Trans Populations for Butane 
T* 
2 . 78 
4.05 
6.00 
<XT>(RIS) 
0.75 
0 . 63 
0 . 53 
<XT>(RB ) percent error 
0.78 -3.8 
0.67 -5.9 
0.58 -8.6 
At all temperatures, the RIS result is correct to within 
10 percent of the RB integration result, although the e r ror in 
the RIS estimate increases with temperature. This trend is 
consistent with the physical nature of the RIS approximation. 
The dihedral distribution becomes uniform in the limit T~m; 
the trans and gauche peaks in s 0 ( ~ ) broaden as the temperature 
increases . Figure 3 . 11 shows both ideal gas predictions and 
the MD results . 
At the lowe s t simulation temperature, T* = 2 . 78, the RIS 
approxima tion should be valid, but the RIS estimate is still 
in error by - 4 percent. Anharmonicity in the gauche well of 
Figure 3 . 11 
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the RB potential is the source of this error. The RIS G 
states should be located at the time average values ±<~G ( T ) >, 
instead of at precisely ~G=2n/ 3. The states should have the 
energy corresponding to <~G ( T)> for n/ 3 < ~G < non the RB 
potential surface to obtain agreement with the exact 
calculation at low temperatures. 
Decane is more difficult to treat than butane because of 
nonbonded interactions within the chain. The complete RIS 
algorithm for decane, RISL, is described in Appendix B. This 
algorithm generates each conformation, calculates its energy 
and assigns it a statistical weight ( Boltzmann fact o r ) based 
on its total energy. Conformational properties are calculated 
as weighted averages over all possible conformations. 
The complete set of RIS decane conformations is equivalent 
to a set of nonreversing nine step walks on a tetrahedral 
lattice. The walk length is seven steps; the first two steps, 
which represent the bond vectors ~land ~ 2 and define the 
coordinate axes, are always the same. Appendix A explains how 
cartesian site coordinates are generated from the set of seven 
dihedral angles. 
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The random walk (RW), where each of the 37 possible 
conformations is equally probable, is a first approximation to 
the set of RIS decane conformations. Some random walks cannot 
represent decane conformations because they self intersect; 
carbon atoms separated by at least six others along the chain 
may occupy the same lattice site. Each self intersecting 
conformation has dihedral sequences G+G-G+G- or G-G+G-G+. 
These form a chair cyclohexane derivative such as 1,2-
dimethylcyclohexane or l-ethyl-1-methylcyclohexane, where 
carbons sites n and n+6 occupy the same lattice site. Boat 
and twist boat conformations are not allowed with the three 
state RIS approximation because they require anti (~ =n ) 
-
conformations. Alkanes with more than ten carbon atoms can 
self intersect without G+G- dihedral sequences. 
The self avoiding walk (SAW) is a better approximation to 
the set of realistic decane conformations. For the SAW, all 
conformations without self intersections are equally probable. 
The SAW is still not realistic for n-decane because 
conformations with lattice contacts, where nonbonded sites 
occupy adjacent sites on the tetrahedral lattice, have the 
same probability of occurrence as noncontact conformations. 
The lattice step length, or C-C bond length, is d = 0 .39 cr. 
The LJ energy of a lattice contact is 322000 in reduced units, 
or · approximately 2xl0 5 kJ/ mol. Conformations with lattice 
contacts contain a dihedral sequence G+G-G+. They assume a 
chair cyclohexane conformation without ring closure; sites n 
and n+S lie within one C-C bond distance. The full set of 
self avoiding walks is the complete set of RIS conformations 
for a hard sphere intramolecular potential with a hard sphere 
radius less than d* / 2. The average dimensions of a self 
avoiding walk alkane will be much smaller than those for a 
realistic model. 
The SAW without lattice contacts ( SAW+NN ) is an even 
better model for alkane chains. Any RIS conformation with 
intersections or nearest neighbor nonbonded lattice contacts 
is discarded. The minimum separation of any nonbonded sites 
in this model is the constrained next nearest neighbor 
distance within the alkane chain, d' = 0 .63 7cr. This distance 
is within the repulsive region of the LJ or SS potentials, so 
the model will still not be realistic. 
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The best SAW model, SAW+NNN, excludes all conformations 
with intersections, or nearest or next-nearest neighbor 
lattice contacts. Thi s model completely excludes G+G-
dihedral sequences withi n the molecule. It will be the most 
realistic model with a hard sphere intramolecular potential. 
The hierarchy of self avoiding walk models given above 
incorporates excluded volume ( nonintersection ) via a hard 
sphere intramolecular potential. The different models SAW, 
SAW+NN, SAW+NNN are obtained by by increasing the hard sphere 
radius a8s. For all of the SAW models, U( INTRA )=0 by 
definition; repulsive intramolecular forces determine the 
average chain conformation. The properties of all SAW chains 
are independent of temperature. 
SAW models have been used extensively in computational and 
analytic studies of polymer configuration. Self avoiding 
walks on a tetrahedral lattice are not acceptable models for 
polyethylene conformers if each lattice point represents a 
single carbon atom with a LJ radius a, and the c-c bond length 
isl* - 0.4a. The SAW may be acceptable if the lattice is 
scaled such that each lattice site represents a group of 
atoms. 
The SAW+NNN model illustrates the importance of the 
pentane effect [46,112) in alkane conformations. Inn-
pentane, the conformation G+G- places carbons 1 and 5 at a 
separation of 0 . 637a. For all other RIS pentane conformations 
I 1~15 1 I is greater than the LJ particle radius a, and the 
terminal carbons are in the attractive region of the LJ 
potential . The nonbonded interaction energy of the terminal 
carbons in a G+G- conformation is 838.9 in reduced units, or 
502 kJ/ mol. The Boltzmann factor for this interaction is: 
This factor is greater than 10- 4 only for reduced temperatures 
greater than T* = 100, or T = 7200 K. G+G- sequences are very 
improbable in alkanes. 
Table 3.13 lists the ~otal numbers of n-decane 
conformations (walks ) for each number of T states. 
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TABLE 3.13 Enumeration of n-Decane RIS Conformations 
NTRANS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
NTOTAL 128 448 672 560 280 84 14 1 
Nx 52 80 42 8 0 0 0 0 
Nn 50 174 166 64 10 0 0 0 
Np 74 344 528 360 110 12 0 0 
NTOTAL is the total number of conformations. Nx is the number 
of self intersecting conformations. Nn is the number of 
conformations with nearest neighbor lattice contacts. Np is 
the number of conformations with at least one G+G- sequence, 
or symmetric sequences G-G+. Nn and Np include only 
nonintersecting conformations. 182 of the possible 2187 RIS 
decane conformations are self intersecting. 70 of these 
conformations have multiple intersections. 
Number of intersections 
Number of conformations 
1 
112 
2 
60 
3 
8 
4 
2 
404 of the SAW conformations have a single lattice 
contacts (a G+G-G+ sequence); 60 have two contacts. The total 
numbers of permissible conformations for SAW models of decane 
are listed in Table 3.14. 
TABLE 3.14 Permissible Decane Conformations 
Model Number of conformations 
RW 2187 
SAW 2005 
SAW+NN 1541 
SAW+NNN 577 
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The RISL algorithm was used to determine model _dec ane 
properties at the MD temperature, T*=6.68, for the random and 
self avoiding walk models, and soft sphere ( SS) and LJ 
intramolecular potent ials , with and without dihedral (D ) 
interactions. The LJ and SS potentials act only between sites 
jk when I j-k I > 4 . RISL runs were also performed for chains 
with the LJ potential truncated at r* = 2 . 5 ( D+LJC ) , and 
chains with pentane effect ( n,n±4 ) interactions only ( D+LJP ) . 
The LJ and SS potential parameters are: a= 3 . 923 A, E/ k8 = 
72 K, and the C-C bond distance is 1.53 A, or d* = 0 .3 9. 
Table 3.15 lists the RISL results. Equ ilibrium MD results for 
the neat liquids at the same temperature are include d for 
comparison. Energies in parentheses are hypothetical LJ 
intramolecular energies for the random and self avoiding walks 
with a cutoff of the repulsive LJ potential at r*=0.l. 
Appendix B gi v es a full discussion of the RISL algorithm. 
TABLE 3. 15 RISL Av erages for n-Decane at T* = 6.68 
Model <r2> <NTRAN S > <U( INTRA ) > <s 2> 
RW 2.510 2. 3 3 3 ( 672000 ) 0.409 
SAW 2 .68 6 2.451 ( 86000 ) 0 . 427 
SAW+ NN 3.132 2 . 711 ( 8 3 5 ) 0 . 466 
SAW+NNN 4 .253 3.354 ( -1. 456 ) 0 .55 4 
D+RW 3.610 3.568 ( 210000 ) 0.512 
D+SAW 3.688 3.619 ( 38000 ) 0 .519 
D+SAW+NN 3.974 3.776 ( 467 ) 0.542 
D+SAW+NNN 4 .902 4 . 295 ( -5. 12 ) 0 .61 2 
ss 5.239 4 .5 00 7 . 662 0 . 641 
LJ 4 .5 70 3.908 - 6 . 6 0 6 0 .5 88 
D+SS 5 . 717 5.082 5.726 0 . 6 7 8 
D+LJ 5.101 4.54 4 - 7. 489 0 . 630 
D+LJC 5.100 4 .5 43 - 7 . 486 0 . 630 
D+LJP 5.328 4 . 696 -3. 839 0.6 4 6 
LJ (M D) 4 .563 3.56 -6.78 0 .58 4 
D+SS (MD ) 5.097 4 .28 8.75 0 .62 7 
D+LJC (MD ) 5 .1 28 4.31 - 7 . 77 0 . 629 
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Two result verify that the RISL algorithm was coded 
correctly. First, the RW results, <r 2> = 2.50957 and <s 2> 
0.40895 agree exactly with calculations via the analytic 
expressions of Flory (4 6] for short RW chains. Second, the 
counting of states in Table 3.13 agrees exactly with the 
results of Wurflinger (127]. 
The data in Table 3.15 illustrate two obvious trends. 
First, a dihedral potential tends to lengthen the molecule, 
and second, a LJ intramolecular potential makes the molecule 
more compact. The inclusion of dihedral interactions 
lengthens the LJ molecules by approximately 30 percent. This 
is much larger than the 13 percent difference in <r 2> obtained 
via MD for the dense fluid (D+LJ and F decane of Section 3.4 ) . 
Both the D+LJ and LJ properties from RISL calculation 
roughly agree with the MD simulation averages. Truncation of 
the LJ potential at 2 . 5cr has a negligible effect on chain 
properties . 
All RISL averages for the D+SS model are markedly 
different from the MD results. RISL underestimates the MD 
intramolecular energy, and overestimates the end-to-end 
distance, radius of gyration and number of trans conformations 
per molecule. These results highlight the importance of 
intermolecular forces in the condensed phase. 
Figure 3.12 shows the distributions of squared end to end 
distance for all model interactions except LJC and LJP. The 
distributions are entirely consistent with the data in Table 
3 . 15. If the RIS approximation is relaxed to allow dihedral 
fluctuations, peaks in the distribution will broaden at low 
temperatures. At higher temperatures, which are still low 
relative to the T-G barrier energy, the distribution will be a 
smooth envelope over the RIS peaks. The RW and SAW 
distributions in Figures 3.12 and 3 . 13 illustrate the 
inadequacies of these models for realistic alkane and polymer 
conformations . 
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LJ D + L.J 
I I I I I 
ss D + SS 
I ' I I I I I I I 
SAW 
RW 
Figure 3.12 
D+SAW 
D+RW 
I I I l I ' I 
Distributions of squared end-to-end distances 
for RIS decane mode l s at T* = 6.68. The RW and 
SAW distributions are independent of 
temperature. The furthermost peaks to the right 
correspond to the all trans conformat i on. 
Figure 3.13 
SAW 
I 1 1 I 
SAW+NN 
I I I I I I 
SAW+NNN 
I I I I I I I I 
Distributions of mean squared end-to-end 
distance for SAW, SAW+N N, SAW+ NNN decane. 
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Figure 3 . 14 shows the MD distribution superimposed on the 
RIS distribution for D+LJ. The MD distribution follows the 
general outline of the RIS peaks, but the maximum in the MD 
distribution does not exactly coincide with the most prominent 
RIS maximum . The MD distribution has a single maximum, while 
the RIS distribution has several maxima. Values of r 2 before 
and after a dihedral transition somewhere in the mol ecule will 
not necessarily lie on adjacent peaks in the RIS r 2 
distribution. In the continuum model, librational motion in 
the dihedral potential wells smears out the local maxima in 
the RIS distribution and produces a unimodal distribution. 
Mark and Curro (81) have shown that a higher order RIS 
approximation, which splits each gauche state into two states 
at ~G = ±120±6~, with 6~ = 10 or 20 degrees, produces a 
unimodal distribution of squared end-to-end distances for 
short alkanes. 
Figure 3 . 14 
f (r2 ) DECANE 
Distributions of squared end-to-end distance 
for n-decane from MD (liquid density ) and RIS 
(D+LJ) calculations at T* = 6.68. 
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The RISL calculations also give detailed conformational 
information. Table 3.16 lists the average percent trans for 
each dihedral angle in n-decane in the RIS approximation. 
Equilibrium MD results are included for comparison. 
TABLE 3.16 Decane - RISL Average Percent Trans, T* = 6.68 
Angle 1,7 2,6 3, 5 4 
RW 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 
SAW 34.1 34.9 35.5 36.4 
SAW+NN 35.8 38.2 41. 3 40.4 
SAW+NNN 41. 4 51. 5 49 .7 50.1 
D+RW 51. 0 51. 0 51. 0 51. 0 
D+SAW 51. 3 51. 6 51. 9 52.3 
D+SAW+NN 52.4 53.7 55.3 54.9 
D+SAW+NNN 57.0 63.7 62.7 62.8 
ss 50.8 74.1 65.1 70 . 2 
LJ 45.3 64.8 56.2 58.1 
D+SS 64.0 77.9 74.3 75 .8 
D+LJ 58.68 70.20 65.41 65.82 
D+LJC 58.67 70.20 65 . 40 65.81 
D+LJP 60.3 71. 7 68 . 1 69 .5 
LJ (MD) 43.1 58.4 53.0 53.6 
D+SS (MD) 54.4 66.8 62.6 62.1 
D+LJC (MD) 56.8 66.2 60.1 66.5 
These results reflect the trends in the data of Table 
3.15. Dihedral interactions increase the number of trans 
conformations within the molecule and thus straighten t he 
chain. Nonbonded LJ interactions tend to reduce the trans 
population and thus reduce the chain size. These results 
confirm the values of NTRANS in Table 3 . 15. One can add the 
averages, XT , in each row of Table 3.16 over all seven 
dihedral angles to obtain <NTRANS> for each model. 
Dihedral angles ~land ~2 tend to have the largest percent 
trans for all models with SS or LJ potentials. Excluded 
volume alone cannot be responsible for this conformational 
preference because the self avoiding walk models, with or 
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without a dihedral potential, have approximately equal trans 
populations for all interior dihedral angles. The self 
a voiding walks do show a small trans bias for conformations in 
the chain interior. 
The MD trans populations in the LJ and D+SS models are all 
less than the corresponding RISL results by 3-10 percent 
trans. The discrepancy is largest for the soft sphere 
potential. Repulsive intermolecular interactions in the 
condensed phase are again seen to be important determinants of 
chain conformation. 
3.6 Summary and Conclusion 
Accurate thermodynamic, structural and dynamic (time 
correlation functions) data for alkanes can be obtained from 
MD simulations. Bulk thermodynamic properties require 
simulations of -lOK timesteps for 5-10 percent accuracy. The 
simple n site model alkanes with bond and bond angle 
constraints appear to successfully mimic the gross features of 
real n-alkanes. Thermodynamic properties obtained from the 
simulations are generally in good agreement with experiment. 
Long simulations are required to investigate 
conformational equilibrium in n-alkanes. Long simulations 
indicate that conformational equilibrium is shifted in the 
condensed phase. Transition state theory does not accurately 
describe the dynamics of trans-gauche isomerization in liquid 
butane. Also, isomeric state models give some insight into 
how different intramolecular potentials influence 
conformation. The isomeric state models are satisfactory for 
the ideal gas at low temperatures, but they cannot 
quantitatively predict properties in the condensed phase 
because they do not incorporate intermolecular interactions. 
A short decane simulation at T*=l illustrates the 
importance of efficient computing for MD simulations of 
alkanes. A liquid decane configuration at T*=6 . 68 was 
subjected to a temperature quench, dT* / dt = - 0 . 01 per 
timestep, followed by an equilibration of lOK timesteps. An 
isothermal simulation of 20K timesteps followed . 
Thermodynamic properties relax quickly after the quench and 
show no observable drift in the 'equilibrium' run. The atomic 
and molecular temperatures agree to within 2 percent. 
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Structural relaxation occurs during the quench and 
' l'b . 2 2 equi i ration. <r >, <s > and <NTRANs> at T*=l are all 
slightly larger than at T*=6.68. Dihedral transitions occur 
during the quench and th e post quench equilibration, but none 
are observed in the 'equilibrium' simulation. Average 
dihedral populations indicate conformational asymmetry in the 
molecules; the average percent trans for dihedral angles 2 and 
6 for instance are not equal. Figure 3.15 shows the r 2 
distributions at T*=l.0 and 6.68. 
The simulated state at T*=l must be a metastable, 
supercooled state because the quench rate, 0 . 72 K/ timestep or 
-4xlo 14 K/ sec, is many orders of magnitude faster than any 
experimental cooling rate. The decane configuration in the 
simulation is effectively a frozen liquid configuration. 
The computer time necessary for a full decane simulat ion 
is approximately proportional to the Boltzmann factor for the 
trans-gauche barrier, exp(ut; k8T) - exp(20 / T*]. At T*=6.68, 
40 CPU hours on the UNIVAC 1100/ 82 are required for an 
equilibrium decane simulation, exclusive of equ ili bration 
time. At T*=l approximately 10 8 UNIVAC CPU hours, or -10,00 0 
UNIVAC CPU years are needed. A current generation 
supercomputer could run the simulation in -1 0- 100 CPU years. 
Would the results from such a simulation justify the 
computational expense? 
TABLE 3.17 Decane Equilibrium MD - Pm * = 0 . 630, N=27 
TM 1 . 00 6 . 68 
<TA> 1.02 6 .85 
<U(INTRA)> -8. 27 - 7 . 77 
<U (1 )> 15.9 4 46 . 67 
<U ( INTER )> -86.35 -5 7 .89 
<E> -72.1 4 25 .01 
<p> -3.61 0 .59 
<r2> 5. 488 5 . 128 
<s2> 0.652 0.629 
<NTRAN S> 4 .63 4 .31 
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The butane simulations described in Sections 3. 2 and 3.3 
are an independent cross-check on the earlier MD work of 
Ryckaert and Bel lemans. Their constraint algorithms have been 
used for systems as small as a diatomic molecule, to large 
peptide molecules. Three different algorithms: Gaussian 
constraint algorithm, Lagrange's equations in generalized 
coordinates, and SHAKE, give complementary results. 
The Gaussian constraint algorithm treats constraints in a 
clear and concise formalism, and can be used in conjunction 
with a Gaussian thermostat with minimal modifications to the 
simulation program. The simulation algorithm can easily be 
used for larger and more complex molecules or for different 
constraint schemes by changing the forms of the constraint 
force vector (A~ )n and the constraint matrix~- Improved 
numerical methods and the use of vector processing can 
substantially decrease the computing time needed for 
simulations of systems of large molecules. 
Figure 3.15 
f (r 2 ) DECANE 
Distributions squared end-to-end distance ~or 
decane at T*=l.O and T*=6.68 ( arbitrary units ) . 
CHAPTER 4 ALKANE RHEOLOGY 
4.1 Introduction 
Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (N EMD ) simulations ha ve 
contributed immensely to the understanding of fluids away from 
equilibrium. Shear flow simulations provide valuable 
rheological data and produce a detailed microscopic picture of 
the fluid that is impossible to obtain by experiment. Simple 
liquids such as liquid argon exhibit a variety of nonlinear 
rheological phenomena: shear dilatancy, shear thinning, normal 
stress effects and structural deformation. Simulation methods 
for simple fluids are now advanced enough to model turbulent 
Couette flow in two or three dimensions ( 32]. 
Molecular and polymeric fluids and solutions are renowned 
for their unusual rheological behavior (13,51,52]. Molecules 
rotate, stretch and align in response to the flow velocity 
field. Polymer molecules entangle (44, 50]; polymer scission 
occurs in turbulent flow (64] . Chemical reactions complicate 
the picture further. An understanding of how molecular 
structure and motion affect the macroscopic flow properties of 
a fluid is vital for many applications. Chemical processing 
and lubrication technology are only two obvious examples. 
NEMD is a powerful and productive method for studying bulk and 
microscopic fluid properties (51,52]. 
This chapter reports results from Couette flow NEMD 
simulations of butane and decane . These fluids should have 
flow behavior different from simple liquids because of their 
shape and internal degrees of freedom. NEMD simulations 
confirm this expectation. The alkane v iscosities depend on 
shear rate in a manner different from the simple fluids. The 
simulations reveal a variety of complex microscopic processes: 
molecular rotation and stretching, molecular alignment and 
collective motions that depend upon molecular shape and system 
size. These effects have appeared in NEMD simulations of 
small alkanes: Brown and Clar ke (17] have simulated n-hexane 
under shear by NEMD , Weber and Annan (120] have simulated 
ethane and propane under shear. 
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4.2 NEMD Algorithm for Shear Viscosity 
The isothermal SLLOD algorithm was used to simulate 
sheared liquid butane and decane. The equations of motion f or 
site ex in molecule i ar e: 
r, 
-lex 
= F , N + F, C 
-1 ex -1 ex 
( 4 . 2. l a ) 
( 4 . 2 . lb) 
Molecular quantities in the above equations are def i ned by the 
relations: 
M = E ex m ex' 
r , = E m ex.£ i ex/ M '
-1 ex 
( 4 . 2 . 2 ) 
Ei = E Ei ex, ex 
F , = E F, . 
-1 ex -1 ex 
~xis a unit vector in the x direction. The force superscr i p t 
'N' in equation ( 4.2 . lb ) denotes Newtonian forces; the 
superscript 'C' in ( 4.2.lb) denotes constraint forces which 
maintain bond lengths and bond angles within the mo l ecule. 
The terms containing y impose a zero wa vevector strain rate, 
y=aux/ ay. ( is the molecular thermostat multiplier. Allen 
[3) and Ladd (74) have discussed equations ( 4.2.1 ) ( and 
several variations ) in two papers concerning equations o f 
motion for molecular shear NE MD. 
The molecular formalism implicit in Equations (4 .2.1 ) i s 
concise and convenient because t he shear a ct s a t mol e cular 
centers of mass. This molecular formalism i s st r a igh tforward 
to implement for alkanes, but it may not be so for s y s t ems of 
very long polymer molecules. 
An atomic shear flow algor i thm has t he shea r acting a t 
atomic positions, rather than at the molecular cen t ers o f 
mass. The atomic shear equations of motion are obtained by 
replacing Yi in (4.2.la ) with Yiex' and by replacing Pyi i n 
(4 . 2 . lb) with p . . The difference between the molecular and y1ex 
atomic shear algorithms becomes ev ident if the equations of 
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motion are expressed as second-order differential equations. 
Differentiating equation (4 .2.la ) and eliminating the momentum 
using (4.2 .lb ) gives a second-order equation of motion. The 
same procedure can be applied to the atomic shear counterparts 
of equations (4.2 .1 ) . In adiabatic shear, i.e. C.=0: 
molecular s hear ( 4. 2. 3a ) 
mcr._r1'cr. = Fl, + nxm YY · 
- er. - cr. lcr. atomic shear ( 4. 2. 3b ) 
where constraint forces for each site are absorbed into the 
force terms. For steady state shear, the shear rate is a step 
function in time, y ( t)=y0(t). The time deri vati v e y ( t ) is a 
delta function at t =O. Consequently, adiabatic trajectories 
governed by Equations ( 4.2.3 ) are Newtonian for all positi ve 
time. The shear terms in Equations ( 4.2.1 ) and (4 .2.3 ) can be 
interpreted in two ways. In ( 4.2.1 ) and their atomic shear 
counterparts, the strain rate appears as a perturbing external 
field which exerts its influence on molecular centers of mass 
or on atomic sites for all time, t>O. In ( 4.2.3 ) the shear 
terms act only at t=O, to transform the initial canonical 
ensemble into a local equilibrium canonical ensemble with a 
zero wavevector strain rate y. This dual interpretation of 
the effect of the external shear field implies that the time 
evolution of the N-particle distribution function can be 
expressed in two equivalent forms . 
The time dependent distribution functions for molecular 
and atomic shear are formally (31,86]: 
exp[ - iLt ] f 1M ( 4. 2. 4a ) 
( 4 . 2. 4b ) 
Atomic or molecular SLLOD Liouville operato r s LA and LM 
propagate the equilibrium canonical distribution, 
( 4. 2. 5 ) 
in the first forms of ( 4 .2. 4). f= (g,£ ) is the 6N dimensional 
vector of coordinates and momenta for the system. The SLLOD 
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Liouville operators are obtained by using either the atomic or 
molecular SLLOD equations of motion to compute ! (g,£ ) in the 
Liouville operator de finition: 
iL ( f) 
- f· [ a ar ] + [ 
a 
ar ] ·_t. ( 4. 2. 6) 
The second forms of equations (4 .2. 4) contain local 
distributions, which are obtained from fo by the following 
velocity transformations at t=0: 
molecular shear ( 4. 2. 7 a ) 
V · (0+) = V· ( 0- ) + n YY · 
-la -la -X la 
atomic shear. ( 4. 2. 7b) 
The local distribution functions are: 
( 4. 2. 8a ) 
( 4. 2. 8b ) 
where the e's are normalization constants. These local 
distributions are propagated in time by Newtonian dynamics vi a 
the Newtonian propagator, exp[-iL (g,~ ) t]. It is important to 
note that the Newtonian Liouvillean Lis defined in terms of 
the N-particle positions and velocities while both SLLOD 
Liouvilleans LM and LA are defined in terms of the N-particle 
positions and momenta in equations of motion ( 4.2.1) and their 
atomic shear counterparts. SLLOD propagation of the canonical 
distribution is equivalent to Newtonian propagation of the 
local distribution because the Jacobian for the transforma tion 
from equilibrium to local equilibrium distribution functions 
is unity. This equivalence is true for both the atomic and 
molecular shear. 
The transient responses to atomic and molecular shear must 
differ because the initial local distributions f 1M and f 1A are 
different. The steady state responses are identical: 
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( 4. 2. 9 ) 
because only the ~=0 components of the initial distribution 
functions are significant at long times. The nonzero 
wavevector components of the momentum density in the initial 
local equilibrium distributions are not conser ved and deca y to 
zero. The zero wavevector strain rates that characterize f 1M 
and f 1A are identical, therefore the resulting steady states 
for both velocity transformations ( 4.2.7 ) must also be 
identical. 
The simplest definitions of a hydrodynamic momentum 
density for a molecular fluid are in terms of center of mass 
momenta and atomic momenta (3,74): 
( 4 . 2. 10 ) 
E m v
1
, o ( r
1
, ( t )-r ) . 
CL-Cl'. -Cl'. -
Differentiating these two momentum densities with respect to 
time and using Newton's equations gi ves: 
i k · E , 
- 1 
-
jA ( _k ) = i k · E . ( m v . v . + r . F · ) + 0 ( k 2 ) . 
- 10'. CL-10'.-10'. -lCL-10'. 
( 4.2.lla ) 
( 4.2.llb ) 
At equilibrium these equations define the microscopic forms of 
the fluctuating molecular and atomic pressure tensors through 
the relations : 
( 4 . 2 . 12) 
Note that only the zero~ components of ~M (~ ) and ~A (~ ) are 
conserved. The general relation for the total force acting 
across an infinitesimal surface element dA in the fluid is 
( 3 7]: 
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( 4. 2 .13 ) 
The superscript 'T' denotes the transpose of ~M. This 
definition of the molecular pressure tensor is consistent with 
the definition through Equation ( 4.2.12), and with the 
standard hydrodynamic equation for linear momentum 
conservation: 
p(d~/ dt) = -~-~- ( 4.2.14 ) 
In general, ~M ~~because noncentral forces create an 
antisymmetric component in ~M [37,87,88]. The atomic pressure 
tensor fA contains contributions from constraint and 
intramolecular forces and is rigorously symmetric at all 
times. This difference between atomic and molecular pressure 
tensors parallels the differences in local distributions at 
short and intermediate times for molecular and atomic shear. 
Viscosity is related to the energy dissipation in a 
sheared fluid [30,76] . The rate of energy dissipation is 
equal to the time derivative of the energy: 
( 4. 2 .15 ) 
substituting equations of motion ( 4.2 .1 ) into this equation 
gives the dissipation: 
M 2 
- yPyx V - ((E£i ) . ( 4. 2 .16 ) 
PyxM is the yx element of the molecular pressure tensor, which 
is defined by the relation: 
( 4 . 2. 1 7 ) 
In adiabatic shear ( (=0), heat is produced irreversibly at a 
rate -yPyxMv. The nonlinear shear viscosity is defined v ia 
the constitutive relation, -<P M> =yn(y), which relates yx 
viscosity to the shear rate and shear stress. The Gaussian 
thermostat dissipates the viscous heat, consequently <Ho>=O in 
isothermal shear. In this case the shear viscosity can also 
be calculated from the average value of the thermostat 
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multiplier and molecular kinetic energy via the equation: 
( 4. 2. 18 ) 
The numerical agreement of these two estimates of the 
viscosity provides a useful check on the accuracy of the 
algorithm. 
Isothermal response theory provides the connection between 
the molecular SLLOD algorithm and the standard Green-Kubo 
relation for viscosity. With equations of motion ( 4 .2. 1), 
isothermal response theory (86) gives the nonequilibrium 
average of an arbitrary phase variable Bas: 
<B(t;y)> a <B(O)> - ~yV J: ds < B( s; y ) Py~ ( O) > ( 4. 2 .19 ) 
where PyxM is the yx element of the molecular pressure tensor. 
Letting B=PyxM' it follows that in the limits t~~, y~0, the 
quantity ( -<PyxM ( t}> / y} reduces to the Green-Kubo relation for 
the zero shear rate viscosity ( 53,73,83,129 ) : 
( 4 . 2. 20 ) 
The ensemble averages in (4 .2.19 ) and (4 .2.20 ) can be either 
canonical or isothermal ensemble averages. The dynamics 
implicit in the two equations are different. Equation 
(4 .2.19 ) assumes the use of full field dependent, i sotherma l 
equations of motion (86) . Equation ( 4 . 2.20 ) assumes the use 
of the field free isothermal equations of motion. Vi s cosity 
is calculated from the symmetric part of the molecular 
pressure tensor according to the nonlinear constitutive 
relation: n(y} = -< ( Pyx M) s> / y , where the average is computed 
in the nonequilibrium steady state. Extrapolation of 
nonlinear shear viscosities, n( y}, to zero shear rate gives 
the Green-Kubo viscosity. 
The symmetric component of the molecular pressure tensor, 
(P M)s = ½( P M+P M) is used to calculate the shear yx yx xy ' 
viscosity because the steady state responses to molecular and 
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atomic shear are identical. This implies that the time 
averaged molecular pressure tensor in the steady state is 
identical to the time averaged atomic pressure tensor. The 
atomic pressure tensor is rigorously symmetric, therefore the 
average molecular pressure tensor must be symmetric. 
Berendsen [9] has given a different proof of the equality 
of time averaged atomic and molecular pressure tensors. The 
only physical assumption required in his proof is that the 
tensors, !aJaS' where a and S denote atoms within the same 
molecule, have well defined average values, and hence that 
( d/ dt)<!aJas>=0 at equilibrium and in a steady state. For 
sites a and S that are coupled by a bond length or bond ang l e 
constraint the diagonal elements of !a~aS are zero by 
definition. Off diagonal elements in this case are generally 
nonzero. For sites a and S that are not coupled by a 
constraint, all elements of the tensor r ar a may take nonzero 
-Ct:..,-Ct:j,.J 
values . Distributions of intersite distances and average 
values of end-to-end distance and radius of gyration are well 
defined in a molecular fluid. This implies that the ensemble 
averages <!aJas> have well defined, constant values at 
equilibrium and in a steady state, and consequently that 
(d/ dt)<r ar a> vanishes for all pairs of sites aS . The time 
-a..,-at-J 
averaged pressure tensors must be identical. Marechal and 
Ryckaert (80] have also proved this result for zero frequency 
shear using generalized Einstein relations and a similar 
argument to that given above. 
Allen [3] has proved the equality <~M> = <~A> in a 
different way . He showed that the atomic pressure tensor can 
be expressed as: 
( 4 . 2 . 21 ) 
where the superscript 'a' denotes the antisymmetric comp onent 
of ~M, ( ~M)a = ½[~M- ( ~M )T] . The tensor~ is defined: 
G_ = E, m, 6r, 6r , , 
1 cc 1 cc -1 cc -1 a 
( 4. 2. 22 ) 
where 6r , =r , -r. is a vector from the center of mass of 
-la -lee -1 
molecule i to site cc in molecule i. ~ is similar to the 
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tensors [~aia~l in Berendsen's proof. 
The third term in equation ( 4 . 2.21 ) vanishes at 
equilibrium or in a steady state. g is essentially the time 
derivative of an order tensor for the system. 
state the average alignment must be constant, 
0 . 
In a steady 
so <g> == <~> 
The second term in equation (4 .2.21 ) also vanishes at 
equilibrium or in a steady state. The antisymmetric stress 
( fM)a is related to the rate of change of intrinsic angular 
momentum density, p~ through the balance equation [39): 
( 4. 2. 2 3 ) 
~ is the couple tensor, which describes the diffusive flux of 
angular momentum. Ila is the psuedovector dual of the 
antisymmetric part of the molecular pressure tensor: 
( 4. 2 . 2 4) 
where~ is the third rank Levi-Civita tensor [108). In a 
homogeneous system, such as a system undergoing planar Couette 
flow, ~ -~=0. In a steady state ~=0 by definition, 
consequently the antisymmetric component of the molecular 
pressure tensor must vanish on average. Time averaging both 
sides of (4 .2.21 ) gives: 
( 4 . 2. 2 5 ) 
The average molecular and atomic pressure tensors are equal at 
equilibrium or in a steady state. 
The Gaussian thermostat is a crucial part of the NEi D 
shear algorithm because it removes heat produced ir re vers ibly 
by the shear . The isothermal constraint force term - (£i in 
equation of motion ( 4.2.lb ) fixes the molecular temperature of 
the system: 
( 4. 2. 26 ) 
M(3N-4 )k 8 
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as a constant of the motion. This temperature definition is 
identical to the definition for equilibrium simulations -
Section 3.1. The differential form of this temperature 
constraint is: 
( 4. 2. 27) 
Substituting (4 .2.lb ) into this equation and summing over 
sites et., while noting that F , c = Eet. F , C = 0, determines the 
-l -let. 
thermostat multiplier~: 
En. •F. - y E p . p . 
~l -l Xl y1 
~ = -------- (4 .2.28 ) 
ns is the number of carbon atoms per molecule. If~ is 
computed in this way at every timestep, TM is a constant of 
the motion. 
An atomic temperature, which includes contributions from 
rotational and dihedral motion, can be defined for the model 
alkanes as: 
( 4. 2. 29 ) 
m 
Ct. 
where ns is the number of carbon atoms per molecule and ns+3 
is the number of unconstrained degrees of freedom per 
molecule. No thermostat is applied to the atomic temperature 
because of the large computational expense involved. Sec tions 
2 . 4, 2 . 9 and 3.1 discuss this point in more detail . TA is not 
a true thermodynamic temperature because its value changes 
with the transformation of molecular angular velocities 
implicit in the atomic SLLOD equations of motion, ~i ~ ~i-
(y/ 2)~2 at t=0. TM is invariant under this transformation. 
Nevertheless, TA provides information about molecular motion, 
and it is easily computed and monitored. 
A variation of the Gaussian thermostat algorithm allows a 
simple check of the simulation code. Letting H0=0 in equation 
(4 .2.17 ) implies that the isoenergetic multiplier is: 
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L.E = ( 4. 2. 3 0) 
If [.Eis computed in this manner with the equations of motion 
( 4.2 . 1), the internal energy of the system is a constant of 
the motion (41). This choice for the thermostat multiplier 
provides a convenient test for NEMD code in a manner analogous 
to equilibrium isoenergetic MD. 
Shear birefringence, shear induced molecular alignment, is 
an important rheological phenomenon (92). Molecular alignment 
is monitored via the symmetric second rank order tensor 
§ = ( 1/ N)Ei r ' r ' I 
-1-1 
( 4. 2. 31 ) 
where r, is the end-to-end vector of molecule i. The mean 
-1 
squared end-to-end distance <r 2> is equal to Tr<§>. This 
order tensor and the atomic and molecular pressure tensors 
have the same symmetry for steady state Couette flow; only the 
diagonal, xy, and yx elements are nonzero. Eigenvectors of§ 
indicate preferred alignment directions and the eigenvalues 
give the degree of alignment or birefringence in each 
direction. The extinction angle X for the planar Couette flow 
geometry is defined as the angle between the x axis and the 
principal eigenvector of§, Linear flow is characterized by X 
= 45 degrees. In linear flow molecules preferentially align 
their major axis at 45 degrees to flow streamlines. Linear 
shear birefringence was first predicted and observed by 
Maxwell in 1873 (82) . The normalized order tensor: 
( 4 . 2. 3 2 ) 
more conveniently describes birefringence . The definition of 
the extinction angle, X is unchanged by using the normali zed 
order tensor §o. In an orientationally isotropic fluid 
<§O>=(l / 3)J. The birefringence parameter, the principal 
eigenvalue of the normalized order tensor, should approach the 
value 1/ 3 in the limit of zero shear rate. 
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4.3 Simulation Strategy 
Many technical details of the shear simulations are 
identical to those for alkane equilibrium simulations. Cubic 
simulation cells with ce nter of mass periodic boundary 
conditions were used for both butane and decane. A second-
order Runge-Kutta scheme integrates the equations of motion 
for each site in cartesian coordinates with a reduced timestep 
6t*=0.001, or l.93xlo- 15 sec. Center of mass momenta are 
rescaled every 25 to 100 timesteps to set the temperature TM 
for the Gaussian thermostat. Another temperature setting 
scheme scales atomic momenta according to the value of TA, 
leaving the Gaussian TM thermostat in the equations of motion 
intact. Both temperature setting methods give identical 
results at equilibrium and at low shear rates. Holonomic 
constraints are treated exactly as in equilibrium simulations; 
constraint forces are calculated by solving a single matrix 
equation for each molecule at every timestep. Constraint 
tolerances are maintained by penalty function minimizations 
with penalty function values ranging from 10- 7 to a 
minimization exit value of 10-lO in reduced units. The 
complete constraint algorithm is discussed in detail in 
Chapter 2. 
Butane simulations were run on a UNIVAC 1100/ 82 and VAX 
11/ 780 at the ANU with a modified version of the equilibrium 
MD program for a system of 64 molecules. The LJ potential was 
truncated and shifted at 2.5cr. Energy variation was typically 
less than 1 percent in l0K timesteps using the isoenergetic 
multiplier ~E. 
Decane simulations were run on the CYBER 205 at CSIRO, 
Black Mountain for systems of N=27 and N=54 molecules. 
Simulation programs were rewritten to take advantage of vector 
processing capabilities of the 205. Production simulations 
used a vector scheme that computed forces in lots of 100, i.e. 
between all sites in pairs of molecules, with nearest molecule 
imaging and no potential cutoff . Other parts of the program, 
such as the Runge-Kutta loops, were easily vectorized and in 
many cases automatically vectorized by the CYBER 205 compiler. 
Vectorization gave a substantial increase in performance - a 
factor of approximately 6 over the scalar 205 speed. Further 
improvements in speed are possible with more sophisticated 
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vectorization schemes . Simulation program run times for 
decane are listed in Table 4.1. 
TABLE 4.1 Run Times for Decane Shear MD: 
Machine 
VAX 11/ 750 
UNIVAC 1100/ 82 
CYBER 205 ( scalar) 
CYBER 205 
CYBER 205 
( vector ) 
(vector) 
N 
27 
27 
27 
27 
54 
Time steps per 
2.6 
12.0 
37.1 
212.5 
59.1 
CPU minute 
Simulation run lengths range from 50 to 270 picoseconds 
for butane and from 193 to 1100 picoseconds for decane. The 
longest simulation was 570K timesteps, for N=27 decane at a 
reduced shear rate y=0 . 05. Equilibrium simulations were also 
performed; results are listed in Table 4.2. 
TABLE 4. 2 Equilibrium MD: Butane Decane 
Simulation time ( psec) 203.3 193.2 
Potential cutoff and shift yes no 
N 64 27 
Pm * 
0.365 0.1537 
TM (fixed) 4.05 6.68 
<TA> 4.07 6.70 
<U( INTER)> -27.06 -70.92 
<U(cp)> 4 .56 45.8 0 
<U(INTRA)> -8.12 
<E> -8.35 9.88 
<p> 2.98 -0 . 35 
<r2> 5.115 
<s2> 0 . 627 
<NTRANS> (per molecule ) 38.73 
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All equilibrium results are identical within statistical 
uncertainties to the results of Chapter 3, although some 
decane cannot be directly compared because no cutoff is 
applied to the LJ potential in the CYBER 205 simulations. All 
shear simulations are at the state points listed in Table 4.2. 
Shear simulation data were collected in blocks of 10-30K 
timesteps. Shearing runs were started from equilibrium liquid 
alkane configurations or final configurations from previous 
shear simulations. Transient behavior of the stress and 
thermodynamic properties disappeared after the first 10-20K 
timesteps at each shear rate. Data from this initial stage of 
each run was discarded. Steady states were established within 
20K timesteps in all cases. 
4.4 Stress Response 
In shear simulations of simple fluids the stress rises 
rapidly after the shear is applied and smoothly levels off to 
a steady state value. At large strain rates the stress 
overshoots the steady state value and then levels off (40]. 
The steady state nonequilibrium stress fluctuates about a well 
defined, nonzero average. Butane behaves like an atomic fluid 
in this respect. The small decane system ( N=27 ) does not 
respond to shear in this fashion; its stress response 
sy~tematically oscillates in time. 
At sufficiently long times, the shear stress in the butane 
simulations is constant. If the stress is sampled at 
different times during a run, the stress ver sus time data can 
be represented by the equation: 
( 4. 4 . 1 ) 
where bis expected to be approximately zero and a 0 is the 
average stress. A nonzero b implies that the system is not in 
a nonequilibriurn steady state. In all butane simulations b = 
0.0 ± 0.001, indicating attainment of steady nonequilibrium 
states (no systematic drift of the stress in time) at all 
shear rates. 
At shear rates less than -0.2, the stress in the N=27 
decane simulations oscillates in time . 
data fits the equation: 
The stress versus time 
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0 
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Steady state stress response of decane ( N=27 ) at 
y=0.05 . The curve is a fit to equation ( 4.4 . 2 ) . 
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( 4. 4. 2 ) 
where a 0 is the mean stress used to calculate viscosity. The 
'goodness of fit' for the data at these low shear rates, as 
measured by sums of squares of d~viations, is halved by 
fitting to Equation ( 4.4.2) rather than Equation ( 4.4.1 ) . 
Figure 4.1 shows the blocked stress response at y=0.05 with 
the fit to equation (4.4.2) . At shear rates greater than 0.2, 
no systematic oscillations were observed in the N=27 decane 
simulations. No sinusoidal stress is observed in any N=54 
decane simulation, indicating that system size plays a part in 
this effect. Table 4.3 lists fit frequencies, amplitudes and 
mean stresses for decane N=27 at small shear rates. 
TABLE 4. 3 Stress Oscillation Parameters - N=27 Decane 
{y<0 . 2) 
y 0.05 0.075 0.10 0.16 
ao 0.232 0.337 0.419 0.728 
al 0.154 0 . 077 0 .119 0.098 
a1 / ao 0.66 0. 2 3 0.28 0.14 
Tfit= 2 rt / wfit 152 .5 100 .5 83.3 54.8 
Tshear= 2 rt / y 125 . 7 83.8 62.8 39.3 
The stress oscillation periods are 20-40 percent longer than 
the shear period, Tshear=2rt/ y. The amplitude of stress 
oscillation a 1 is -0.1 in all cases, the relative amplitude 
a 1; a 0 decreases with increasing shear rate. 
The disappearance of the oscillatory character of response 
with increasing shear rate can in part be attributed to the 
method of data collection. When y-0.25, the oscillation 
period approaches the block run size of 10-30K timesteps, or 
10-30 in units of reduced time . At shear rates greater than 
0 . 25, blocks of 10-30K timesteps cover several oscillation 
periods and coarse grain the cyclic response. Block averages 
appear random in time as a result. 
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Correlated molecular motion must be the cause of 
oscillatory stress in the N=27 decane system. Linear 
phenomenology predicts that molecules in a sheared fluid 
rotate at an average angular velocity of half the flow 
vorticity , <~> = ½( ~x~ ). The average angular velocity should 
be<~>= -(y/ 2)~z for planar Couette flow [27,39,72). This 
rotation does occur, although it will be shown later that the 
linear description is inadequate at large shear rates. The 
site-site g(r) for decane at equilibrium indicates an average 
center of mass separation of approximately 1 . 3a ( Figure 3.2 ) . 
The mean length of a decane molecule at equilibrium is <r> -
2.25a. Rotation must be severely hindered, because the 
average center of mass separation is less than the mean 
molecular length. At small shear rates, the shear driven 
rotation is slow in the sense that each molecule can follow 
rotations of its neighbors; molecular rotation is coherent. 
The stress can oscillate in time when the system size is 
comparable to the correlation length, Ee, that describes the 
range of orientational correlation about a rotating molecule 
in the fluid. A large system can be considered as a 
collection of pockets of correlated rotation. In a large 
system the shear stress is not oscillatory because these 
pockets have randomly distributed phases. Spatial dephasing 
ma~ks any oscillatory response. The correlation length Ee 
must be several times the mean molecular length. When Ee is 
comparable to the simulation cube length L, oscillatory stress 
should be observed in shear simulations. 
Weber and Annan's MD results give an accurate estimate of 
the distance scale for rotational correlation in sheared 
propane (120) . They calculate chord-chord correlations as a 
function of chord separation; a 'chord' is essentially the 
end-to-end vector for a given molecule. Their orientational 
correlation function is defined as gc ( r ) = <P 2 ( cos9)>, where 9 
is the angle between chords. A center of mass g ( r ) weighting 
is implicit in gc(r). At equilibrium the function gc ( r ) has 
first and second nearest neighbor shell maxima at -0.4 and 
-0 .7 nm, and is zero for r > 0.9 nm. Under shear the 
amplitudes of these peaks double and the function becomes 
slightly positive at separations, 0 .9 nm< r < 1.2 nm. The 
difference (gc(y)-gc(y=0)) describes the magnitude and range 
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of orientational correlation in shear. The results ( Figures 
11 and 12 in Reference (120]) indicate that strong 
correlations extend to the shell of second neighbors about a 
given molecule. Weaker correlation persists past this 
distance into the third neighbor shell and possibly beyond. 
The data do not give a well defined limit for weak 
correlations, but they do show that correlations extend to 
about three times the length of their model propane molecules. 
The absence of sinusoidal response in butane at all shear 
rates indicates that the 64 molecule system is large enough so 
that rotational correlations do not traverse the system. 
Rotational correlation must also be weaker in butane because 
of the reduced anisotropy of the butane molecule compared to 
decane. For N=64 butane the ratio of system size to molecular 
length is approximately six. For N=27 decane the ratio of 
system size to molecular length is roughly 2.5. Correlation 
lengths ~c (the correlation pocket radii) for both butane and 
decane are 3 to 4 times the mean molecular length. 
4.5 Butane and Decane Rheology 
The rheology of a fluid in planar Couette flow is 
characterized by viscosity, birefringence and normal stresses 
(13]. These properties are calculated from the pressure and 
order tensors in a simulation. 
Figure 4.2 shows the viscosity and extinction angle for 
½ butane as functions of y Three distinct regimes are 
apparent. In the first regime, O<y<0.3, viscosity decreases 
k 
approximately linearly in y' Xis insensitive to shear rate 
in this region; it remains just under the linear regime value 
l 
of 45 degrees. At y~-0.55 the viscosity and extinction angle 
change their shear rate dependence. In this second reg:me 
butane shear thickens very slightly and the viscosity becomes 
approximately independent of shear rate. In this second 
k Newtonian region, X decreases with y. At y 2 -1 a third regime 
is entered where the viscosity decreases slowly again. Atomic 
and molecular temperature scaling give essentially identical 
results for~ and x over the range of shear rates studied for 
butane. The shear rate dependence of the birefringence 
parameter, the largest eigenvalue of the normalized order 
tensor ~o, is shown in Figure 4.3. The birefringence, or 
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the degree of alignment , increases linearly in the first 
regime and saturates for shear ra t es in the second Newtonian 
regime. 
Linear extrapolat ion gives the zero shear reduced 
vi s cosity n* = 8.0 ± 0.4 . Conversion to real units using the 
relation n* = ( cr 2 ( mB) - ½)n , gi ve s a shear vi scosity of 0.24 ± 
0.02 centipoise . Marechal and Ryckaert (80) obtain n 0 . 26 ± 
0 . 06 centipoise from equ i libri um MD vi a the Green - Kubo 
relation equation (4 . 2.20 ) . Although their model butane is 
slightly different and their temperature is lower at 270 K, 
the rough agreement of viscosities calculated by two different 
methods is encouraging . At the simulation conditions: T = 
291 . 6 K, p 99 bar, butane's vi scosity is 0 .19 centipoise 
(109] . The two MD · viscosities are about 25 percent l arger 
than the experimental viscosity, indicating that a more 
sophisticated model alkane or potential function should be 
used if one wants exact agreement with experiment. A serious 
drawback of such models and potentials is that they require 
increased computing time . 
Figure 4.4 shows n(y½) and X(y½ ) for n-decane. Vi scosity 
I decreases slowly for y~<0.l i n the first Newtonian region, in 
contrast to the rapid decrease shown by butane. X decreases 
I linearly wi th y~ within uncertainties a t all s hear rates. 
This shear rate dependence of Xi s different in butane. 
Alignment is a more sensiti v e probe of nonlinearity for decane 
than butane at small shear rates. The birefringence paramete r 
confirms this result; the slope in the limit y~0 in Figure 4 .3 
is larger for decane than butane. Birefringence saturation 
begins near y=0 . 5 , with a corresponding drop in vi scosity and 
extinction angle. At high y the vi scosity starts to level off 
before the second Newtonian region . The second Newton:an 
viscosity is n2-3.5; the simulated shear rates do not extend 
fully into the second Newtonian regime, so the uncertainty in 
n
2 
is large . The first and second Newtonian vi s cosity 
difference is roughly n1-n 2 - 1 . 5, in contrast to the butane 
difference n
1
-n 2 - 3.5. A slight N dependence is evident in 
the decane v iscosities. N=54 simulations give consistently 
higher viscosity values. Both systems appear to have the same 
n and x shear rate dependence within statistical 
uncertainties . The shear rate dependence of n ag r ees 
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qualitatively with Brown and Clarke's NEMD results for n-
hexane ( 1 7] . 
Extrapolation gives zero shear reduced viscosities of 4.8 
± 0.2 for N=27 and 5. 2 ± 0 . 2 for N=54. Converted to real 
units , these values are 0.153 ± 0.006 centipoise ( N=27) and 
0.165 ± 0 . 006 centipoise (N=54 ) . The experimental viscosity 
is 0.163 centipoise at the simula tion state: T = 481 K, p -
0 . 16 bar [109). Although the rough agreement of the 
viscosities must be fortuitous because of the obvious 
inadequacies of constrained model alkanes and the Lennard-
Jones potential, it is nonetheless encouraging. Slightly 
different model alkanes could give viscosities in quantitative 
a greement with experimental data over significant ranges of 
temperature and pressure. 
The extrapolations to zero shear rate for butane and 
decane are more uncertain than for atomic LJ or soft sphere 
fluids, where the shear rate dependence of viscosity is of the 
Y. form n(y)=n(0)-Ay 2 ; A is a positive constant for a given 
thermodynamic state. Extrapolation to zero shear rate is 
performed according to the simplest functional form for the 
NEMD data: a linear fit for butane before the second Newtonian 
region and a Hess ( 57 / 58 l or Ree-Eyring ( 60 l type curve for 
decane at small shear rates . The error bars on zero y 
viscosities are reasonably large compared to the error bars 
individual simulation points. It is important to note that 
spite of these difficulties, the estimated zero shear 
uncertainty for butane is less than half of the Green-Kubo 
If the primary goal of the 
on 
in 
uncertainty from Reference (80]. 
shear simulations was to compute zero shear visc osities, small 
y simulations could be extensi vely performed to significantly 
reduce the extrapolation error bar. The approximate agreemen t 
of the zero shear viscosities with experiment and the 
approximate agreement of equilibri um thermodynamic properties 
- see Section 3.2 and Reference (100] - indicate that 
constrained model alkanes successfully mimic the gross 
features of laboratory alkanes. 
A theoretical analysis of molecular fluid flow by Hess 
[57) provides some comparisons with the NEMD results . Hess 
predicts that n varies between the first and second Newtonian 
viscosities according to: 
n{y)-n(0) 
n( "" l -n ( o l 
( yR) 2 
l+ {yR) 2 
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( 4. 5 .1 ) 
where Risa combination of relaxation coefficients with units 
of time. (yR) is a dimensionless shear rate. Hess's theory 
also predicts an extinction angle dependence, ctn ( 2x ) ~y. The 
decane viscosities are better described by this theory than 
the butane viscosities; neither set of data agrees with the 
theory over a significant range of shear rate. The 
qualitative differences inn and X as functions of y for 
butane and decane are not addressed by the theory. The Hess 
theory does predict a linear y dependence for the 
birefringence parameter at low shear rates and birefringence 
saturation at higher shear rate. This is seen in the butane 
and decane simulations. Ree-Eyring theory (60] does no better 
than the Hess theory at predicting the nonlinear alkane 
viscosities, although both provide a useful description of low 
shear rate viscosities for decane. 
The material functions Y1 and Y2 , which are related to 
normal stress differences, are defined by Bird (13] as: 
( 4. 5. 2 ) 
Figure 4.5 shows these for butane and decane as functions of 
y31 2 . The signs of the normal stress differences for butane 
and decane from this work are consistent with experimental 
shear flow data: Y1 > 0 and Y2 < 0. A curious result for 
both butane and decane is that the ratio - Y2/ Y1 - 1. 
Experiment (13] gives values -Y2/ Y1 s 0.3 . This difference in 
normal stress magnitudes between simulation and experiment 
remains unexplained. Simple fluid NEMD studies (40] also give 
the result -Yz / Yi - 1. This suggests that the difference 
between NEMD and experiment can be attributed to the reduced 
anisotropy of the molecules studied so far in simulations 
compared with the systems studied in experiments. 
At high shear rates, N=27 decane appears to maintain a 
small nonzero antisymmetric stress. The z component of !a is 
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nonzero for y>0.7. The scatter of data points in Figure 4.6 
indicates the large uncertainty in Ila data. nza - 0.06 at 
y=l; the ratio of antisymmetric to symmetric stress is 
approximately 1/ 50. N=54 decane simulations give <Ila>= O 
within much tighter uncertainties. Antisymmetric stresses for 
butane are zero within statistical uncertainties at all shear 
rates. 
System size appears the most probable cause of 
antisymmetric stress for N=27 decane. The molecular 
thermostat may play a role also. This thermostat maintains a 
fixed linear velocity profile for the molecular centers of 
mass. If the preferred profile is nonlinear, the thermostat 
exerts restoring stresses on the system to ensure linearity. 
This could produce antisymmetric stress. This result 
illustrates the care needed in applying a thermostat in 
molecular flow simulations. 
The linear constitutive relation, !a= -nr~' relates 
components of antisymmetric stress to vortex viscosity and 
sprain rate [39]. The sprain rate, s = Ix~-2~, is the 
thermodynamic force conjugate to the flux !a; for planar 
Couette flow <s
2
> = -(y+2<wz> ) . The x and y components of s 
( and~) vanish on average. The vortex viscosity nr describes 
the exchange of orbital and intrinsic angular momentum in a 
molecular fluid. The contribution to the entropy production 
due to angular momentum exchange is (!a·~ )/ T. This 
contribution is minimized ( zero ) when the sprain rate is zero. 
This occurs when <wz> = -y/ 2. From the linear constitutive 
relation above, a nonzero Ila implies that the sprain rate must 
also be nonzero. 
Sprain rates are computed in the shear simulations by 
solving the equation, ~i ( t ) = ~i ( t ) ·~i ( t ) , fo r e ac h mo l ecule 
to compute its angular velocity ~i ( t ) , and subsequently 
averaging over all molecules to compute <~> and~- Figure 4 . 7 
shows the average z component of angular velocity, <-wz > as a 
function of shear rate for butane and decane; <wx> = <wy> = 0. 
Sprain rates for both fluids are zero in the limit y~O. 
Linear phenomenology is correct in this small field limit. At 
high shear rates, sprain rates are nonzero for butane and both 
N=27 and N=54 decane. The simulation data for <-wz> in Figure 
4.7 fall below the line of slope ½ with increasing y. 
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Rotation at high shear rates is slower than linear 
phenomenology predicts. Deviation from the zero sprain line 
occurs at a shear rate of approximately 0.6 for butane and 0.3 
for decane. Decane should deviate from zero sprain earlier 
butane because of its greater molecular anisotropy and 
flexibility. This fact is difficult to establish from the 
simulations because of the state point differences for the two 
fluids. The effect should also depend upon density. The fact 
that at high shear rates the antisymmetric stress is zero for 
butane and N=54 decane while the sprain rate is clearly 
nonzero indicates that the linear constitutive relation, Ila 
-nr~' is incorrect far from equilibrium. 
4 . 6 Thermodynamics 
Shear disrupts the equilibrium fluid structure, hence the 
thermodynamic properties of butane and decane depend upon 
shear rate. Scalar pressures, p Tr[<~>] / 3, of butane and 
decane increase with shear rate; both are positively shear 
dilatant. Pressure data are consistent with a relation p {y ) = 
p(0)+Ay 3/ 2 where A is a positive constant which is a function 
of temperature and density only. Simple fluids have this same 
dependence of scalar pressure on shear rate (40,41]. Figure 
4 . 8 shows the scalar pressure difference 6p = p {y ) -p {O) as a 
function of y3/ 2 with linear fits for both fluids. 
Internal energies increase with shear rate also. The 
total energy differences, E( y)-E ( 0 ) , for butane and decane are 
linear functions of y312 ; see Figure 4.9. The intramolecular 
and intermolecular LJ energies in decane increase linearly 
with y31 2 . The decane dihedral energy, Figure 4.10, shows 
much more scatter about a linear fit to y312 . Increased 
intramolecular energies are indicati v e of molecular 
deformation by shear . Intermolecular energies for butane are 
also consistent with linear y3/ 2 dependence, but the dihedral 
energy is insensitive to shear rate, as is seen from Figure 
4 . 11. The increase of internal energy with shear rate is 
consistent with atomic fluid results (40,41]. 
Atomic temperatures for both alkanes deviate from the set 
molecular temperature at high shear rates. As Figure 4.12 
shows , the difference (<TA>-TM) is proportional to Y
2 
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The difference in temperatures arises because TA contains 
contributions from all degrees of freedom, including molecular 
rotation and dihed ral motion, while TM includes only center of 
mass translational motion. In steady state shear, <w > « y . z 
The corresponding contribution to the rotational kinetic 
energy is quadratic in the shear rate: 
KROT = ½ E W· ·~ - •w . « y2 . 
-1 -1 -1 
( 4. 6. 1 ) 
Shear driven rotation contributes only to TA, so the 
difference ( <TA>-TM ) is proportiona l to y 2 . The Gaussian 
thermostat extracts heat from the system as center of mass 
translational energy, so the a verage at omic temperature is a 
function of the rate at which rotational and dihedral energy 
transfer to center of mass translation . If this transfer of 
energy is slow, the two temperatures, TM and TA' can be 
significantly different. 
4.7 Molecula r Deformation and Rotation 
Simulation data gi ve a detailed descr iption of single 
molecule conformation and dynamics under shear. Th e size and 
shape of alkane molecules are described by their mean squa red 
end-to-end distance and mean squared radius of gyration about 
their centers of mass. Figure 4 . 13 s hows the averages <r
2
> 
and <s 2> for decane as functions of shear rate . These might 
be expected to vary linearly with y 312 , in a manner simi l ar to 
other scalar properties such as the pressure. Th e simulation 
data cannot convincingly support a linear y 3/ 2 dependence for 
<r 2 > and <s 2 > . Both N=27 and. N=5 4 decane have the same valu es 
of <r 2 > and <s 2> at equilibrium; there is no evident N-
dependence at equilibr ium for the se properties in the decane 
simulations. Extrapolation of the <r 2 > and <s 2 > data to zero 
shear rate give identical results for the two decane s ystems 
within uncertainties. At equil ib rium, <r 2 > = 5 . 115 , which is 
about 60 percent of the upper bound r 2max = 8 . 2643 fo r a fully 
extended, all trans decane molecule . 
The distribution of r 2 in decane is a bett er probe of 
shear induced deformation than the direct average <r
2
> . 
Figure 4 . 14 shows the distr i bution of squared end-to-end 
distances r 2; r 2 for decane at equilibrium. Direct plots of 
max 
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the distribution f ( r 2; r 2 ) under shear are difficult to max 
compare with the equilibrium distribution. A clearer picture 
of shear induced deformation emerges if the difference of 
distribution functions f(y )-f (y=0 ) is plotted, as in Figure 
4.15. The positive peak near r 2; r 2max - 0.7 show the greater 
abundance of extended molecules at both high and low y . The 
positive peak for r 2; r 2 - 0 . 45 indicates an increase in the max 
number of molecules that are shorter than the mean length. 
The probability of observing molecules that are longer and 
shorter than the mean equilibrium length increases under 
shear. The probability of observing a molecule near the mean 
equilibrium length decreases under shear. The degree of shear 
induced deformation increases with shear rate. At y=l, the 
amplitudes of the peaks in the difference [f (y) -f (y=0 )] are 
approximately 10 percent of the amplitude of the single peak 
in the r 2 distribution. Deformation must be strongly coupled 
to molecular rotation. 
Distributions of the single molecule alignment angle, 9 
tan- 1 ( ryi l rxi), the angle between the end-to-end vector Ei 
and the x axis, and distributions of wz and r 2 as functions of 
9 on the interval [-n/ 2, n/ 2] were calculated for sheared 
butane and decane . The reduced distribution f ( 9 ) and the 
averages <wz(9)> and <r 2 ( 9 ) > are defined in terms of the 
no~malized probability, h ( 9,r 2 ,wz ) d9 dr 2 dwz, that a molecule 
sits at an angle between 9 and 9+d9 with respect to the x-
axis, and has a length and a z-component of angular velocity 
in the respective intervals r 2 , r 2+dr 2 and wz, wz+dwz. Figure 
4 .1 6 illustrates 9, r 2 (9 ) and wz ( 9). 
The reduced distribution of single molecule alignment 
angle . f ( 9 ) , is defined: 
f(9 ) = dwz dr 2 I+"' I"' _a, 0 
2 h ( 9, w , r ) . 
z 
f(9) is defined for -n/ 2 s es n/ 2 . 
( 4 . 7 . 1 ) 
e in the second and third 
quadrants are equivalent toe in the interval [ -n/ 2, n/ 2] 
because the terminal sections or ends of the n-alkane 
molecules are indistinguishable on average. f ( 9) for a large 
molecule without average symmetry about its center of mass 
should be calculated over the full range of 9 values, nsesn . 
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The a verage molecular length a nd z - angular velocity as 
functions of the orientation angle e are defined in terms of 
the probability f unctio n h ( 9,w
2
,r 2 ) by the equations: 
and 
<w ( 8)> = 
z 
<r 2 ( 9)> 
dw dr 2 w J
+CD Ia, 
_a, z O z 
r J:d ,2 2 dw r z -CD 
r J:d,2 dw z -CD 
2 h ( 8, w 'r ) 
z 
2 h( 8 , w , r ) 
z 
2 h ( 8,w ,r ) 
z 
2 h( e, w 'r ) 
z 
( 4. 7. 2) 
( 4 . 7. 3 ) 
The distribution f ( 8 ) and averages <w (8)> and <r 2 (8)> are z 
calculated in the NEMD simulations as histograms over 180 bins 
that cover the 8 space from -n/ 2 to n/ 2. 
Figure 4 . 17 shows the normalized distribution of the 
orientation angle observed 8 at equilibrium and at three shear 
rates for decane. The 8 distr ibution , f(8 ) , is a uniform 
di~tribution at equilibrium (y=0 ) . At small shear rates the 
equilibrium distribution is sinusoidally perturbed; it has a 
maximum near 45 degrees and minimum near -45 degrees. Ase 
increases, the positive peak in f(8) sharpens and the peak 
amplitude increases, while the angle corresponding to the peak 
maximum moves toward 8=0. This angle at which f ( 8 ) is a 
maximum exactly corresponds to the ext inction angle X that is 
computed from the order tensor. At y= l the distribution is 
sharply peaked, indicating that molecules spend a large 
percentage of their time aligned at or near the extinction 
angle. These distribution functions are consistent with the 
order tensor birefringence results: the angle of maximum 
likelihood, 8max (o r X), approaches zero and the degree of 
alignment, or the sharpness of the distribution, increases 
with shear rate. Nonuniformity in f(8) is related to the 
birefringence parameter and the extinction angle calculated 
from the average order tensor. Booij and van Wiechen (15] and 
Morawetz [85] describe distributions similar to f(8) . 
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Figure 4.17 shows the average - <w ( 9 ) > at a reduced strain 
z 
rate y=l~ The data indicate that <w ( 9 ) > is a harmonic 
z 
function of 9 within uncertainties. Molecules rotate slowest 
when they are oriented close to the extinction angle x. 
Molecules rotate fastest when they are oriented at right 
angles to x. The relationship between the mean angular 
velocity as a function of 9 and the total average angular 
velocity <w 2 > is easily found by considering the definition 
for the average <w 2 ( 9 )> given above. The total average <w 2 > 
is defined as: 
<w > = 
z J
+n/ 2 
de 
- rt / 2 
J
+rt/ 2 
de 
-rt/ 2 
J
+CD 
-CD 
dw 
z 
f ( 9 ) <w ( e ) > 
z 
w 
z 
2 h(9,w ,r ) 
z 
( 4. 7 . 4) 
where f ( 9 ) is the reduced distribution defined by equation 
( 4.7 . 1 ) shown in Figure 4 .17. The total a verage angular 
velocity <wz> is computed by a ver aging the product of <w2 ( 9 ) > 
and the weighting function f ( 9 ) over the entire angle space 9 
= [-rt/ 2, n/ 2]. The horizontal line in Figure 4 . 17 indicates 
this total average, <wz> = -0.326 . 
This value is substantially below the value predicted at 
this strain rate by linear phenomenology (<wz> = -y/ 2 = -0.5 ) . 
Fitting the data to a sinusoidal function of the form of 
equation (4 . 4.2) gives a constant term: 
a 0 = J de <wz(9)> / n = -0. 45 . ( 4 . 7 . 5 ) 
A uniform distribution f ( 9 ) would imply that a 0 is equal to 
the total average z-angular velocity, <wz> = - 0 . 45 = - y/ 2. 
The average <wz(9)> is sinusoidal about this approx imate value 
of w (= -y/ 2 ) which is predicted by linear phenomenology. 
z 
The distribution f ( 9 ) appears to be sinusoidal when the linear 
constitutive relation for antisymmetric stress is valid at low 
shear rates . 
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A detailed description of molecular deformation is given 
by the average <r 2 (9)> for decane at y=l in Figure 4 . 17. 
Molecules are extended to approximately 10 percent greater 
than the equilibrium mean length when 9=X, and they are 
compressed to approximately 10 percent shorter than the 
equilibrium mean at 9 = -45 degrees, or 9=X+ ( n/ 4 ) . The 
average <r 2 ( 9 ) > is a sinusoidal function of e about the 
equilibrium end-to-end distance <r 2 (y=0 ) > = 5.115. The sol i d 
curve is a fit to the functional form in equation ( 4.4.2 ) . 
Data scatter for 9 less than 0 is indicative of the reduced 
number of counts for f ( S) in this region. The horizontal line 
is the total average <r 2>. 
Another result that consistent with shear driven 
deformation is that dihedral transition rates in decane 
increase with shear rate; data are plotted in Figure 4.18. 
Shearing increases transition rates for all 7 dihedral angles, 
while their relative values stay approximately constant; the 
curves in Figure 4.18 are approximately evenly spaced at all 
shear rates. Terminal dihedral angles 1 and 7 always have the 
fastest dihedral transition rate, while interior angles 3,4 
and 5 have the slowest transition rate. Transition rates for 
angles 2 and 6 lie between these extremes. Extrapolation to 
zero shear rate gives the approximate equilibrium rates: 0.21 
ps~c- 1 for 1,7; 0.19 psec-1 for 2,6; 0.18 psec-1 for 3,5 and 
0.17 psec- 1 for middle angle 4. Van Gunsteren, Berendsen and 
Rullmann (115] obtain transition rates of 0.22-0 . 31 psec-l as 
a verages over all dihedral angles at equilibrium by both MD 
and Brown ian dynamics simulat ions at the same temperature. Co 
nformational transitions in ~land ~7 appear to be the 
dominant process in shear induced deformation. Distributions 
for dihedral angles ~land ~7 indicate that se ve r al G~G 
transitions at the highest shear rate, y=l, wh i le none occu r 
for the other dihedral angles ~2-~ 6 . The increased 
conformational activity in ~land ~7 must be primarily 
responsible for the ±10 percent variation in r 2 during each 
rotation cycle. Unfortunately, the exact mechanism by which 
deformation occurs cannot be determined from the simulation 
data. Transitions in the terminal dihedral angles may be 
cooperative, or may be completely uncorrelated. Uncorrelated 
transitions in the terminal dihedral angles appear to be the 
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most likely deformation mechanism, because they involve motion 
of single methyl groups attached to a chain which is anchored 
in the fluid. Brown and Clarke (17] observe that the 
concentration of TGT conformer in hexane is insensitive to 
shear, while TTT, GTT arid G+TG- concentrations change read ily 
under shear. The conformation in the molecular interior is 
insensitive to shear, while conformations near the ends of the 
molecule are more sensiti ve to shear. This is exactly what 
the simulation results from this work imply, although a 
cooperative mechanism for deformation cannot be completely 
ruled out. 
Activity for the interior dihedral angles ~2-~ 6 also 
increases with shear rate, but transition rates for these 
angles remain smaller than rates for ~land ~7 . At high she ar 
rates, conformational transitions in interior dihedral angles 
provide alternative conformational pathways for deformation. 
These pathways must include cooperative motions (54, 56) such 
as crankshaft transitions, because cooperative transitions do 
not deform the molecule and, more importantly, the sol vent 
confi gur ation around the molecule, as much as an isolated 
transition in the molecular interior does. In the alkane 
melt, isolated interior transitions in a molecule must be 
strongly correlated to solvent dynamics, because such 
transitions move large al ky l groups through the local 
environment in the dense fluid. Rotational correlation in the 
sheared fluid must also influence the mechanism for dynamic 
deformation. 
Table 4 . 4 gives a static description of molecular 
deformation in shear for N=54 decane. The average number of 
trans conformations per molecule is remarkably insensiti ve to 
shear rate. The average trans population per molecule 
decreases by only three percent for a ten-fold increa se in y . 
This result is misleading because it implies that shear driven 
deformation is not extensive. End - to-end distance 
distributions and transition rate data give a better 
description of molecular deformation. Terminal dihedral 
angles 1 and 7 have significantly lower trans populations than 
the interior angles. This correlates with the larger 
transition rates for angles 1 and 7 . Angles 2 and 6 have the 
highest trans population at all shear rates, indicating a 
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possible conformational preference in the dense fluid. 
Populations for angles 3, 4 and 5 lie between these extremes. 
TABLE 4. 4 Trans Populations in n-Decane (N=54 ) 
y < Percent TRANS > for cp . < NTRANS > 1 
1,7 2,6 3, 5 4 
0 . 1 57.8 66.1 63.0 62.8 4 .35 
0 . 5 58.2 63.9 63.3 61. 2 4.30 
1.0 56.4 63.4 61.1 62.3 4 .22 
Shear induced deformation in butane is less spectacular. 
With only one dihedral angle, it cannot compress and extend as 
easily as decane. The results do indicate some similarities 
with decane. Dihedral transition rates increase with shear 
rate. Uncertainties are relatively large for transition rate 
data. No G~G transitions occur at any shear rate, although 
this is certainly due to the low temperature of the simulation 
in relation to the G~G barrier height. The maximum angle 
sampled in the dihedral angle distribution s (cp) increases 
slightly with shear rate; molecules are pushed up the dihedral 
potential wall under shear. The mean dihedral energy is 
insensitive to shear, while transition rates and the average 
trans population increase slightly, see Figure 4 .19. 
Distributions of <r 2 (9)> are similar to the decane 
distributions, but excursions from <r 2> are of much smaller 
relative magnitude, typically two percent of the mean squared 
length at y=l. 
Trans populations in butane increase with shear rate. The 
trans population rises from its equilibrium value of 38.8, or 
60.6 percent trans, for shear rates less than 0.3 with both TM 
and TA scaling. At shear rates greater than 0.8, <NTRANS> 
also increases with y . At intermediate shear rates, 0 . 3 < Y < 
0.8, the results are indeterminate, with a trend towards a 
slight increase in the trans population. This region 
coincides with second Newtonian behavior. 
The apparent insensitivity of conformational equilibrium 
in butane to shear is consistent with Weber and Annan's (120] 
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results for propane. Their propane molecules had two 
conformational minima at bond angles of 109 . 47 degrees and 180 
degrees that ~re separated by a barrier of approximately the 
same energy as the T~G barrier in the RB potential. In their 
simulation only one molecule in 128 changed conformation under 
shear. 
From Figure 4.19 one can only conclude that dihedral 
transition rates and trans populations in butane increase 
slightly with shear rate, as the uncertainties for both sets 
of data are relatively large. TA scaling gives slightly 
smaller transition rates than TM scaling for butane, even 
though their viscosity results are identical. Much more 
simulation time is neccessary to significantly reduce the 
uncertainties in population data. 
The distributions f ( 9 ) and the averages <r 2 ( e ) > and 
<w2 (9)> for butane show precisely the same trends with 
increasing shear rate as they do for decane. f ( 8) for butane 
typically shows a broader extinction angle peak than decane. 
This is consistent with butane having a smaller birefringence 
parameter than dec ane at comparable shear rates - Figure 4.3. 
Angular velocity averages <w2 (8)> are similar to those for 
decane. 
4.8 Model Butane Rheology 
To further investigate the effect of molecular shape and 
flexibility on butane flow properties, simulations of all 
trans (T) , all gauche ( G) and fully floppy ( F ) butane at 
equilibrium and at y=l were performed 
The hybrid dihedral potentials T and G, which were 
described in Chapter 1, were used to fix all molecules in 
either the the trans or gauche conformation. Cubic lattice 
configurations for the T and G systems were equilibrated for 
30K timesteps prior to production simulations. Equilibrium MD 
simulations of T and G butane are described in Section 3.4. 
Floppy (F) butane has no dihedral potential energy, 
UF(~)=O. This model butane is a four site Kirkwood-Riseman 
model polymer (14,70]. Starting configurations for this model 
were obtained by equilibrating an RB butane configuration for 
15K timesteps after setting U(~)=O. Equilibrium MD 
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simulations of F butane are described in Section 3.4. 
Table 4.5 summarizes the results of simulations at 
equilibrium and at y=l with a Gaussian thermostat and TM 
scaling. Dihedral angle distributions for T and G show only 
well region population, within ±0.2n of either well minimum. 
Barrier crossings were monitored for all potentials. This was 
a safety measure for T and G; no crossings were observed. For 
F there is no barrier. A count of crossings at 4>* describes 
the increased dihedral motion relative to RB butane. The 
average dihedral energy increases for models T and Gunder 
shear, while it remains nearly constant for RB butane. This 
indicates that shear subjects molecules to additional strain. 
TABLE 4.5 
Potential 
y = 0 
Time ( psec ) 
<U( INTER )> 
<U( q,) > 
<p> 
<r2> 
Xrate ( psec- 1 ) 
y = 1 
Time ( psec ) 
<U( INTER)> 
<U(q,)> 
<p> 
<r2> 
Xra te ( psec-l ) 
<wz> 
X 
BX 
'rl 
Error bar on 'rl 
Butane with T, G, F and RB Dihedral Potentials 
State point: Pm*=0.365, T*=4.05 
T 
57.0 
-2 7 .21 
2.21 
3.32 
0.9578 
43 . 2 
-26. 73 
2 . 43 
4.90 
0.957 2 
-0.21 
32.1 
0.527 
4.58 
0.03 
G 
54.1 
-26. 70 
7 . 49 
2.61 
0.5543 
76 .9 
-26 . 29 
7 . 54 
3.96 
0.5545 
- 0.48 
34 .9 
0 . ii 31 
4.35 
0.05 
F 
62.0 
-27. 00 
0 
2.62 
0 . 6815 
0.69 
80.7 
- 26 . 45 
0 
4.28 
0 . 6930 
0 . 76 
- 0.41 
35.7 
0.469 
4 . 43 
0.03 
RB 
203.3 
- 27.06 
4.56 
2.98 
0 . 8056 
0 . 042 
77 . 2 
- 26 .5 3 
4 .5 0 
4 .76 
0.8421 
0.057 
- 0 . 32 
34.0 
0 . 492 
4.46 
0 .02 
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Conformational changes provide a dissipation mechanism for 
shear induced molecular strain in RB butane. The average 
dihedral energy remain s constant, while · the shear induced 
strain drives transitions over the T-G barrier in both forward 
and reverse directions. The dihedral transition rate, which 
is defined as the number of T~G transitions per molecule per 
picosecond, increases under shear for RB from 0 . 042 psec- 1 at 
equilibrium to 0 . 057 psec- 1· at y=l. The dihedral transition 
rate for F butane increases at y=l by 10 percent over the 
equilibrium rate, indicating that dihedral motion in Fis als o 
excited by shear. Both F and RB butane molecules extend 
slightly under shear, while T and G molecules remain the same 
length. 
Viscosities for the model butanes rank in decreasing 
order: T, RB, F and G. The fluid of longer molecules, T, 
should be the most viscous and the fluid of more compact 
molecules, G, should be the least viscous. It is surprising 
that G transfers momentum more efficiently, i.e. has a lower 
viscosity, than F. Steric hindrance makes momentum transfer 
in T very inefficient . Presumably trans-gauche conformation 
changes in RB make momentum transfer inefficient also, as the 
dihedral degree of freedom can either donate or accept energy 
from the fluid bath. 
Molecular size and geometry appear to be more important 
determinants of rheology than details of the internal degree 
of freedom for model butane. T butane has the largest 
birefringence parameter of the four model butanes. It also 
has the smallest extinction angle and a verage z-angular 
velocity. G model butane is the least birefringent. G also 
has an average z-angular velocity very close to the linear 
phenomenology value, <w
2
> - - y/ 2 . The se simulati on s are not a 
definitive test of the influence of molecular size and 
geometry on rheology. The viscosity differences be t ween T, G 
and F butanes are real, but differ from the RB model visco si ty 
by about fi ve percent. Shea r simulations of structural 
isomers of larger alkanes would be a much better route towards 
understanding the effects of branched, cyclic and linear 
hydrocarbon structure on vi scosity. 
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4.9 Summary 
NEMD has allowed the study the rheology of liquid butane 
and decane in great detail. Butane and decane are both non-
Newtonian fluids; their viscosities are functions of shear 
rate. Both fluids are shear thinning at small shear rates. 
At intermediate shear rates butane exhibits a second Newtonian 
viscosity. Decane differs from butane. It exhibits a second 
Newtonian viscosity in the limit of large shear rate. The 
extinction angle for butane remains close to 45 degrees unti l 
the second Newtonian region; X decreases with shear rate after 
the onset of second Newtonian behavior. The extinction angle 
for decane decreases with y for the entire range of shear 
rates studied. Birefringence for both fluids increases 
linearly with shear rate at small shear rates. Birefringence 
saturates for both at high shear rates. Thermodynamic 
functions and material functions Y1 and Y2 show approximately 
the same shear rate dependence for both butane and decane. At 
high shear rates the spra in rates for butane and decane are 
nonzero while the antisymmetric stress is zero. The average 
angular velocity of the molecules lags behind the linear 
phenomenological prediction of - y/ 2 . The linear constitutive 
relation, !a= -nr~' is incorrect far from equilibrium. 
NEMD has also given a wealth of information concerning 
single molecule motion in sheared fluids. Alkane molecules 
rotate in the shear ( xy ) plane with a non- uniform average 
angular velocity . They are cyclically compressed and extended 
as they rotate. A molecule is extended and rotates slowest 
when its end-to-end vector is aligned at 45 degrees to the 
streamlines. When its end-to-end vector is at -45 degrees to 
the streamlines, the molecule is compressed and the magnitude 
of its angular velocity w
2 
is a maximum. Molecu l ar 
deformation is also described by the increase of dihedral 
transition rates under shear. Deformation occurs primarily 
via transitions in terminal dihedral angles at low shear 
rates, while cooperative deformation mechanisms are possible 
at high shear rates. Simulations of oscillatory shear would 
give a better understanding of the effect of deformation on 
viscoelastic behavior. 
This work has clarified the effects of system size on NEMD 
results for molecular shear. System size proves to be an 
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important consideration for these simulations. Correlated 
molecular rotation in a small system can produce a harmonic 
stress response at l ow shear rates and antisymmetric stress at 
high shear rates. As a general rule, the ratio of system size 
to molecular size should be as large as possible, or at least 
~3 . This criterion is empirical and still largely unexplored, 
but it is nevertheless a useful guide when designing 
simulations. 
The SLLOD simulation algorithm with Gaussian constraints 
can easily be implemented to study other fluids of large 
molecules or even full polymer systems by MD. There are many 
possibilities for simulating long, branched alkanes, 
hydrocarbon mixtures or bead-rod model polymers by modifying 
the constraint force matrices ( Chapter 2 ) and interaction 
potentials . Such polymer simulations would answer important 
theoretical questions and provide useful rheological data for 
engineering applications. Improvements in simulation 
methodology and computing power have made NEMD simulation a 
powerful and productive method for rheological studies. 
CHAPTER 5 SPIN LAG IN SHEARED FLUIDS 
5.1 Introduction 
The alkane shear simulations of the previous chapter show 
that at small s hear rates the a ve rage molecular angular 
velocity is equal to half the shear rate and the antisymmetri c 
stress is zero. At large shear rates the magnitude of the 
average angular velocity is less than half the shear rate, and 
the antisymmetric stress is zero. These results imply that 
the linear constitutive relation for antisymmetric stress is 
correct at small shear rates ( the linear regime ) , but that it 
is incorrect at large shear rates ( the nonlinear regime ) . 
NEMD simulations are ideal for investigating this 
nonlinear effect. One can fix thermodynamic forces and 
measure the response of the conjugate thermodynamic fluxes, 
and thus calculate linear and nonlinear transport coefficients 
(30,62) . This chapter describes a study of spin lag in liquid 
chlorine by NEMD . This system is simpler and more cost 
effective in terms of computing time. The goals of the study 
are: 
(1) To establish that spin lag occurs in a sheared diatomic 
liquid, and to describe its physical origin. 
( 2) To derive a general constitutive relation for 
antisymmetric stress, and to calculate the appropriate 
transport coefficients via NEMD. 
( 3 ) To discuss the implications of linear and nonlinear 
constitutive relations for spin lag. 
5.2 Constitutive Relations for Antisymmetric Stress 
Spin lag brings attention to the fact that constitutive 
relations are postulates, and that little is know n about them 
for systems far from equilibrium (29, 33, 43) . Constitutive 
relations are generally deri ved by considering a thermodynamic 
flux Ji to be a linear combination of thermodynamic forces Xj 
in the limit of small forces, xj~o : 
J . = E , L,,X , . 
l J lJ J 
( 5. 2 . 1) 
This is a linear constitutive relation for scalar fluxes and 
forces (29,30,33,43) . 
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Linear and nonlinear constitutive relations for a flux 
tensor~ are obtained from a Taylor's series expansion of~ 
about its equilibrium value (33]: 
~ ( ~=0 ) ( 5. 2. 2) 
At equilibrium, the average flux is zero; ~ ( Q=0 ) =0. The 
linear transport coefficients Lijkl are defined as the 
derivatives (aJk 1; axij], evaluated at equilibrium. If the 
equilibrium state is isotropic, the transport coefficients 
Lijkl must also be isotropic. ~ ( 4 ) = [aJ/ aQ] ( 4 ) is an 
isotropic fourth rank cartesian tensor for linear transport 
processes. The isotropic nature of ~ ( 4 ) in the linear regime 
is evident from its Green-Kubo expression for a general shear 
flow with a strain rate tensor Vu [33,129]: 
Vu dt ( 5. 2. 3 ) 
The molecular pressure tensor~ is the thermodynamic flux 
of interest in an isothermal shear flow. ~ can be decomposed 
into a viscous component~ and an equilibrium component: 
~ - pJ, ( 5. 2. 4 ) 
where p = Tr[~) / 3 is the scalar pressure. The psuedovector 
dual of the antisymmetric component of th e pressure tensor is 
defined as: 
( 5. 2. 5 ) 
~ is the third rank, antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor (108]. 
Equatio~ (5.2.5) can be inverted to give the antisymmetric 
component of~; (~)a= Ila·~· 
The most general constitutive relation coupling the 
pressure tensor~ to the generalized force ( Vu+~a ) for 
isothermal shear flow is: 
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( 5. 2. 6 ) 
Vu is the strain tensor . ~a=~·~ is the antisymmetric 
angular velocity tensor. In the nonlinear regime the elements 
of ~( 4 ) ( the transport coefficients) can be functions of Vu 
and ~-
For planar Couette flow the velocity field is~= YY~xi 
the strain· rate and angular velocity tensors have elements: 
( Vu )yx = y, and ( ~a )yx = - ( ~a lxy = w, or equivalently~= w~z· 
All other elements of Vu and ~a are zero. Equation ( 5.2.6 ) 
simplifies to: 
[ 0 -w 0 l · II L ( 4) : y+w 0 0 ( 5. 2 . 7 ) = = 0 0 0 
The viscous pressure tensor~ replaces the total pressure 
tensor f because the diagonal elements of the strain rate 
tensor Vu are zero. Contracting the two tensors L ( 4 ) and 
( Vu+~a ) gives: 
( 5. 2. 8 ) 
hence only the z component of !a, IT= rrza = ½(ITxy-rryx l , is 
nonzero. Taking the difference of the above equations gives 
the general constitutive relation for antisymmetric stress in 
planar Couette flow: 
rr Ay + Bw Constitutive Relation I. ( 5.2 . 9 ) 
The two transport coefficients A and B: 
( 5.2 . l0a ) 
(5 .2.l 0b ) 
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are functions only of temperature, pressure, composition and 
the thermodynamic forces y and w. 
In the linear r e gime, y~O and w~o, the tensor ~ ( 4 ) must be 
isotropic; symmetry will simplify the form of the constituti ve 
relation for antisymmetric stress. The general form for an 
isotropic fourth rank tensor is (108]: 
( 5. 2 . 11) 
The ~i are scalar coefficients, and the symbols denote the 
terms with two Kronecker deltas: 
vv 
These relations can be used to express the transport 
coefficients A and B: 
The linear constitutive relation is: 
( 5. 2 .12 ) 
( 5.2.13a ) 
IT= A( y+2w ) = -As Constitutive Relation II. ( 5.2.1 4) 
The variable, s = - ( y+2w ) , is known as the sprain rate 
(36,39]. Equations ( 5.2.9) and ( 5 . 2 . 14 ) , are specific for 
planar Couette flow. The unsubscripted variables IT, wands 
in each are used to denote the z components, IT 2 a and w2 and 
sz. 
Constitutive relation II is a well established result 
(34,36,39]. The transport coefficient A is commonly known as 
the vortex viscosity, llr· For a general flow, II is: 
a Il = -n (Vxu-2w) = -n s. 
- r - - - r-
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( 5. 2 .15 ) 
The vorticity, Ix~= -~: Vu= ~: ( Vu)T, is the psuedovector 
equivalent to the antisymmetric component of the strain tensor 
Vu. The thermodynamic force, s = Ix~-2~, is known as the 
sprain rate. 
The pressure tensor for a fluid in steady state shear must 
be symmetric on average; the antisymmetric stress vanishes. 
Constitutive relation II implies that: 
w = -y/ 2 ( 5. 2 .16 ) 
in a steady state. Constitutive relation I implies that: 
w = -Ay/ B (5.2.17 ) 
in a steady state. Alkane shear simulations ( Chapter 4 ) 
indicate that constitutive relation II is valid at small y, 
and that it is invalid at large shear rates. Assuming that 
constitutive relation I is correct for all shear rates, the 
alkane results imply that the transport coefficients A and B 
are functions of shear rate, and that: 
lim B(y) = 2A ( y=0). 
y~O 
( 5. 2 . 18 ) 
B(y) must increase with shear rate to produce a spin lag 
according to equation (5 .2.1 7) . 
The simple forms of constitutive relations I and II 
suggest two straightforward NEMD algorithms to calculate the 
transport coefficients A and B. The vortex v iscosity, A, can 
be calculated via isothermal spin MD [36,39]; one fixes the 
sprain rate and monitors the antisymmetric stress. Results at 
several sprain rates, s = - ( 2w), gi v e the vortex viscosity as: 
A= n = lim 
r s~o 
(5.3.19 ) 
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The transport coefficients A and Bin constituti v e 
relation I can be determined from a series of simulations a t 
fixed shear rate and fixed sprain rate. A ands can be 
calculated as: 
A = [~~] 
w 
and B [ ~~] 
y 
( 5. 2. 20 ) 
5.3 NEMD Algorithms for Chlorine 
An efficient Gaussian isothermal MD algorithm for diat omic 
liquids at equilibrium is based upon the equations of motion 
( 38): 
r, = £i / m 
-l 
Ei = F , - L.£i 
-l 
( 5. 4. 1 ) 
w ' = r. ; r 
-l -l 
U• = W , XU , . 
-l -.l -1 
Cartesian coordinates are employed for the center of mass 
positions and momenta and the molecular axis vector u ( u 2=1 ) . 
The Gaussian thermostat for the center of mass temperature 
is exactly the same as for the alkanes. Molecular coordinates 
~i and £i are used in the simulation code, so no 
transformations between atomic and molecular coordinates are 
necessary. Note that a Gaussian thermostat can be applied to 
2 fix the rotational temperature of the system TROT « Ei Iwi . 
The constraint force, -C,R~i' is added t o th e ~ i equa t i on of 
(5 . 4 . 1) . A rotational thermostat was used on l y i n e qu ilib r ium 
MD simulations. 
Gauss's Principle ( Section 2.2 ) can be used t o obtain 
constraint forces that maintain a cons t ant a verage molecu l a r 
angular velocity, or equivalently, a constant sprain rate, i n 
conjunction with the SLLOD algorithm. The differential form 
of the constant spin constraint is: 
0. ( 5. 4. 2 ) 
5. 7 
The coefficient of angular acceleration w . is unity so the 
-Zl ' 
constraint force vector is just ~z~ ( see section 2.2 ) . The 
first order equation of motion for ~i is: 
W· = r . / I - n r 
-1 -1 -z~· ( 5. 4. 3 ) 
Substitution of this equation into the constraint equation 
gives a closed expression for the multiplier~: 
( 5. 4 . 4 ) 
This multiplier represents an effective torque about the z 
axis which acts to maintain the average angular velocity of 
the system as a constant of the motion. 
The molecular SLLOD algorithm for isothermal planar 
Couette flow is obtained by adding center of mass shear terms 
to the ii and Ei equations and modifying the boundary 
conditions to Lees-Edwards form. The complete isothermal 
sp in-shear equations of motion are [30]: 
. 
Ei / m [' , = + !:!x yy i 
-1 
Ei = F , - !:!xYPyi - L.£i -1 
( 5. 4. 5 ) 
W• = f , / I - !:!z~ 
-1 -1 
If ~=0, these equations of motion simulate isothermal shear if 
Lees-Edwards boundary conditions are used [30 ] . If y=0 and 
~tO, they simulate isothermal spin. 
The viscosity is calculated from the steady state 
nonequilibrium stress; n(y ) = - <( Pyx ) s> / y. The energy 
dissipation with equations of motion ( 5.4 . 5 ) is: 
( 5. 4 . 6 ) 
In an isothermal shear simulation {y>0,~=0 ) the thermostat 
dissipates the viscous heat, and: 
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( 5. 4. 7 ) 
This equation gives an alternative route to the viscosity. 
Chlorine simulations with 108 molecules were performed at 
the state point of Singer, Taylor and Singer [107): T=l73.l K, 
p=24.42 mol / liter. Chlorine atoms interact via a site-site LJ 
potential with £/ kB= 178.3K and a= 3.332 A. The reduced 
bond length isl*= 1/ a = 0.630. A fifth-order Gear 
predictor-corrector algorithm integrated the equations of 
motion with a reduced timestep 6t*=0.0015 . One timestep is 
equivalent to 0.00346 picosecond. 
Isothermal equilibrium simulations confirmed that the 
algorithm was correctly coded and implemented. The results 
for thermodynamic properties agree well with those of Singer, 
Taylor and Singer [107) for the same model chlorine system. 
Table 5.1 lists equilibrium thermodynamic properties for 
liquid chlorine. 
TABLE 5.1 Chlorine Equilibrium MD 
State Point T*=0.97, p*=0.544 
Run Number 1 2 3 4 
Machine UNIVAC VAX UNIVAC VAX 
Thermostat T+R T+R T+R T only 
LJ shift yes yes no no 
Kts 5.65 25.05 2.475 2.825 
<T> 0.969 0.974 0.974 0.982 
<0 - 0 . 043 -0.0 04 0.067 0.007 
< i:.R> 0 . 793 0 . 342 -0.58 1 
<KT/ KR> 1.498 1 . 502 1.507 1.454 
<E> - 9.538 -9.512 -10.660 -10.6 49 
<U> -13.094 -13.104 
<p> 1.348 1.388 1 . 360 1.288 
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Singer, Taylor and Singer obtain an average total energy 
<E> = -17.56 kJ / mol at this state point. In reduced units 
this total energy is E* = E/ Ns = -11.85. The correction to 
the total energy to account for truncation of the LJ potential 
at 2.5cr is Ec = - 1 .1 7. Test simulations with an unshifted LJ 
potential give total energies of -10.66 and -10.65. These 
agree well with the uncorrected STS energy <E>-Ec = -1 0.68 at 
the same state point. 
5.4 Shear Simulations 
Isothermal shear simulations were performed next to 
establish that spin lag does occur in liquid chlorine. The 
standa rd molecular SL LOD equations of motion, equations 
( 5.3.5 ) with the spin multiplier ~ set to zero, were used in 
conjunction with Lees -Edwards boundary conditions for the 
shear simulations. The data in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 and Table 
5.2 summarize the shear simulation results. 
TABLE 5.2 Chlorine Rheology T* =0 . 97, Pm*=0.542 
y Kts 11* X BX <wz> 
0 . 05 18.2 4 . 527 42 .6 0.357 -0.012 
0.09 52 . 5 4.873 43 . 7 0.388 - 0 . 022 
0.12 61.1 4.586 38.8 0.399 -0.0 40 
0.16* 27.1 4 . 108 34.4 0.398 -0.04 7 
0.25 27 .5 3 . 922 37.4 0.438 - 0 .8 36 
0.36 16.1 3 . 843 36 . 2 0.474 -0.091 
0.50 26 .3 3 .3 31 35 . 4 0 . 484 - 0 . 130 
0.75 25.6 2.975 33.8 0.515 - 0.287 
1.0 37.1 2 . 828 31. 6 0 .53 4 - 0.206 
23.6 2 . 801 30.8 0 .5 43 - 0 . 209 
65 .5 2.864 32 . 0 0 . 530 - 0.232 
1. 69 7. 0 2 . 482 30 . 6 0 . 539 -0.511 
2.25* 6 . 4 2 . 23 28.4 0 .55 2 - 0 . 57 
2 . 30 7 . 0 2 . 377 31.1 0 . 533 -0.514 
2 .56 2 . 184 23 . 6 0.587 - 0 . 535 
3. 0 8 . 1 2 . 246 28.7 0 . 536 -0.585 
1. 3 2 .1 56 27 . 4 0.531 - 0 .5 48 
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The viscosity of liquid chlorine decreases with shear 
rate; it is a shear thinning fluid. The extinction angle x 
precesses towards the x-axis with increasing shear rate. The 
birefringence parame te r BX' the principal eigenvalue of the 
ave raged o rd e r tens o r SO = ( 1 / N ) E . u . u . , s a tu r a t e s a t 1 a r g e 
- 1 -1-1 
shear rates. 
Most importantly, shear simulations demonstrate that spin 
lag does occur at high shear rate s in liquid chlorine, and 
that the antisymmetric stress, I1 2 a, vanishes at all shear 
rates within uncertainties. At sma ll shear rates the average 
molecular angular velocity is equal to - y/ 2; the linear 
constitutive relation II for antisymme tric stress is valid. 
At large shear rates the magnitude of <w> is less than y/ 2 . 
The linear constitutive relation II is invalid in this regi me . 
5.5 Spin-Shear Simulations 
The simple form of constitutive relation I: 
11 Ay + Bw 
immediately suggests two types of NEMD simulations to 
determine the transport coefficients A and B: 
( 5. 5. 1) 
( 1) Fix the shear rate y , and perform s imulations at fixed 
spin values w. <11> at w=O will equal the product Ay, and 
the coefficient Bis calculated as the derivative 
( a11; aw )Y . 
(2) Fix the spin value w, and perform simulations at fixed 
shear rates y. <11> at y=O will equal the product Bw. 
The coefficient A is calculated as the derivative 
( a 11; a Y) w. 
These simulations a re not restricted to conditions where spin 
lag is observed, i.e. at large y . Small signal to noise 
ratios may limit their practical ity at small shear rate s. 
Constitutive relation II: 
11 = -As A(y+2w) 
suggests a simulation method to determine the transport 
coefficient A: 
( 5. 5. 2 ) 
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(3) Perform isothermal spin simulations at zero shear rate. 
A plot of the quotient [<IT> / s] = [<IT> /( -2w ) ] ver sus 
sprain rate determines the coefficient A in the limit s~o 
[ 36, 39 l. 
This type of simulation can only provide information about the 
coefficient A because it is based on constitutive relation I. 
Assuming that constitutive relation II is valid for all shear 
rates, type ( 3 ) simulations the coefficient Bat y=O. The 
crossover behavior between constitutive relation II at smal l y 
and constitutive relation I at large yin chlorine and alkane 
shear simulations, indicates that B must equal 2A as y~O . 
Type (1) simulations were run at a shear rate y=l, where 
spin lag is evident and the viscosity and a ver age angular 
velocity are well known from the shear simulations. 
Constrained average angular velocities w ranged from -0. 7 to 
+0.3. NEMD runs at each w value were between 6K and 20K 
timesteps. The average antisymmetric stress and the sp in 
multiplier ~ as functions of fixed average angular velocity w 
are shown in Figure 5.3. Results are listed in Table 5 . 3. 
Both <Il
2
> and<~> are linear functions of w; both averages 
vanish at the free spin value w=-0.22. The antisymmetr ic 
stress obeys the linear relation ( II ) : 
IT (y=l ) = ( 0.098±0.02 ) w + 0.025±0.02. ( 5. 5. 3 ) 
The fit parameters give the constants: A= 0 . 025 ±0.02 and B = 
0.098±0.02. The vi scos ity and the thermostat multiplier~ are 
independent of w within uncertainties ( Figure 5.4 ) . 
Type (2) simulations were run at fixed average angular 
velocity w=-0 . 22, the free spin value at y=l, with shear rates 
ranging between 0.6 and 1.5 . Simulation lengths ranged from 
lOK to SOK timesteps. The average antisymmetric stress and 
the spin multiplier ~ are linear functions of shear rate Y, 
although the fit uncertainties are larger than for the Type 
(1) results. Results are listed in Table 5. 4 . 
The antisymmetric stress obeys the linear relation: 
IT(w=-0.22 ) ( 0.026±0.03 ) y - 0 . 018±0.03. ( 5 . 5. 4 ) 
The fit p a rameters give the transport coefficients : A= 
0 . 026±0.0 3 a nd B = 0 . 082±0 . 04. The Type ( 1 ) and Type ( 2 ) 
s imu l a tions yield consistent values for the transport 
coefficients A and B. 
TABLE 5 . 3 Spin- Shear NEMD - Type ( 1 ) 
y = 1 . 0, variable w 
w < (,) < ~> 10 < TT> s 
- < ( nyx ) > 
-<nyx> 
- 0 . 7 1 . 729 1 . 212 - 0.329 2.892 2.892 
- 0.5 1 . 624 1 . 187 - 0 . 320 2.808 2.776 
- 0 . 4 1 . 585 - 0 . 092 0 . 025 2.722 2.724 
- 0.3 1 . 724 0 . 368 - 0 . 099 2.902 2 . 893 
- 0 . 2 1 . 777 - 0 . 413 0 . 112 2.927 2.938 
- 0 . 15 1.627 - 0.950 0 . 256 2 . 716 2.741 
- 0 . 1 1 . 638 -0.414 0 . 112 2 . 868 2.879 
0 . 0 1 . 765 - 1 . 007 0 . 272 3 . 006 3.003 
0 . 1 1 . 675 - 1.063 0 . 287 2 . 915 2 . 944 
0.3 1. 622 - 2 . 367 0.636 2 . 793 2.857 
TABLE 5 . 4 Spin- Shear NEMD - Type ( 2 ) 
w = - 0 . 22, variable y 
< (,) < ~> lO<TT> s - <nyx> y - < ( nyx ) > 
0 . 6 0 . 761 0 . 010 - 0.003 1 . 999 1.998 
0.64 0 . 868 - 0 . 231 0 . 062 2.092 2 . 098 
0 . 8 1 . 261 - 0 . 198 0 . 054 2. 4 58 2. 463 
0 . 9 1 . 519 - 0.190 0 . 051 2.640 2 . 645 
0.95 1.578 - 0 . 846 0.228 2 . 615 2.638 
1. OS 1 . 962 -0 . 270 0 . 073 2.923 2.930 
1.1 2.134 - 0 . 764 0 . 206 3 . 049 3.069 
1. 2 2 . 504 -0 . 716 0 . 193 3 . 245 3 . 264 
1. 3 2 . 901 - 0 . 412 0 . 011 3 . 529 3 . 540 
1. 4 3. 363 - 1.661 0 . 448 3.751 3 . 796 
1. 5 3. 70 9 - 1 . 124 0 . 303 3 . 893 3 . 924 
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CD 
Average antisymmetric stress and spin multiplier 
for simulations at constant shear rate, y=l, as 
a function of average angular velocity w. 
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Average antisymmetric stress and spin multiplier 
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Type (3) simulations give a vortex viscosity: 
nr = A(y=0) = 0.020 ± 0 .005. ( 5. 5. 5 ) 
The simulation data is shown in Figure 5.6 below. Four 
isothermal spin simulations allow the coefficient A to be 
determined to within 25 percent. This uncertainty is 
considerably smaller than uncertainties in the results fro m 
the spin-shear simulat ions. 
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11,. 
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Figure 5.6 
0.0 0.8 co 1.6 
Determination of vortex viscosity (A) via 
isothermal spin MD . 
5.6 Interpretation - Conclusion 
Spin-shea r simulations give consistent results for the 
transport coefficie nt s A and B. 
TABLE 5.5 Transport Coefficients A and B via NEMD 
Simulation Type A B 
( 1) : y=l, vary (A) 0.025±0.02 0.098±0 . 02 
( 2) : w=-0. 22, vary y 0 . 026±0 . 03 0.082±0 . 04 
( 3) : y=0, vary (A) 0.020±0.005 
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The three different simulation types: ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) 
give very similar values for A. This transport coefficient 
appears to be insensitive to shear rate, or at least ( aA/ ay ) 
is not larger than (0 . 025-0.020) = 0 . 005. 
Simulations of types ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) give values for B that in 
reasonable agreement. Unlike A, B must have a strong shear 
rate dependence . In the limit y~0, B = 2A because the linear 
constitutive relation II must be valid. At y=l, the best 
estimate of the ratio B/ A is 0.090 / 0 . 025 = 3.6 ± 1 . 0 A crude 
estimate of the derivative ( aB/ 3y ) is (0.090-2 ( 0 . 025)) = 
0 . 04 0. 
Type (1) simulations have a much smaller signal to noise 
ratio than type ( 2 ) simulations. Type (2) simulations at 
small shear rates require more computing to obtain error bars 
c.o-F~bl~ to those at large shear rates. Overall, the 
uncertainty in the transport coefficients A and B from the 
type (1) and (2) simulations is approximately 50 percent. 
These results are best considered as order of magnitude 
estimates. 
The spin lag effect is a consequence of dynamic alignment. 
At large shear rates, the residence time at the extinction 
angle, the average time a molecule spends aligned at or near 
X, is a large fraction of the average rotational period. The 
orientational distribution f ( 9 ) has a large peak at 9-X, and 
the angular velocity distribution - <w(9)> has a minimum at 
e-x. Both of these distributions reflect the larger residence 
time at the extinction angle. The total average angular 
velocity: 
<w> f de f(e) <w(9)> 
slows below the linear regime value of y/ 2 at 
because of the larger residence time at e- x . 
from anisotropy in the distributions f ( 9 ) and 
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( 5. 6 .1 ) 
high shear rates 
Spin lag results 
-<w ( 9 ) >. This 
wo rk also shows that spin lag is not determined by molecular 
flexibility or internal viscosity (8 ] . 
CHAPTER 6 CONFORMATIONAL DYNAMICS IN LIQUID BUTANE 
6.1 Introduction 
Chemical reactions in the liquid phase are important in 
all branches of experimental chemistry, but th ey are not as 
well understood theoretically as reactions in the gas phase. 
MD simulations ha v e helped enormously in the effort to 
understand reactions in solution. Equilibrium simulations can 
produce accurate equilibrium constants for a reaction, even in 
cases where experiments are impossible. Non equ ilibrium 
simulations are much more powerful because they produce 
detailed dynamic data and kinetic rate constants. Potential 
surfaces must be accurate if a simulation is to be realisti c. 
For many reactions potential surfaces are not known to a 
sufficient degree of accuracy to obtain quantitative resul ts 
[ 75]. The aim of this work is to study a simp le model 
reaction in concentrated solution: trans-gauche isomerization 
in neat liquid butane. 
The butane trans-gauche conformational equilibrium has 
received much theoretical attention as a simple model for 
first-order chemical reaction in a condensed phase (21,71,97]. 
Reaction is considered to be an energy acti vation process, 
where molecules exchange energy with their neighboring 
molecules ( solvent ) and cross barriers in the dihedral 
potential. The one dimensional dihedral potential for butane 
is relatively well known. The RB dihedral potential has two 
maxima: 12.35 kJ/ mol separating T and G states at ~=rr/ 3 and 
44.8 kJ/ mol separating G+ and G- at ~=rr. Barrier crossings 
will be infrequent if the barrier energy ui is large relative 
to the average thermal energy along the reaction coordinate, 
i . e . if ui/ kBT >> 1. For the RB potential, U( TG )/ k8 T-5 and 
U(G+G-)-18 at T = 292 K, the equilibrium MD state point B. 
The equilibrium MD simulations described in Chapter 3 
illustrate the effect of temperature on reaction rate. T~G 
crossing rates are markedly different in the three simulati ons 
at temperatures T* = 2.78, 4.05 and 6.00. Only one G+~G-
transition is observed at the highest temperature T* =6 . 0. The 
rate constant for G+~G- reaction is several orders of 
magnitude smaller than the T~G rate constant . This work will 
concentrate on state point B of Chapter 3; T*=4.05, Pm*=0.365. 
6. 2 
Nonequilibrium statistical mechanics gives a general and 
rigorous theoretical description of a reaction rate in 
solution in terms of a reactive flux correlation function. 
This formalism has been applied to butane isomerization and 
several other simple model reactions in liquids (21). 
Transition state theory (TST ) (47 ,5 9,75,91) is also useful for 
reactions in solution because it gives a simple and intuitive 
description of a reaction: the reaction rate is equal to flux 
through a surface in phase space that separates reactants from 
products. Simple approximations in the statistical mechanical 
treatment produce the TST rate constant expression. The two 
theoretical approaches interpret reactive dynamics 
differently. 
The aim of this work is to answer the questions: 
(1) Does classical chemical kinetics describe the trans-
gauche conformational equilibrium in neat liquid butane? 
If so, what is the rate constant? 
(2) Is TST valid? Does nonequilibrium statistical mechanics 
successfully predict the rate constant? What are the 
dynamics of the reaction? 
An experimentalist would ask questions ( 1 ) , while a 
theoretician would ask questions ( 2 ) . Equilibrium and 
nonequilibrium MD can answer both . A brief outline of the 
correlation function formalism and its relation to transition 
state theory follows to explain the problem and to clarify the 
simulation strategy. 
6.2 Classical Chemical Kinetics 
Trans-gauche isomerization in liquid butane can be 
described by the first order chemical kinetic equation: 
( 6. 2 . 1 ) 
where the mole fractions XT = NT/ N and XG = NG/ N are the units 
of concentration; XT(t) = NT ( t )/ N. In a closed system the sum 
NT+NG = N is a constant, so the two mole fractions sum to 
unity. The principle of detailed balance implies that the 
forward and reverse reaction rates are identical at 
equilibrium . The rate constants kF and kR are related to the 
equilibrium constant KEQ by the equation: 
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( 6. 2. 2 ) 
This equation can be obtained by taking the time averages of 
both sides of equation (6 .2 . 1 ) . At equilibrium, <XT> =O, 
hence, kF<XT>=kR<XG>. 
Equation ( 6.2.1 ) can be rewritten in terms of a 
fluctuation variable, 6 = -[XT ( t ) -<XT>l = [XG ( t ) -<XG> l, which 
is analogous to a progress variable, or extent of reaction 
parameter ~ in standard thermodynamic treatments of chemical 
reactions (69]. The new form of equation ( 6.2.1 ) is: 
6 = -k6, ( 6. 2. 3 ) 
where the constant k = kF+kR . This equation has the solution: 
6 ( t) = 6 ( 0 ) -kt e • ( 6. 2. 4 ) 
The relaxation constant k is related to the forward reaction 
rate constant by : 
( 6. 2. 5 ) 
Classical chemical kinetics predicts that the approach to 
equilibrium for a first-order reaction is always exponential 
in time, regardless of the initial state, the specific aspects 
of the fluctuation or perturbation and the magnitude of the 
departure from equilibrium. 
Equation (6 .2.4 ) describes the macroscopic time evolution 
of a system with a first-order reaction. Chemical kineticists 
use equations such as this to describe experimental data and 
to infer mechanisms for chemical reactions. Equation ( 6 . 2 . 4) 
is useful only in this macroscopic context because it pro v ides 
no information about the underlying dynamics of the reaction. 
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6.3 Rate Constant via Statistical Mechanics 
Sta tistical mechanics provides the connection between 
macroscopic kinetics and microscopic reaction dynamics. The 
rate constant, like other transport coefficients, can be 
expressed as an integral of the time correlation function of a 
thermodynamic flux; a Green-Kubo relation [21,129). The 
correlation function equation for the rate constant is 
completely general and can be applied to reactions in the gas, 
liquid and solid phases. Transition state theory ( TST ) [91), 
which gives a simple, intuitive microscopic description of 
reaction dynamics, predates the correlation function approach 
by more than thirty years and has been extensively used to 
predict reaction rate constants. TST is obtained from the 
correlation function approach when one makes a simple 
approximation. An brief outline of the correlation function 
formalism and microscopic TST follows. The reader is referred 
to Chandler'a paper [21] for a detailed treatment . 
Characteristic functions define the two species 
( conformations ) : trans(T) and gauche ( G) . The T characteristic 
function is: 
1 
0 
if t<t* ( trans ) l 
if t>t* ( gauche ) · 
( 6. 3 . 1 ) 
The G characteristic function is HG= 1-HT. The number of 
trans molecules at any time t can be calculated by summing the 
characteristic functions of each molecule in the system: 
The time derivati ve of the concentration XT is: 
E [::Tl [::i l - i: o ( t. - t* l t . . l l ( 6 . 3. 3 ) 
A positive dihedral velocity at t* implies that molecule i 
leaves the trans conformation, or NT<O. 
The relaxation constant is formally defined via the 
correlation function expression [21,129): 
k J 
t' 
dt 
0 
1 
< Ci ( t ) 6 ( 0 ) > 
< ll 2 > 
J 
t' 
dt 
0 
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1 
= 
< ( Nt. ) 2 > 
( 6. 3. 4) 
The integration limit t' in these equations satisfies the 
inequality : 
tmol < t' << tTST ( 6. 3. 5 ) 
where tmol is a time that is characteristic of fast molecular 
motions, and tTST is roughly the average interval between 
reactive events . Chandler gives a detailed discussion about 
the separation of timescales tmol and tTST ( 21] . 
Integration of equation ( 6.3 . 4 ) over the short time 
in~erval [0,t'] gives: 
= C: ( 0 ) / C ( 0 ) - C: ( t' ) / C ( 0 ) ( 6 . 3 . 6 ) 
where C(t) = <t.(O ) t.(t)>. At this po i nt the microscopic 
definitions for XT and XT, equations (6 .3.1 ) and ( 6.3.2 ) , 
be substituted into equation ( 6.3.6 ) to gi ve: 
c an 
= < [ E ~ i o ( cf, i - cf,* ) ] [EH T [ cf, i ( t ) ] ] > / N 2 . ( 6. 3. 7 a ) 
Both sums in this equation run from i~l to i= . If 
transitions in one molecule are not correlated with 
transitions in any other molecule, the cross terms i n this 
equation vanish, and: 
C ( t ) = < E ~ i o ( cf> i - cf>* ) HT ( cf> i ( t ) ] > / N 
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= < ~ o(cp-cp* ) HT[cp ( t ) ) > . ( 6.3. 7b ) 
In a dilute solution, this form of ( 6 .3. 7a ) is valid. In 
concentrated solution it may not be valid . The analysis 
continues with equation (6 .3. 7b). At time t=0: 
C ( 0 ) = < ~ o ( cf> - cf>* ) HT ( cf> ( 0 ) l > 
= ½ < ~ &( ct> - ct>* ) > = o ( 6. 3. 8 ) 
so the first term in ( 6.3 . 6 ) vanishes . 
Now consider Cat a small time£ away from the origin: 
C ( £) = < ~ o ( cf> - ct>* ) HT [ cf> ( £ ) l > . ( 6. 3. 9 ) 
If a molecule is at the transition state at t=0, it can only 
assume the trans conformation at time t =£ if its initial 
dihedral velocity is in the G~T direction, ~<0, so: 
c ( £) = < ~ o ( ct>- ct>* ) 0 ( - ~ l > 
= - < ~ o ( ct> - ct>* ) 0(~ l > 
= ½ < I ~ I 0 ( ct>- ct>* l > . ( 6 .3. 10 ) 
The step function 0( -~ ) is defined in terms of the dihedral 
velocity~ ' as opposed to the characteristic function HT ( cf, ( £ ) ) 
in equation (6.3 . 9), which is defined in terms of the dihedral 
angle cf> itself. Equation ( 6.3.10 ) is the product of the 
average velocity through cf>* and the probability of finding a 
molecule at cf>*, thus C:(£) describes a flux through the 
transition state. The zero time value of the correlation 
function C(t) = <6(0)6(t)> is given by a fluctuation analysis 
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in the canonical ensemble (59]: 
( 6. 3. 11 ) 
The microscopic definition of the kinetic rate constant is 
obtained by combining equations ( 6.3 . 9 ) and ( 6.3.11 ) : 
k = ( 6. 3. 12 } 
t ' is a time interval after a barrier crossing which satisfies 
the inequality (6 . 3.5 ) . The ensemble average in the numerator 
is evaluated over trajectories that settle in the G well at 
time t' after crossing <f>* in the T~G direction at t=O. t' is 
the average settling time for a trajectories initiated at the 
transition state. Formally, t' is the decay time for the 
transient component of the reactive flux (21,97]. The 
characteristic function HG ( t') divides all trajectories 
crossing <f>* at t =O into two groups: reactive trajectories, 
which have HG ( t' }=l, and unreactive trajectories, which ha v e 
HG ( t' }=O. 
If the time t' is allowed to become very long, the 
numerator in ( 6 . 3.12) becomes <~& ( <f>-<f>* }><HG(</>]>=0. At very 
long times a molecule will have made many transitions and will 
have lost any correlation with its initial state. 
Consequently, the rate constant expression ( 6 . 3 . 12 ) gives k=O 
in the limit ti~~. In a conventional Green-Kubo equation for 
the rate constant the integration limit t' is taken to 
infinity (129] . The separation of timescales ( 6 .3.5 ) c a u s e s 
the Green-Kubo expression to predict a rate constant k=O. 
The microscopic definition of the TST rate constant i s 
obtained by introducing the approximation (21]: 
( 6 . 3 .13 } 
in equation ( 6.3 . 12) . The step function 0 is equal to one for 
all trajectories in the T~G direction ( ~>0 at</>* } and is zero 
for trajectories in the G~T direction . 0 considers each 
trajectory crossing the transition state as a reactive 
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trajectory. The function HG(~ ( t' ) ] contains dynamic 
information; one must follow each trajectory that passes 
through the transit i on state for a time t' to determine 
whether it is reacti v e or nonreacti ve. For TST, the dynamic 
function HG(~(t')) is replaced by another that considers only 
the direction of each trajectory at the instant it passes 
through the transition state. Substituting equation ( 6.3.13 ) 
into ( 6 .3. 12) changes the ensemble average in the numerator 
into an average over all trajectories passing through~*, 
regardless of whether they recross ~* after a short time or 
settle directly into the G well. 
A common definition of the TST reaction rate is 
[21 ,91,119): 
vT ST = k TST<X > 
F T ½< l ~* I> s ( ~* l ( 6.3.1 4) 
wheres(~*) is the probability of finding a molecule at the 
top of the trans~gauche barrier ( ~=~* ) . The reaction rate is 
the product of the average velocity along the reaction 
coordinate, <l~*I>, at the transition state~* and the 
probability of finding a molecule at the top of the barrier . 
At equilibrium the forward and reverse reaction rates are 
equal; the factor½ counts only T~G barrier crossings for t he 
forward rate constant kFTST 
6.4 TST Rate Constant via Equilibrium MD 
The TST rate constant for butane isomerization can be 
calculated from simple time averages in equilibrium MD. The 
TST rate constant is calculated from equation ( 6.3 . 14) , using 
the simulation averages <XT>' < l ~*I> ands (~ * ) . Simulati ons 
must be long enough to obtain reasonable stat i s t i c s for these 
time averages; many barrier crossings must occur. At low 
temperatures, or with a large potential barrier, equilibr ium 
MD is a very inefficient method for determining a TST ra t e 
constant because most of the simulation time is spent 
following nonreactive dynamics . 
Two isothermal equilibrium MD simulations were performed 
to determine kTST for butane isomerization at state point B. 
Molecular momentum scaling with a TM Gaussian thermostat was 
used for one simulation. The other used atomic momentum 
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scaling. Data from each run were collected in blocks of lOK 
timesteps, or 20 picoseconds. Uncertainties are standard 
deviations/ (no . of blocks )½ from the blocked data. 
TABLE 6 . 1 Equilibrium Butane MD with Atomic and Molecular 
Temperature Scaling 
T*=4.05, Pm*=0 . 365, N=64, Cit *=0.001 
Temperature scaling 
Simulation length (psec ) 
< C.> 
<TM> 
<TA> 
<p> (with cutoff) 
<U( cj,) > 
<UINTER> 
<UTOT> 
<NTRANS> 
Transitions: T~G 
G~T 
Transition rate (p sec- 1 ) 
<l~l>xlo-12 ( rad sec- 1 ) 
s (cp*) ( rad-l ) 
kF(TST)xlo- 11 (sec - 1 ) 
k(TST)xlo- 11 (sec- 1 ) 
M 
203 . 3 
0.0014 
4 . 05 
4 . 07 
2.98 
4 . 56 
-2 7 . 03 
-8.35 
38.73 
578 
584 
0 . 0445 
7 . 11±0. 04 
0 . 019±0 . 002 
1.1±0.l 
2.8±0.2 
A 
138 . 4 
-0.0053 
4.09 
4.05 
2.95 
4 .3 2 
- 27 . 05 
-8. 68 
40 . 01 
299 
296 
0.0338 
7.19±0.05 
0.015±0.003 
0.9±0.2 
2.3±0 . 4 
The two scaling methods give identical TST rate constants 
within ur.certainties, but each has a different influence the 
reactive dynamics. Atomic momentum scaling produces a 
slightly lower population in the transition state region ( cj,*) 
than molecular scaling ; see Figure 6 . 1. Atomic scaling 
directly affects the distribution of reaction coordinate 
velocities~' while molecular scaling has no effect on~ 
because it changes only the center of mass translational 
momenta . With atomic scaling, molecules passing through the 
transition state cj,* have a slightly larger dihedral velocities 
<l~*I> than they would with molecular scaling. The average 
<l~*I> with atomic scal ing · s slightly larger than the 
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molecular scaling result. The difference in the two kTST 
values for the scaling methods is negligible, and rigorously 
disappears in the thermodynamic limit (30] . 
The dihedral transition rate is the average number of 
transitions each molecule makes per unit time.The numbers of 
forward and reverse transitions for both simulations are 
nearly identical. This indicates that the system is at 
equilibrium and that the microscopic forward and reverse 
reaction rates are identical. One can naively equate the 
transition rate with the TST react:on rate to obtain: 
This result is in error by about 30 percent. The TST rate 
constant is rigorously defined in terms of a flux through the 
transition state by equation ( 6.3.14 ) . The transition rate is 
the average frequency of transitions; it gives no information 
about the dihedral velocity, dihedral distribution, or the 
distribution of reactive events in time (recrossing s ). The 
transition rate cannot be interpreted as the reaction rate. 
Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of time intervals 
between barrier crossings for t*<0.l. The histogram was 
collected by starting a clock for each molecule when it 
crosses~*, and then stopping the clock at its next crossing. 
The recrossing intervals obey a Poisson distribution. The 
most probable recrossing interval is - 90 timesteps, or 0 .1 7 
picosecond. Observation of a few trajectories revealed that 
molecules cross the transition state two or three times before 
settling into the Tor G well . No accurate average was 
calculated for the mean number of r~crossings. 
TST is not valid for butane isomerization in the liquid 
phase because it assumes that no trajectories recross the 
transition state. If TST were valid, the recrossing interval 
histogram would have only one peak at a time of approximately 
•TsT; there would be no short time component as in Figure 6 . 2. 
Equilibrium MD gives a satisfactory result for the TST 
rate constant for trans-gauche isomerizat1on in butane if 
simulations are long enough to obtain good statistics, but 
they also show that TST is not valid. Nonequilibrium 
simulations are required to calculate the true rate constant. 
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6.5 Rate Constant via Relaxation MD - Algorithm 
The true rate constant is given by equations (6 .3.4 ) and 
(6.3.12); k is the integral of the microscopic reactive flux. 
Equilibrium MD can be used to calculate the reactive flux and 
thus k, but such simulations are very inefficient because 
reactive events are infrequent. Almost all of the computing 
time is spent following nonreactive dynamics, T and G well 
libration in the case of butane. 
Keck was the first to describe an efficient method for 
calculating rate constants via NEMD [68] . Berne, Chandler and 
coworkers [97,110] used this algorithm to study butane 
isomerization in cc1 4 solution and some hypothetical model 
reactions. Bergsma et.al . have refined the algorithm and 
applied it to atom transfer reactions and a model SN2 reaction 
in liquid solvents [10,12]. 
Keck's Activated Trajectory Algorit hm is (68]: 
( 1 ) Generate an ensemble of starting states in which the 
reaction coordinate is fixed at the transition state~*. 
This ensemble represents the possible initial conditions 
affecting motion along the reaction coordinate, such as 
solvent molecule configurations, polarization, etc. 
( 2 ) Run each starting configuration forward and backward in 
time, look for recrossings, and calculate the reactive 
flux as an average over all trajector ies . 
All trajectories start at the transition state; all of the 
computing time follows reactive dynamics. The algorithm 
directly produces kTST and the transmission coefficient. The 
kinetic rate constant k is determined indirectly as the 
product KkTST. 
The activated trajectory algorithm is wel_ su :ted to 
reactions in dilute solution, where reactant and product 
interact with solvent molecules. It is not clear how this 
method can be generalized for concentrated solutions. How 
does one generate an ensemble of start ing states with the 
correct distributions of sol vent , reactant and product 
molecules and the correct distributions of internal states in 
the reactant and product molecules? Generiting the correct 
initial distribution for a reaction in concentrated solution 
will be difficult. 
An obvious alternative algorithm uses an ensemble of 
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starting states with all molecules in the activated state. 
The reactive flux calculation will be very efficient with this 
starting state, but the starting state ensemble is not the 
correct one because each activated molecule is surrounded by 
an activated solvent. It is not known whether this procedure 
will give a reasonable result for the rate constant. 
A better alternative is to compute the rate constant 
macroscopically, in a molecular dynamics analog of a kinetic 
relaxation experiment. If the trans-gauche equilibrium in 
neat butane is perturbed in some way, the concentrations of T 
and G molecules can be monitored as the system relaxes to 
equilibrium and the rate constant can be calculated according 
to the first-order chemical kinetic equat ion ( 6.1.1). An 
ensemble of relaxation profiles accurately determines the rate 
constant. The interpretation of relaxation data is simple and 
unambiguous; one simply compares the concentration data with a 
kinetic equation. 
For liquid butane, the simplest way to model a kinetic 
experiment is to start with all molecules trans or gauche, and 
then let the system relax to equilibrium. The T and G 
dihedral potentials from Chapter 1 are convenient for fixing 
the population at XT = 0 or 1 for the relaxation starting 
states. Relaxation simulations are run as isothermal 
equilibrium MD . 
The Relaxation Algorithm is: 
( 1) Generate an equilibrium distribution of starting states 
for all trans and all gauche butane. Start with dihedral 
potentials T and G, equilibrate, and then perform 
Gaussian isothermal MD. 
1000 timesteps. 
Save a configuration every 100-
(2) Allow each starting state to relax to equilibrium . 
Switch the dihedral potential to the RB potential and run 
each starting state forward in time by Gaussian 
isothermal MD . 
( 3) Collect data for the trans-gauche concentration profiles. 
The relaxation trajectories are averaged to obtain ensemble 
averaged concentration profiles for the T and G starting 
states. The concentration profiles are then analyzed 
according to the classical kinetic equation to determine the 
rate constant. 
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The ensemble of starting states is well defined for this 
algorithm; each member is an equilibrium configuration for the 
potentials T and G at the temperature and density of interest. 
These potentials confine all dihedral angles to the T and G 
wells. These potentials can be easily exchanged with the RB 
dihedral potential to initiate relaxation simulations. 
The rate constant k=kr+kR defines the average rate at 
which fluctuations from equilibrium decay in butane at 
constant temperature and density. The rate constant 
calculated from relaxation simulations must be an isothermal 
rate constant because a Gaussian thermostat is used in the 
relaxation simulations. A thermostat exchanges kinetic energy 
with the system, and can conceivably affect the reaction rate. 
If the rate constant is a function of T,V and 6, and the 
rate equation is Markovian, i.e. it does not contain a memory 
kernel or higher derivati ves of 6, the isothermal rate 
constant is identical to the isoenergetic rate constant to 
first order in 6. To prove this, start with the rate equation 
at equilibrium at a thermodynamic state T0 ,v: 
6 = -k ( T0 ,V,6=0 ) 6 . ( 6. 5 .1 ) 
The reaction variable 6 equa l s zero at equilibrium~ 
definition . Now allow infinitesimal variatio ns in T and 6 
about the equilibrium state T0 , 6=0, and assume that V remains 
constant; the rate constant at the new state is k ( T0+oT,6 ) . 
The kinetic equation to first order in 6 is: 
6 = ( 6. 5. 2) 
The partial derivati v es of the rate constant k are evaluated 
at the equilibrium state T0 , 6=0. The temperature variation 
oT is defined through the linear relation: 
( 6. 5. 3 ) 
Substituting this result into equation ( 6.5.2 ) gives: 
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( 6 . 5. 4 ) 
To simplify this equation, take the total differential of 
k(T,6) to obtain the identity : 
( 6. 5. 5 ) 
Substituting this result into equation ( 6.5.4 ) gives: 
( 6. 5. 6 ) 
The first order correction to the rate constant is a function 
of 6 only at constant density ( V) . 
Now assume that k is a function of the total energy and 6 
only, k(E 0 ,6). Allowing a small variation in 6 about the 
equilibrium state at constant total energy E 0 , the rate 
equation with the first order correction is: 
( 6. 5. 7) 
Comparing equations (6 .5.6 ) and ( 6 . 5.7 ) shows that the 
isothermal and isoenergetic rate constants are identical to 
first order in 6 at constant density. This equality is 
strictly valid only if there is no linear thermodynamic 
coupling of 6 and the internal energy E. If such coupling 
were present, the rate constants in the isothermal and 
isoenergetic ensembles could differ (29,43] . 
Two problems could occur with the relaxation algorithm. 
First, the reaction timescale could be much slower than the MD 
timescale, or limitations on computing power could restrict 
the length of simulations. Relaxation simulations will 
generally require more computer time than dilute solution 
activated trajectory simulations. In general, the reaction 
timescale should be comparable to the MD timescale in order to 
obtain accurate results. 
Second, a chemical kinetic equation must describe the 
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relaxation if the aim is to determine the rate constant. One 
cannot calculate a rate constant for a system with chaotic 
concentration profiles. The relaxation algorithm could be 
used to study chaotic behavior (12) , or to disprove a specific 
kinetic equation for a reaction. 
The relaxation algorithm is an unusual NEMD algorithm 
because it mimics a chemical kinetic experiment. It is based 
on a macroscopic interpretation of the rate constant and rate 
equation. It ignores the microscopic interpretation and the 
statistical mechanical formalism, although it will still 
produce meaningful information about microscopic reaction 
dynamics. Many NEMD algorithms ignore the macroscopic, 
experimental picture and are designed to take full advantage 
of complex microscopic and statistical theory (30,35,63). 
6.6 Rate Constant via Relaxation MD - Results 
The relaxation algorithm was used to determine the rate 
constant for isomerization in neat butane . Ten all trans and 
thirteen all gauche configurations were allowed to relax 
isothermally to give concentration profiles as functions of 
time. Starting states were obtained by saving T and G 
equilibrium configurations at intervals of 100 timesteps. T 
and G starting states were generated on the UNIVAC 1100/ 82 and 
a VAX 11/ 785 from different initial conditions and 
equilibration histories. Relaxation trajectories of 30K to 
40K timesteps were run on both machines . Figure 6 .3 shows the 
averaged relaxation profiles of the trans concentration, 
<XT(t)>. Concentration profiles were fit to an equation: 
< j> [ _-exp (-~t ) ) ( 6 . 6 . 1 ) 
where Nj(0)=0 and j is the label Tor G. This expression can 
be substituted into (6 .2. 4) for Nj ( t) to show that the 
constant~ is equal to the relaxation constant k . Figure 6 . 4 
illustrates the determination of k via a rearranged form of 
( 6. 6 . 1) : 
-ln {1-(N(t) / <N>]} kt ( 6. 6. 2 ) 
For the initial state XT=l, NG(t) was fit to equation (6 .6.2 ). 
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Conversely, for the initial state XT=0, NT(t) was fit to 
( 6 . 6 . 2 ) . 
Both star ting state s, XT=0 and XT=l, relax exponentially 
to the equilibrium concentration. The slopes of the 
transformed relaxation curves are identical for t*<3, and 
bothslopes agree within uncertainties to t*-10 . Thi s is 
powerful evidence for exponential behavior because the initial 
displacement from equilibrium is different in the two cases; 
6 ( 0 ) = - 0.394 for all T, 6(0 ) = +0.606 for all G. At times 
longer than t*-10, 6 ( t ) lies within the range of equilibrium 
fluctuations and the error bars are relatively large, so k 
cannot be reliably determined by fitting relaxation data to 
equation ( 6.6.2 ) for long times. 
The relaxation constant is k = 4 . 8xlo 10 sec- 1 with an 
uncertainty 0.2xlo 10 sec-1 . The half life for decay is t½* = 
7 .3, or l.4xlo - 11 sec. The rate constant for the forward 
reaction is kF = k<XG> = l.9xlo 10 sec- 1 . 
The uncertainty in the relaxation constant k is about 5 
percent. Thi s could be substantially reduced by running many 
short relaxation trajectories of t wo to three thousand 
timesteps, as the s hort time response effectively determines 
the val ue of k . All of the relaxation trajectories extend 
into the fluctuation regime and are longer than necessary for 
the calculation of the rate constant . The long simulations 
establish the relaxation beha vio r and timescale. 
6.7 Interpretation and Conclusions 
The relaxation MD and equilibrium MD ( TST ) result s for 
butane are summarized below. 
TABLE 6.2 
K 
Relaxation MD rate con stants for isomerization 
in neat butane: T* 4 . 05, 
4 .8 ± 0.2 xlo 10 sec - 1 
2.8 ± 0 . 2 x1 011 sec - 1 
0.17 ± 0.02 
p * m 0 .365 
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Transition state theory overestimates the kinetic 
relaxation constant by a approximately a factor of 5. The 
transmission coefficient K can be interpreted as the fraction 
of trajectories which do not recross the transition state and 
immediately become product (47,75] . For model butane at the 
simulation conditions, only one activated trajectory of every 
five does not recross the transition state. TST fails to 
predict the correct rate because the solvent is strongly 
coupled to the reaction coordinate. 
Histograms of intervals between recross ing s give detailed 
information about reactive dynamics. The histogram R ( Figure 
6.5) is the distribution of times t 1 between successive 
crossings of the transition state regardless of the initial 
direction of the trajectory ( the sign of~ ) . The histogram is 
compiled from five of the relaxation trajectories. The time 
intervals, t 1 , in histogram Rare distributed according to a 
Poisson distribution for times less than lTST· The most 
probable interval for a single recrossing is c1 - 90 
timesteps, or 0.17 picosecond. This value agrees exactly with 
the equilibrium MD result - Figure 6 . 2. The t 1 distribution 
should have another peak at t 1 - lTST' corresponding to the 
average well lifetime. 
Histogram Fis the distribution of time interval s, t 2 , 
between successive T~G crossings, i.e. for two single 
recrossings, for the same five relaxation trajectories . 
Again, the recrossing intervals obey a Poisson distribution. 
The most probable T~G recrossing interval is t 2 - 200 
timesteps, or -0 . 39 picosecond. Two recrossings should 
require twice the time for a single recrossing on average. 
The data show that c2 - 2t 1 . 
The reactive flux transient decay time t' in equati on s 
(6.3.5) and (6 .3 . 12) can be estimated from the t 1 and t2 
distributions . t' should be the time necessary for the 
probability of recrossing to vanish after a crossing . This 
time is approximately 400-500 timesteps, or 0 . 8-1.0 
picosecond; uncertainties in the graphs Rand Fare too large 
to estimate t' more precisely. 
The information contained in the t 1 and t 2 distributions 
also provides an independent estimate of the transmission 
coefficient. Consider an ensemble of N trajectories that pass 
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through~* in the T~G direction. KN of these trajectories 
will proceed directly to the G well and settle there . ( 1-K )N 
will recross~* after a time -f1 . Of those which recross~* 
once, a fraction K will settle into the T well and the 
remaining fraction (1-K) will recross~* again at time -t 2 if 
the transmission coefficient is independent of the recrossing 
history. The total number of trajectories recrossing once is 
Nl = (1-K)N . The total number of trajectories recrossing 
twice is N2 = (1 -K ) 2N. The transmission coefficient can be 
estimated if N1 and N2 are known : 
( 6. 7 .1 ) 
The t 1 distribution, which contains 418 t 1 times, includes 
contributions from both T~G and G~T crossings. N1 should be 
half of the total number of recrossing events. The t 2 
distribution is compiled from 163 times. Thus, N1=209 and 
N2=163. These values give a transmission coefficient K=0 .22, 
with an uncertainty of at least 0 .05. Recall that the t 1 and 
t 2 distributions are compiled from only four relaxation 
trajectories, so the signal to noise ratio in the 
distributions is not large. This result agrees with the ratio 
of rate constants from MD simulations, k/ kTST=0.17. 
Rosenberg, Berne and Chandler (RBC ) (97] used the 
activated trajectory algorithm to calculate rate constants for 
butane isomerization in dilute solution. They evaluated the 
reactive flux from an ensemble of 7200 trajectories for one 
butane molecule (rigid bonds and flexible bond angles) in a 
solvent of 122 cc1 4 molecules at 300 K. Solvent molecules 
were modelled as single-site Lennard-Jones particles. 
RBC performed two types of simulations to assess the 
effect of solvent dynamics on the reactive flux. In one, the 
sol vent molecules move freely and exchange translational 
energy with the activated butane molecule. In the other, 
solvent molecules are frozen in various liquid state 
configurations; no butane-solvent energy exchange was 
TST 11 -l k ( fl 'd ) possible. Their results are: k = 2.0xl0 sec , u1 
= 7.0xlo 10 sec-1 and k(glass) = 5.4xlo 10 sec- 1 . 
Their transmission coefficients, K=k / kTST = 0.36±0.04 (fluid ) 
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and 0.28±0.04 (gl ass ) , are identical within uncertainties . 
The relaxation MD rate constant is slightly smaller than 
the RBC fluid solvent result. Exact agreement cannot be 
expected because the butane models and MD systems and 
conditions are different. A sol vent with internal degrees of 
freedom should slow the reaction relative to the rate in an 
atomic solvent. The relaxation MD rate constant is very close 
to the RBC result. Stochastic dynamics simulations by Levy, 
Karplus and McCammon (78], and Montgomery, Holmgren and 
Chandler (84] give rate constants between 10 10 and 10 11 sec- 1 . 
These results depend upon an empirical collision rate, so they 
cannot be directly compared with relaxation MD results. The 
approximate agreement between these simulations and relaxation 
MD is encouraging. 
The plateau time for the reactive flux from the recrossing 
interval histograms Rand Fis -0.9 picosecond. This result 
agrees almost exactly with the results of RBC for both fluid 
and glass CC1 4 solvents. 
The transmission coefficient from the relaxation 
simulations is half of the value obtained by RBC (97] . This 
difference must be due to the strong coupling of solvent to 
the reaction coordinate in neat butane. An activated molecule 
can exchange energy with its neighbors, or conversely, the 
solvent can feed energy into the reactive mode of a given 
molecule. This vigo rous energy transfer must reduce the 
reaction rate below the TST prediction. In the RBC 
simulations, each sol vent molecule is -3 times heavier than 
the solute molecule. The activated butane molecule can only 
feed translational energy to the heavy solvent molecules, so 
freezing the sol vent configuration should not have a great 
effect on the reactive flux. The transmission coefficient fo r 
butane in cc1 4 should be larger than that for neat butane at 
the same thermodynamic state . 
The TST rate constant can be obtained by calculating the 
averages <l~*I> ands(~*) over all relaxation trajectories. 
Results for the TST rate constant are listed in Table 6.3. 
TABLE 6.3 
<I~* I> 
s (cf>*) 
kTST 
k TST 
F 
TST Rate Constant via Relaxation Simulations 
6.9±0.1 x 10 12 rad sec- 1 
0.017±0.001 rad- 1 
2.5±0 . 2 x10 11 sec- 1 
9 . 7±0 . 3 xlo 10 sec- 1 
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The relaxation simulation averages give a TST rate constant in 
agreement with the equilibrium MD result. This agreement is 
consistent with the standard hypothesis in derivations of TST 
(5,47,75,91] that reactants and an activated complex exist in 
equilibrium. 
Relaxation simulations also give an accurate value for the 
equilibrium trans population. This is easily calculated from 
the convergence of the relaxation profiles to the equilibrium 
trans population <XT> in the limit t~~ . For times longer than 
-2t½, points from each profile at the same relative departure 
from equilibrium, 161, can be averaged to estimate <XT>. 
TABLE 6.4 <XT ( t ) > - Approach to Equilibrium 
t* From T From G Mean 
15 0 . 7057 0.4950 0.600 
20 0.6604 0.5464 0.603 
25 0.6335 0.5713 0 . 602 
30 0 . 6680 0 .56 49 0.616 
35 0.6480 0.6021 0 .625 
40 0.6092 0.5963 0 . 60 3 
Data from the two averaged relaxation trajectories are 
listed in Table 6 . 4 . The departure from equilibri um, 161, is 
identical within ±0.01 for both relaxation curves at all times 
in the table above except t* = 30 and 35. The mean 
populations for these two times are noticeably higher than the 
others . The total average for all times except t* = 30 and 35 
is <XT> = 0 . 602 ± 0.002. This value is in complete agreement 
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with the equilibrium MD result of Chapter 3, <XT> = 0.606 ± 
0.015. Relaxation MD simulations allow a complete study of 
isome rization dyna mic s in neat liquid butane. They directly 
produce both the kinetic rate constant and the transition 
state theory rate constant, and the transmission coefficient. 
The simulations give an excellent description of reacti ve 
dynamics, and gi v e accurate data concerning barrier 
recrossings, the reacti v e flux and the separation of 
timescales "mol and "TST ' 
APPENDIX A COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS FOR n-ALKANES 
A.1 General 
Transformations from cartesian to generalized coordinates 
are straightforward for model n-alkanes, and are routine in 
simulations using cartesian coordinates. The dihedral angle 
in butane is defined via the relation: 
cos~= 
(!12X!23 ) ' (!23X!3 4) 
l!12X!23I l! 23X!3 4 I 
2 2 (! 12 -!34 )/ r - cos e 
sin 2e 
where 9 is the bond ang le and r is the covalent c-c bond 
distance. 
Transformations in the reverse direction, going from 
dihedral angles, center of mass position and orientation to 
cartesian coordinates, are more difficult but are useful for 
conformational analysis or for generating MD s tarting 
configurations. The problem is to calculate site positions in 
cartesian coordinates for an n-alkane given a set of 
generalized coordinates. 
A.2 All Trans Alkanes 
Cartesian coordinates for an all trans alkane, with all ~j 
= 0, are easily obtained because the carbon skeleton is 
planar. The nearest neighbor distance is d = 1.53 A. The 
next nearest neighbor distance is d' = 2d s in ( 9/ 2 ) = 2.498 A. 
The width of the chain is h = d cos ( S/ 2 ) . If the Lennard-
Jones site radius a= 3.923 , the reduced nearest and next 
nearest neighbor distances are d* = d/ a = 0 .39 00 and ( d' ) * = 
d' / a = 0.6369. 
Figure A.l All trans n-pentane. 
A.2 
The maximum end to end distance for a normal al kane of n 
. s 
carbons is: 
2 
rmax 
Even ns. 
(rmaxl a ) 2 = 0.9633 for butane and 8.2640 for n-decane . 
Configurations of all trans molecules are easily generated by 
placing sites in the zigzag arrangement of Figure A.l. 
A.3 General Coordinate Algorithm for Butane 
Figure A.2 shows model butane in the body fixed coordina te 
system. This coordinate system is defined such that the 
dihedral angle is a simple function of site positions Ei, ! 2 , 
!3' !4 · 
Figure A.2 
z 
X 
Model n-butane in the body fixed coordinate 
frame. 
A. 3 
The site positions in Figure A. 2 are: 
Site X y z 
1 rsin9 0 r ( cos9-l ) 
2 0 0 
-r 
3 0 0 0 
4 rsinl3coso: rsinl3sino: rcos/3 
In this coordinate system, o: is the supplement of the 
dihedral angle, o: = n-~. The angle 13 is the supplement of the 
tetrahedral bond angle e, 13 = n-9. r is the nearest neighbor 
bond distance. 
A simple method for generating a butane crystal 
configuration is: 
(1) Specify a value for~ (or o: ) . 
(2) Calculate the site positions ! 1 ,!2 ,!3,!4 in the body 
coordinate frame. 
(3) Replicate the molecule and place the body coordinate 
origins at lattice sites. 
Rotations of the body coordinate axes with respect to the 
crystal axes are needed to specify arbitrary orientations 
within the crystal. 
Butane simulations were started from all trans, cubic 
lattice configurations generated by the scheme described 
above. 
A.3 Pentane and Larger n-Alkanes 
Coordinates can be calculated for n-pentane by an 
extension of the butane prescription above. Two dihedral 
angles need to be specified 
. (1) Start with n- butane as 
coordinates for sites 
angle ~l (or o:1 ). 
for n-pentane. 
in Figure A.l . 
1 through 4 from 
The procedure is: 
Generate 
the first dihedra l 
(2) Rotate the body coordinate axes about the z axis through 
an angle o:1 to obtain new axes x'y'z. Before the 
rotation sites 1, 2 and 3 were coplanar, in the xz plane. 
After rotation sites 2, 3 and 4 lie in the x'z planA. 
(3) Rotate about they' axis through an angle 13 to new axes 
x' 'y' z'. Site 4 now lies along the positive z' axis. 
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(4) Shift the coordinate origin to site 4 via the 
transformation: r - ~ r. - r 4 . Sites 2 3 and 4 are now -J -J - , 
positioned in the new coordinate system where sites 1, 2 
and 3 were in the original system. 
(5) Add a new site, number 5, using the second dihedral angle 
az = n-~ 2 to complete the pentane molecule: 
,£ 5 = ( rsin/3cosa2 , rsin/3sina2 , rcos/3 ) 
The rotations in steps ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) are acco mplished by t he 
matrices: 
y' 
y 
[ 
cosa sin a 0 l ~1 -s ina cosa 0 0 0 1 
X 
z 
z" 
[ 
COS/3 0 -s in/3 l ~2 = 0 1 0 x' sin/3 0 COS/3 
x' 
These matrices rotate the coordinate axes according to the 
rule: ~·_£ (old system) = r (new system ) . Their transposes 
rotate the vectors in the old coordinate system. If the 
rotations are performed in the order 1,2, the matrix for the 
combined rotation is ~ 2 ·~1 : 
~2·~1 [ 
cos/3 cosa 
-sina 
sin/3 cosa 
cos/3 sina 
cosa 
sin/3 sina 
This matrix transforms the coordinate axes as prescribed by 
steps (2) and (3). 
Longer n-alkanes can be generated by building the 
hydrocarbon chain from butane in the same manner with a series 
of rotations and shifts. In n-alkanes the bond angle e is 
109.47 degrees; only the dihedral angles ~j and the bond 
length need to be specified. The method can be used to 
construct polymer molecules with arbitrary bond lengths and 
bond angles. 
A.4 Useful Formulae for Butane 
A. 5 
In the body coordinate system some useful formulae 
involving generalized coordinates can be easily derived. A 
useful shorthand notation for intersite vectors is: _Rk = r ,., 
-1 J 
where k = i+j-2; i is always less than j. Nearest neighbor 
vectors have odd k values and next nearest neighbor vectors 
have even k values. This ~k notation is only used for sites 
ij if (j -i )~2 . 
Bond vectors: 
~l = .£12 = ( -rsine, 0 / -rcose ) 
~3 = .£23 = ( 0 / 0 / r ) 
~5 = .£34 = ( rsin(3COSCL, rsin(3sinCL, rcos(3) 
= ( -rsin8cos~, rsinesin~, -rcos8 ) . 
Next nearest neighbor vectors: 
~ 2 = .£13 = ( -rsine, 0, r ( l-cos8 )) 
~ 4 = _£ 24 = ( rsin8 ( cosCL-1 ) , rsin(3sinct, r ( l+cos(3 )) 
= ( -rsin8 (l+cos~), rsin8sin~, r ( l-cose )) . 
Center of mass position: 
.£cm= (¼rsin8(1-cos~), ¼r sinesin~, - ½r) 
End-to-end vector: 
_£ 14 ( -rsin8 ( l+cos~ ) , rsin8sin~, r ( 1-2cos8 )) 
Squared end to end distance: 
.£14
2 
= 2r 2 [ sin 2e (l+cos~) + ( 1-2cose ) 2 l 
If a= 3.923 A, e = 109.47 degrees and the bond length is d / a 
= 0.39, the squared end-to-end distance is: 
2 
.£14 0.2704 cos~+ 0.6929 . 
APPENDIX B ROTATIONAL ISOMERIC STATE APPROXIMATION 
B.l The RIS Approx imati on 
The rotational isomeric state ( RIS ) approximation 
replaces the dihedral continuum with a set of three discrete 
t t + d -s a es: T, G an G , located at the dihedral potential 
minima, ct,= 0, ±2rt/ 3. The trans ( T ) energy is zero by 
definition. The gauche ( G± ) energies can be assigned 
according to a desired potential function. For the RB 
dihedral potential, UG = 2 . 932 kJ / mol; or UG/ £LJ = 4 . 90. 
Flory [46] gives a detailed discussion of this and higher 
order isomeric state approximations, which use more than 
three rotational states. 
The RIS approximation is physically sound when the trans-
gauche energy barrier, ut, is greater than the average 
thermal energy k8T. At low temperatures dihedral coordinates 
fluctuate about the potential minima, and the discrete states 
accurately represent the time a verage values of the dihedral 
angle coordinates 1· The reduced barrier height for the RB 
potential is ut = 20 . 63 , so the RIS approximation should be 
physically justified for T* «20. At high temperatures the RIS 
approximation is not physically realistic, but it may be 
computationally useful if additional states are used to 
account for incre ased dihedral motion . 
When the RIS approximation is invoked, the configurational 
partition function for an alkane of n carbons reduces from an 
3n-3 integral over the n-3 dihedral angles to a sum over 
states. The RIS configurational partition function is: 
where Uj is the total energy of each conformati on j. 
average of any molecular property A is : 
( B .1. 1 ) 
The 
( B .1. 2 ) 
B.2 
B.2 RIS Calculations for Butane 
The partition function in the RIS approximation for 
butane in the ideal gas is the sum of the Boltzmann factors 
for the three states T, G+ and G-: 
z 
( B. 2 .1 ) 
where zG = exp ( -UG/ kBT) . The partition function z is a 
function of temperature only. The probability of observing a 
butane molecule in the T state as a function of temperature 
is: 
( B. 2. 2 ) 
The equilibrium tr a ns population in the ideal gas can be 
calculated with thi s equation, as <XT> = <NT> / N = PT . One 
only needs the energy difference between the T and G states. 
Results obtained via equation ( B.2.2 ) are discussed in 
Sec tion 3 . 5 . 
B.3 RIS Calculations for Decane 
The conformati onal partition function in the RIS 
approximation fo r a decane molecule in the ideal gas is: 
z = E , z · J J 
( B. 3 .1 ) 
where the sum run s over all 37 RIS conformations . Each 
conformation j is defined by a set of dihedral angles± 
{<1> 1 , ... ,'h} · The total dihedral energy is U0 (± ) = 
U(q, 1 )+ ... +U(q, 7 ) . The intramolecular or nonbonded energy o f 
the conformation is u1 (± ) . 
Some approximations greatly simplify the form of the 
conformational partition function for decane. If one ignores 
intramolecular interactions, the partition function 
simplifies to: 
( B. 3. 2 ) 
B.3 
where nG is the number of G states. With a hard sphere 
intramolecular potential and no dihedral potential, the 
partition function is just the number of the permissible 
conformations, i . e. those without hard sphere overlap. With 
any realistic intramolecular potential, the energy of each 
conformation must be calculated explicitly to use equation 
( B. 3 .1 ) . 
The average of any molecular property A at a given 
temperature can be calculated via equation ( B.1 . 2 ) . The 
probability of observing a decane molecule with any property 
A, for example r 2 or s 2 or u1 , equal to some value A' is: 
P (A=A') = [ E · z · ( A=A') J J J I z . ( B. 3. 3 ) 
where the summation in the numerator is over all states j 
with A= A'. This equation is useful for compiling 
histograms of chain properties, such as the end-to-end 
distance . 
B. 4 Th e RI SL Al go rithm 
Equations (B.3.1) and ( B. 3 . 3 ) form the basis of an 
algorithm to determine properties of n-decane in the RIS 
approximation in which molecular properties are calculated as 
Boltzmann weighted averages over all possible conformations. 
The RISL algorithm consists of two steps: 
(1) Generate cartesian coordinates for a specific 
conformation with the coordinate transformation algorithm 
of Appendix A. 
(2) Compute the intramolecular energy and the dihedral 
energy, and the corresponding Boltzmann factor for the 
conformation. 
These steps are repeated for each of the 37 conformations, and 
averages and histograms are accumulated according to equations 
(B . 3.1) and (B.3 . 3) as the conformations are sampled. The 
intersite potential , the gauche state energy, UG, the 
temperature and the bond angle 9 are specif~ed before the 
computation. If three dihedral states T, G+, G-, and a bond 
angle 9=109.47 degrees are used, the RISL algorithm is an 
exact enumeration technique for walks on a tetrahedral 
lattice . 
8.4 
Several tricks are employed in the final version of the 
RISL code. First, the repulsive Nall of a continuous 
intramolecular potential is truncated at r* = 0.1, such that 
u(r*)=u(0.l) when r*s0.l . Self intersecting conformations 
have very large, but finite intramolecular energies with this 
potential cutoff . The truncated potential is clearly 
unphysical, but it prevents overflows on the computer. 
Second, each conformation is checked for intersections, 
nonbonded nearest neighbor lattice contacts, G+G- sequences, 
etc. before its contribution to the sums of ( B.3.1 ) and 
(B.3 . 3) is included. If certain conformations are by 
definition excluded for the model molecule, their Boltzmann 
factors are set to zero. For example, in all RISL 
calculations for decane except the random walk, zj is set to 
zero for any conformation which self intersects. 
A RISL calculation for decane requires -50 seconds CPU 
time on a VAX 11/ 750 with no optimization. Crude optimization 
reduced the CPU time to 33 seconds. In principle, only one 
run is necessary to calculate properties for any number of 
model intramolecular and dihedral interactions. The computing 
time for RISL calculations increases with chain size as: 
RISL CPU time« ( n-3 ) x ( B. 4 .1 ) 
where n is the number of carbon atoms and xis the number of 
RIS states for each dihedral angle. The RISL algorithm can be 
used on most mainframe computers for chains as large as 15-20 
carbon atoms. 
APPENDIX C CONSTRAINT MATRICES 
C.1 General 
The matrices~ and~ are central components of both the 
Gaussian constraint algorithm and penalty function 
minimization. FORTRAN subroutines that generate these 
matrices for model n-al kanes and general bead-rod polymer 
models are listed below. The number of sites in the alkane or 
polymer chain is specified by the variable NS in each 
PARAMETER statement. 
C.2 n-Alkanes 
The FORTRAN subroutine listed below generates matrices~ 
and~ for a model n-alkane of arbitrary size. Matrix~ is 
dimensioned NS x NC, and matrix~ is dimensioned NC x NC, 
where NS is the number of carbon atoms in the alkane and NC is 
the number of constraints per alkane molecule. 
SUBROUTINE MATRIX 
PARAMETER (NS=l0 ,NC =2* NS-3 ) 
COMMON/ GMATRX/ M(N S, NC),L(NC ,NC ) 
C--------------- ZERO BOTH MATRICE S 
DO 4 I=l,NC 
DO 4 J=l,NC 
IF(I.GT.NS ) GOTO 3 
M(I,J ) =0 
3 L(I,J ) =0 
4 CONTINUE 
C--------------- LAYOUT CONSTRAINT SELECTOR MATRIX M 
DO 10 I=l,NS 
K=2*(I-1 ) 
IF(K.EQ.0) GOTO 2 
IF(K.EQ.2 ) GOTO 1 
M( I,K-2 ) =1 
1 M(I,K-1 ) =1 
IF ( K.EQ.NC+l ) GOTO 10 
M(I ,K ) =0 
2 M(I,K+l ) =-1 
IF(K.EQ.NC-1) GOTO 10 
M(I,K+2)=-1 
10 CONTINUE 
c--------------- TAKE DIFFERENCES OF ROWS I M TO OBTAIN 
DOT PRODUCT COEFFICIENT MATRIX L c 
DO 11 KK=l,2 
DO 11 K=l,NS-KK 
J=2*K-2+KK 
DO 11 N=l,NC 
L(J,N)=M(K+KK,N)-M(K,N ) 
11 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C.2 
The structure of the DO 11 loop is common thoughout the 
alkane MD code. The index KK specifies a step length down the 
chain; KK=l scans nearest neighbor pairs of sites, while KK=2 
scans next-nearest neighbors. The index J is a row label for 
matrix~- J takes odd values when KK=l and even values when 
KK=2. 
C.3 Bead-Rod Chain Polymers 
A bead-rod chain of ns beads ( sites ) has ns-1 nearest 
neighbor bond constraints. The subrout ine listed below 
generates the constraint selector matrix and the dot product 
coefficient matrix for a bead-rod chain of arbitrary size. 
SUBROUTINE MATRIX 
PARAMETER ( NS=l0,NC=NS-1 ) 
COMMON/ GMATRX/ M(NS, NC ) ,L ( NC ,.C ) 
C--------------- ZERO BOTH MATRICES 
DO 4 I=l,NC 
DO 4 J=l,NC 
IF(I.GT.NS) GOTO 3 
M(I,J)=0 
3 L(I,J)=0 
4 CONTINUE 
C--------------·- LAYOUT CONSTRAINT SELECTOR MATRIX M 
DO 10 I=l, NS 
K=I-1 
IF(K.EQ.0) GOTO 2 
M(I,K)=l 
2 M(I,K+l)=-1 
10 CONTINUE 
C--------------- TAKE DIFFERENCES OF ROWS IN M TO OBTAIN 
DOT PRODUCT MATRIX L C 
DO 11 K=l,NS-1 
DO 11 N=l,NC 
L(K,N)=M (K+l ,N ) -M (K,N) 
11 CONTINUE 
c---------------------------------------------------------
RETURN 
END 
Bond vectors 
index i runs 
is: [ ( ,\~) 1' 
are labelled R = r .. , where n=i and j=i+l . The 
-n -lJ 
from 1 to nc=ns-1. The constraint force vector 
( ,\~) 2 , ( ,\~ ) n c l . 
I 
11 
II 
11 
II 
C.3 
C.4 Bead-Rod Ring Polymers 
A bead-rod ring polymer has ns-1 nearest neighbor bond 
constraints and a bond constraint between beads 1 and ns which 
closes the ring. The constraint matrix~ in this case is 
identical to~ for a bead-rod chain, except that an extra 
coloumn is neccesary for the ring closure constraint. The 
subroutine below generates the constraint matrices for a ring 
polymer of arbitrary size. 
SUBROUTI NE MATRIX 
PARAMETER (N S=l0,NC= NS ) 
COMMON/ GMATRX/ M( NS,NC ) ,L (N C,NC ) 
C--------------- ZERO BOTH MATRICES 
DO 4 I=l,NC 
DO 4 J=l,NC 
M(I,J ) =0 
3 L(I,J ) =0 
4 CONTINUE 
c---------------
c 
C 
LAYOUT CONSTRAI NT SELECTOR MATRIX M 
FOR A CHAIN WITH AN EXTRA COLUMN NC 
OF ZEROS 
DO 10 
K=I-1 
I=l,NS 
IF ( K.EQ.0 ) GOTO 2 
H(I,K)=l 
IF(K.EQ.NC-1) GOTO 10 
2 M(I,K+l ) =-1 
10 CONTINUE 
C--------------- ASSIGN NONZERO ELEMENTS I 
C COLUMN NC 
M(l,NC ) =-1 
M(NC,NC)=l 
c--------------- TAKE DIFFERENCES OF ROWS 
DOT PRODUCT MATRIX L c 
DO 11 K=l,NS-1 
DO 11 N=l,NC 
L(K,N)=M ( K+l,N ) -M (K ,N ) 
11 CONTINUE 
RI NG CLOSURE 
IN M TO OBTAIN 
c---------------
c 
TAKE DIFFERENCES OF ROWS NC AND 1 FOR 
RING CLOSURE CONSTRAINT 
DO 12 N=l,NC 
L(NC,N ) =M ( NC,N ) -M ( l,N ) 
12 CONTINUE 
c------------------------------------------------------
RETURN 
END 
Bond vectors are labelled R = r . . , where n=i, and the index i 
-n -1 J 
runs from 1 ton -1. The constraint force column vector is: s 
[ ( >-..~ ) 1 , ( >-..~ ) 2 , . . . ( >-..~ ) n s _ 1 , ( >-..~ ) n s ) ] ; the r i n g c 1 o s u re v e c to r 
is ~ns· 
APPENDIX D FORCE CALCULATIONS AND VECTORIZATION 
D.l General 
Vectorization of the intersite force calculation gave a 
substantial improvement in computing cost efficiency for the 
shea r flow simulations described in Chapter 4. Fo~ce 
calculations traditionally consume the majority of computer 
time in MD simulations, so most effort wa s put into speed ing 
up these calculations. 
D.2 Force Calculations for Decane 
The FORTRAN subroutine listed below comes from the 
complete shear MD program on the Cyber 205. The subroutine 
calculates intra and intermolecular forces, and the molecular 
pressure tensor. Subroutine FORCE calls two other 
subroutines, ANGLE ( I ), which calculates dihedral forces for 
each molecule I, and MOLE ( I ) , which calculates constraint 
forces for each molecule I. Descriptors are used liberally to 
simplify the code and eliminate messy array indexing. 
SUBROUTINE FORCE 
PARAMETER (NS=l0, NM= 27, !C=2*~S-3,NDF=NM*( 3* NS-NC ) , 
1 NDA=NS-3 ) 
COMMON/ GMULT/ FL2 
COMMON/ FNEWTN/ FX (NS, NM) ,FY(NS, NM),FZ ( NS,NM) 
COMMON/ FCNSTR/ FCX (N S ) ,FCY (NS ) ,FCZ (N S ) 
COMMON/ POS / XO ( NS,NM ) , YO(NS, NM),ZO(NS,NM) 
COMMON/ VEL/ PXO (NS, NM) ,P YO(NS, NM) ,P ZO(NS, NM) 
COMMON/ PE/ U,Ul,U2,U3 
COMMON/ BKCNST/ CUBE,CUBE2,IS ( 5 ) ,DXD,SHEAR,RCUT,RMAX 
COMMON/ FINTRA/ FXA (N S,NM ) ,FYA ( NS,NM ) ,FZA (NS, NM) 
COMMON/ CINTRA/ COSPHI (NDA, NM) ,UD 
COMMON/ ONOFF/ NGAUSS,SWITCH 
COMMON/ PTNSR/ PT ( 3,3 ) 
COMMON/ CENTRE/ XC (NM) ,YC (NM) ,ZC ( M), 
l PXM (NM) ,PYM ( NM ) ,PZM(NM ) 
COMMON/ CONF/ IC ( 300 ) ,REES MAX 
C----------------------------------------------------------
DIMENSION XNP(NS,NM),YNP (NS, NM) ,Z NP(N S, NM) 
DIMENSION RXV(NS,NS ) , RYV (NS, NS ) ,RZV (N S,NS ) , 
l IR(NS,NS),ONE(NS, NS ) ,T (NS, NS ) ,USS (N S, NS),RP(NS, NS ) 
l R2 (NS,NS ) ,R6 (NS, NS ) ,CISV (NS, NS ) 
l FKX (N S,NS ) ,FKY ( NS,NS ) ,FKZ (NS, NS ) 
DESCRIPTOR RXVD,R YVD,RZVD,CISD,TD,IRD,ONED 
DESCRIPTOR R2D,R6D,USSD,RPD,FKXD,FKYD,FKZD 
c-----------------------------------------------------------
c UCUT=4.*RCUT** ( -6 ) 
UCUT=0. 
ONE(l,l;NS*NS ) =l.0 
FX(l,l;NS*NM ) =0 . 
FY ( l,l; NS* NM) =0 . 
FZ(l,l;NS* NM ) =0. 
XNP(l,l;NS*NM ) =0. 
YNP ( l,l;NS*NM ) =0 . 
ZNP(l,l;NS*NM ) =0. 
PT ( ·1, 1 ; 3 * 3 ) = 0 . 
XC(l;NM ) = 0 . 
YC ( l;NM ) = 0 . 
ZC(l ; NM) =0 . 
PXM ( l; NM) =0 . 
PYM(l ; NM) = 0 . 
PZM(l ; NM) =0. 
C---------------- CENTER OF MASS POSITIONS AND MOMENTA 
DO 5 I =l, NM 
DO 2 IJ=l,NS 
XC ( I ) =XC (I)+XO( IJ,I )/ NS 
YC(I)=YC(I ) +YO(IJ,I ) / NS 
ZC(I)=ZC(I ) +ZO ( IJ,I )/ NS 
PXM (I) =PXM(I)+ PXO(IJ,I) 
PYM (I) =PYM(I)+ PYO(IJ,I) 
2 PZM ( I)=PZM ( I )+ PZO ( IJ,I ) 
C---------------- KINETIC MOLECULAR PRESSURE TENSOR 
PT ( l,l ) =PT ( l,l )+ PXM (I)* PXM (I )/NS 
PT ( l,2 ) =PT ( l,2 )+ PXM ( I )* PYM ( I )/NS 
PT ( l,3 ) =PT ( l,3 ) +PXM (I)* PZM ( I )/NS 
PT (2 ,l ) =PT ( 2,l)+PYM ( I )* PXM (I} / NS 
PT(2,2)=PT ( 2,2 )+ PYM (I)* PYM ( I }/ NS 
PT (2 ,3 ) =PT (2 ,3 ) +PYM ( I )* PZM (I }/NS 
PT(3,l)=PT ( 3,l ) +PZM ( I )* PXM ( I} / NS 
PT(3,2 ) =PT ( 3,2 ) +PZM ( I )* PYM (I )/NS 
PT (3, 3 ) =PT ( 3,3 ) +PZM ( I )* PZM (I }/NS 
5 CONTINUE 
C------------------------ LJ I NTRAMOL ECULAR FORCES 
Ul=0. 
DO 10 I=l,NM 
DO 10 J=l, NS- 4 
DO 10 JJ=J+ 4,NS 
RX=XO ( JJ,I ) -XO ( J,I ) 
RY=YO(JJ,I)-YO ( J,I ) 
RZ=ZO ( JJ,I ) -ZO ( J,I ) 
RSQ=RX*RX+RY*RY+RZ*RZ 
C-------------- CUTOFF CHECK 
C IF ( RSQ.GT.RMAX) GOTO 10 
RSI=l. / RSQ 
R6A=RSI*RSI*RSI 
Ull=4.*R6A* ( R6A-l. ) 
Ull=Ull+UCUT 
Ul=Ul+Ull 
RPA=-RSI*R6A *(2 . *R6A- l . ) 
FJIX=RPA*RX 
FJIY=RPA*RY 
FJIZ=RPA*RZ 
XN P (JJ ,I ) =XN P ( JJ,I ) +FJIX 
YNP ( JJ,I)=YNP(JJ,I )+ FJIY 
ZN P (JJ ,I ) =ZNP(JJ,I)+FJIZ 
XNP(J,I)=XNP ( J,I ) -FJIX 
YNP(J,I)=YNP ( J,I ) -FJIY 
ZN P ( J,I ) =ZN P (J ,I ) -FJIZ 
10 CONTINUE 
D.2 
C------------------------------ LJ INTERMOLECULAR FORCES 
ASSIGN RXVD,RXV(l,l;NS* S ) 
ASSIGN RYVD,RYV(l,l;NS*NS ) 
ASSIGN RZVD,RZV ( l,l;NS*NS ) 
ASSIGN IRD,IR (l , l ; NS*NS ) 
ASSIGN CISD,CISV (l ,l; NS*N S ) 
ASSIGN TD,T ( l,l;NS *N S ) 
ASSIGN ONED,ONE(l,l;NS*NS ) 
ASSIGN R2D,R2 ( 1,l;NS*NS ) 
ASSIGN R6D,R6 ( 1,l;NS*NS ) 
ASSIGN USSD,USS ( l,l;. S*NS ) 
ASSIGN RPD,RP ( l,l;NS*NS ) 
C-----------------------------------------
U2=0. 
DO 12 I=l,NM-1 
DO 12 J=I+l, NM 
FXX=0. 
FYY=0. 
FZZ=0. 
DO 11 IJ=l,NS 
RXV (l,I J;NS ) =XO (IJ ,I ) - XO(l,J ; NS ) 
RYV (l ,IJ;NS ) =YO (IJ,I) -YO ( l,J;NS ) 
RZV ( l,IJ;NS)=ZO(IJ,I ) -ZO ( l,J;NS ) 
11 CONTI NUE 
c-----------------------------------------
TD=RYVD/ CUBE 
CISD=CUBE*VNINT (TD;IRD ) 
RYVD=RYVD-CISD 
RXVD=RXVD-CISD*DXD 
C-----------------------------------------
TD=RXVD/ CUBE 
CISD=CUBE*VNINT(TD;IRD ) 
RXVD=RXVD-CISD 
c-----------------------------------------
TD=RZVD/ CUBE 
CISD=CUBE*VNINT ( TD;IRD ) 
RZVD=RZVD-CISD 
c-----------------------------------------
R2D=RXVD*RXVD+RYVD*RYVD+RZVD*RZVD 
R2D=l.0 / R2D 
R6D=R2D*R2D*R2D 
USSD=4.*R6D* ( R6D-ONED ) 
RPD=-R2D*R6D* (2 . 0*R6D-ONED ) 
U2=U2+Q8SSUM(USSD ) 
c-----------------------------------------
ASSIGN FKXD,FKX (l, l;NS*NS ) 
ASSIGN FKYD,FKY ( l,l;NS* NS ) 
ASSIGN FKZD,FKZ (l ,l;NS* NS) 
c-----------------------------------------
FKXD=RPD*RXVD 
FKYD=RPD*RYVD 
FKZD=RPD*RZVD 
FXX=FXX+24.*Q8SSUM (FKXD) 
FYY=FYY+24.*Q8SSUM (FKYD) 
FZZ=FZZ+24.*Q8SSUM ( FKZD ) 
DO 14 IJ=l,NS 
DO 13 JJ=l,NS 
XNP(IJ,I)=XNP(IJ,I)+FKX(JJ,IJ ) 
YNP(IJ,I)=YNP(IJ,I)+FKY(JJ,IJ ) 
ZNP(IJ,I)=ZNP(IJ,I)+FKZ(JJ,IJ) 
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13 CONTINUE 
XNP(l,J;NS ) =XNP(l ,J; NS) -FKX ( l,IJ;NS ) 
YNP(l,J;NS )=YNP(l,J;NS ) -FKY ( l,IJ;NS ) 
ZNP(l,J;NS ) =Z NP( l,J;NS ) -FKZ ( l,IJ;NS ) 
14 CONTINUE 
c---------------------------------------------
XM=XC(J)-XC(I) 
YM=YC(J)-YC(I) 
ZM=ZC ( J)-ZC ( I ) 
CIS=CUBE*NINT (YM/ CUBE) 
YM=YM-CIS 
XM=XM-DXD*CIS 
CIS=CUBE*NINT(XM/ CUBE ) 
XM=XM-CIS 
CIS=CUBE*NINT ( ZM/ CUBE ) 
ZM=ZM-CIS 
C-------------------- POTENTIAL MOLECULAR PRESSURE TENSOR 
PT(l,l ) =PT (l ,l )+XM*FXX 
PT (l,2) =PT (l ,2 ) +XM*FYY 
PT (l, 3 ) =PT (l ,3 ) +XM*FZZ 
PT(2,l)=PT ( 2,l ) +YM*FXX 
PT(2,2 ) =PT ( 2,2 ) +YM*FYY 
PT(2,3 ) =PT (2,3)+YM*FZZ 
PT(3,l ) =PT(3,l ) +ZM*FXX 
PT(3,2 ) =PT (3,2)+ZM*FYY 
PT(3,3 ) =PT (3 ,3 ) +ZM*FZZ 
12 CONTINUE 
VOLI=l. / CUBE**3 
PT(l,1;3*3)=PT ( l,1;3*3 )*VOLI 
C-------------------- COMPLETE LJ FORCES AND ADD IN 
C DIHEDRAL FORCES 
U3=0. 
DO 30 I=l,NM 
CALL ANGLE ( I ) 
U3=U3+UD 
FX(l,I;NS ) =FX ( l,I; NS ) - 24 . *XNP(l,I;NS ) + 
l FXA ( l,I;NS ) *SWITCH 
FY(l,I;NS ) =FY ( l,I;NS ) - 24 .* YNP(l,I;NS ) + 
l FYA(l,I;NS )* SWITCH 
FZ(l,I;NS)=FZ(l,I;NS)-24.*ZNP ( l,I;NS )+ 
1 FZA ( l,I;NS ) *SWITCH 
30 CONTINUE 
IF ( SWITCH.EQ.0. 0) U3=0 .0 
U=Ul+U2+U3 
C------------------------------------ CONSTRAINT FORCES 
DO 15 I=l, NM 
CALL MOLE(I) 
FX(l,I;NS ) =FX (l ,I;NS )+ FCX (l ; NS ) 
FY(l,I;NS)=FY ( l,I;NS )+ FCY (l ; NS ) 
FZ(l,I;NS)=FZ(l,I;NS )+ FCZ (l ;NS ) 
15 CONTINUE 
C------------------------------------ GAUSSIAN THERMOSTAT 
FL2=0.0 
SUMP=0.0 
SFP=0.0 
SPXPY=0.0 
SPS=0.0 
DO 21 I=l,NM 
FXM=0.0 
FYM=0.0 
D.4 
FZM=0.0 
DO 20 IJ=l,NS 
FXM=FXM+FX (IJ ,I ) 
FYM=FYM+FY ( IJ, I) 
FZM=FZM+FZ ( IJ,I ) 
20 SPS=SPS+PXO ( IJ,I ) **2+PYO ( IJ,I ) **2+PZO ( IJ,I )* *2 
SUMP=S UMP+PXM(I)**2+PYM ( I ) **2+PZM ( I ) **2 
SFP=S FP+FXM*PXM ( I )+FYM* PYM ( I ) +FZM*PZM ( I ) 
21 SP XPY =SP XPY+PXM ( I )*PYM(I) 
C------------------------- CONSTANT E ERGY SHEAR 
C FL2= - PT ( 2,l ) *SHEAR*CUBE**3 / SU 1P 
C------------------------- ISOTHERM.A L SHEAR 
FL2 = ( SFP-SHEAR*SPXPY )/{ SUMP*N S ) 
IF (NGAUSS.EQ.0 ) FL2 = 0 . 
DO 25 I = l,NM 
FX ( l,I; NS ) =FX(l , I;NS ) -FL2 * PXM ( I ) 
FY ( l,I;NS ) =F Y( l,I; NS ) - FL2*PYM ( I ) 
FZ(l,I;NS ) =FZ ( l,I;NS ) - FL2*PZM ( I ) 
25 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
D.3 Dihedral Forces 
D.5 
Subr outine ANGL E ( IM ) is listed below . This subroutine 
considers sites in groups of four, and sums the dihedral force 
contributions for each site as it scans the decane molecule 
from one end to the other . No descriptors are used. 
SUBROUTI NE ANGLE ( IM ) 
PARAMETER ( NS =10,NM=27, NC=2*NS -3 ,NDA=NS-3 ) 
COMMON/ CI NT RA/ CO SP HI (NDA, M) ,UD 
COMMON/ POS / XO (NS, NM),YO( S, M) , ZO(NS, NM) 
COMMON/ FINTRA/ FXA (NS, NM),FYA ( NS, M) ,FZA ( NS, NM) 
COMMON/ BKCNST/ CUBE,CUBE2,IS ( 5 ) ,DXD,SHEAR,RCUT,RMAX 
COMMON/ CNSTRT/ DS ( 2 ) ,STS 
COMMON/ RPOT/ AK (6) 
DIME NSION XM(3) , YM(3),ZM ( 3 ) ,BS ( 3 ) 
DIMENSION XF(N S ) ,YF ( NS ) ,ZF ( NS ) 
FXA(l,IM;NS ) =0 . 
FYA ( l,IM;NS ) = 0 . 
FZA ( l,IM;NS ) =0. 
UD =0. 
DO 15 K=l,NS -3 
XM(l ;3 ) =XO ( K+l , IM ; 3 ) - XO(K ,I M;3 ) 
YM(l ;3 ) =YO ( K+l ,I M; 3) - YO(K ,I M;3 ) 
ZM(l;3 ) =ZO (K +l,IM;3 ) -ZO ( K,IM ; 3 ) 
BS ( l;3 ) =XM(l ; 3 ) *XM ( l ; 3 ) +YM (1 ;3 ) *YM ( l;3 ) + 
1 ZM(l ;3 ) *ZM(l;3 ) 
Dl2=XM ( l )*XM(2) +YM(l)*YM(2)+Z ( l ) *ZM ( 2 ) 
D23=XM ( 2)*XM(3)+YM ( 2 ) *YM(3 )+ZM(2) *ZM ( 3 ) 
Dl3= XM(l)*XM(3)+YM ( l)*YM ( 3 ) +ZM ( l )*Z M( 3 ) 
FG= ( BS (l)* BS (2) -Dl2*Dl 2)*( BS ( 2 )* BS ( 3 ) -D23*D23 ) 
X=- ( Dl2*D23-Dl3*BS ( 2)) / SQRT ( FG ) 
IF(ABS ( X) .GT. 1 . 0) X= SI GN ( l.0,X ) 
U0=AK (l)+X*(AK(2 ) +X* ( AK ( 3 ) +X* ( AK(4 ) +X* ( AK ( 5 ) + 
1 AK (6) *X) ))) 
DPHI=AK ( 2 ) +X* ( 2.*AK ( 3 )+ X* ( 3.*AK (4) +X* (4 .*AK ( 5 )+ 
1 5.*AK ( 6)*X ))) 
DPHI=DPHI /( DS ( l ) *STS ) 
XF(K)=DPHI*XM ( 3 ) 
YF(K)=DPHI*YM ( 3 ) 
ZF(K)=DPHI*ZM ( 3 ) 
XF(K+l)=-XF(K) 
YF(K+l)=-YF(K) 
ZF(K+l ) =-ZF ( K) 
XF ( K+2 ) =DPHI*XM ( l ) 
YF(K+2) =DPHI* YM ( l ) 
ZF(K+2)=DPHI*ZM ( l ) 
XF ( K+3 ) =-XF ( K+2) 
YF(K+3)=-YF ( K+2 ) 
ZF ( K+3 ) =-ZF ( K+2 ) 
FXA(K,IM;4 ) =FXA (K,IM ; 4 ) +XF ( K;4 ) 
FYA(K,IM;4)=FYA(K,IM;4 ) +YF ( K;4 ) 
FZA(K,IM;4)=FZA(K,IM;4 ) +ZF ( K;4 ) 
COSPHI(K,IM)=X 
UD=UD+U0 
15 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
D.4 Constraint Forces 
D.6 
Subroutine MOLE ( IM) is solves the matrix equation 
involving Gaussian constraint multipliers for each molecule. 
The first block of code sets up the equation for (\j}, using 
the g coefficient matrix and dot products of bond vectors . 
The matrix elements are fed to subroutine FAC, which solves 
the equation. Finally, the constraint forces are summed for 
each site using the screening matrix~-
SUBROUTINE MOLE ( IM ) 
PARAMETER(NS=l0,NM=27,NC=2*NS-3) 
COMMON/ POS / XO(NS,NM ) ,YO(NS,NM ) ,ZO ( NS,NM) 
COMMON/ VEL/ PXO ( NS,NM ) ,PYO (N S,NM ) ,P ZO(NS,NM) 
COMMON/ FNEWTN/ FX ( NS,NM ) ,FY (N S,NM ) ,FZ (N S,NM ) 
COMMON/ FCNSTR/ FCX ( NS),FCY ( S ) ,FCZ ( S ) 
COMMON/ BKCNST/ CUBE,CUBE2,IS ( 5 ) ,DXD,SHEAR,RCUT,RMAX 
COMMON/ GMATRX/ KF,KA ( NC,NC ) 
ROWWISE KF(NS, NC ) 
DIMENSION XM(NC ) ,YM (NC ) ,Z M(NC ) ,RMSQ (NC ) 
DIMENSION A(NC,NC ) ,GA (NC ) ,B (NC ) 
C------------------------------------ CALCULATE R,R.F,R**2 
DO 1 KK=l , 2 
DO 1 K=l,NS-KK 
J=2*K-2+KK 
XM(J)=XO(K+KK,IM)-XO ( K,IM ) 
YM(J)=YO(K+KK,IM)-YO ( K,IM ) 
ZM(J)=ZO(K+KK,IM)-ZO(K,IM ) 
RMSQ(J)=XM ( J)*XM(J ) +YM(J ) *YM ( J ) +ZM ( J ) *ZM ( J ) 
XlM=PXO(K+KK , IM)-PXO ( K,IM ) 
YlM=PYO(K+KK,IM ) -PYO(K,IM ) 
ZlM=PZO(K+KK,IM)-PZO(K,IM ) 
FXM=FX ( K+KK ,I M)-F X( K,IM ) 
FYM=FY ( K+KK,IM ) - FY ( K,I M) 
FZ M=FZ ( K+ KK ,I M) -F Z ( K,I M) 
B( J ) =- ( FXM*XM( J ) +XlM**2+ FY M*YM(J)+YlM**2+ 
1 FZM*ZM ( J ) +ZlM** 2 ) 
1 CONTI NUE 
C------------------ CALCULATE MATRIX A( NCXNC ) 
A ( l,l; NC*NC ) = 0 . 0 
DO 4 J=l,NC 
A( l,J; NC ) = ( XM (l ; NC)*XM ( J ) +Y ( l ; NC) *YM ( J ) + 
1 Z M ( 1 ; NC ) * Z 1 ( J ) ) * KA ( 1 , J ; NC ) 
4 CONTI NUE 
C------------------------------------ SO LVE A. L=B 
IND=0 
CALL FAC (A,GA,B, NC,I ND) 
C------------------------------------ CON STRAINT FORCES 
FCX(l;NS ) =0.0 
FCY(l;NS)=0.0 
FCZ(l;NS ) =0. 0 
DO 5 I=l,NS 
DO 5 J=l, NC 
FCX(I ) =FCX ( I ) +XM ( J ) *GA ( J ) *KF ( I,J ) 
FCY ( I ) =FCY ( I ) +YM ( J ) *GA ( J ) *KF ( I,J ) 
FCZ ( I ) =FCZ ( I )+ZM(J)*GA(J)*K F ( I,J ) 
5 CONTI NUE 
RETURN 
END 
D.7 
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